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PREFACE. 
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• 
THE .A.ddresses published in this Book \vere delivered 
' . 
at Public r.1eetings . in · connection \vith the Annual 
Assembly of the Independent l\lethodist Churches, iT? 
· various years and places, bet\veen I879 arid I900. The 
topics \vere mostly chosen by Local Committees of 
, . Churches . \vhere the audiences assembled. Hence 
there is little sequence in the Order of Subjects, and 
some overlapping in thought and expression \vere 
· inevitable. It had been my earnest desire to recast the 
matter and to present it more methodically, but the 
claims for service in the Denomination and other 
spheres have prevented this intention being carried 
, . 
out. The Book is therefore issued in its . present form 
\vith the hope that it may assist in making clear the 
· aims and commending the practice of A Free Church 
and AI Free l\1inistry. 
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INDEPENI)ENT IVIETI-IODIST CH(JRCHES . 
• 
L 
• 
OUTLINE OF HISTORY, 
AND POLITY. 
• 
DOCTRINES, 
, . 
THE Denomination \vhose doctrines and polity are 
- . 
herein set forth embraces about one hundred and fifty 
". . J 
Churches:, located chiefly in La ncashire, Yorkshire, and 
several Northern Counties, but their principles are 
· . 
shared and carried out bv far more numerous isolated 
. J 
bodies of Christians in England, Alnerica, Canada, and 
in almost all parts of the \vorId. 
Many of the Chu'rches in the Denominationo\ve their 
origin to the missionary spirit \vhich animated the 
founders of the system and their follo\vers; but, others 
. are off-shoots, almost invariably from some branch of 
. . 
the l\1ethodist family . . It may be safely affirmed, ho\v-
ever, . that ' in all instances, although the place of origin 
may have been \videly distant, and entirely independent 
of any similar movement else'where, the fundamental 
principle at the foundation of the Church has been the 
. . 
_ . ·same. In every case it has been a revolt against the 
. . 
• 
arbitrary exercise of ministerial authority in the Church . 
. The particular occasion 'and form of such capricious use 
. 
• 
• 
. . 
, 
· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
· 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• , 
• 
, 
I 
.. 
• . . 
. . 
, 
• , - , . - . , 
• 
. . 
• 
.' 
• 
• 
. 12 ' • 
. . , 
, 
. . . . 
, of po\ver , have often been different,butthe spirit of :' ; ,' 
, . 
lordshj p over the brethren bas ahvays been similar ; .. 
. " ' , 
qod the aim of those who have resented the ministeria.l " 
, ' , 
. ' . . 
domination has been to found a Church \-\Those govern~ ' . 
, ' 
ment , shall not ~be in exclusive hands, but in those of , • 
• 
the luelubers thelnselves, and \vhose basis of operations ' 
. . '. -, , 
• 
, " 
shall provide ' scope for the. fullest development of the 
spiritual ' capacities, po\vers, and ' usefulness ' of ' each 
, , 
meo1ber of the body. . ' ' • 
, , 
Thus, \vhile the Churches cOlnprising the Denolnina- " 
tion are not all radiations froIu , one common centre, 
, ' 
. ' , 
they are, nevertheless, perfectly homogeneous in senti- . " 
. . '-. ' 
lnen t, and conlpletely harn10nious in principle. I~l not 
a fe\v instances, Churches have existed separately and 
independently for years, and, on beconling acqtlainted ' 
. ' . -, . 
vvith ' the Denoluination, they have . been surprise~ 
to recognize their o\vn vievvs in practice, and to behold ' 
. . " ' 
their aspirations .realized in the experience of previously 
unknovvn Co-\vo"rkers. " Such a fact, besides displaying 
. . 
the unity of ailn , and sentilnent \\Thich characterizes the' 
various Churches in the Den0111ination, goes far to 
. ~. '. 
delTIOnstrate the need for and to justify our separate 
. ' . . 
existence as a branch of the Church of Christ. . 
• 
, , 
ORIGIN OF THE DENOMINATION. 
, , 
, 
As stated ' in the Address , on" Independent 
11ethodjsnl in the Past," the Deno111ination had ' its 
" . 
origin about the year 1797. Considerable clissatisfaction ' 
, . 
prevailed in the '''' esleyan Society ' at ' "~I arrington, 
Lancashire. 
. 
• 
.' • 
. ' 
• 
• 
, . 
, , 
· , 
• 
• 
• 
. 
· . 
• 
. .. 
Several· brethren on the plan ,,,ere ' able· preachers, 
andnl0re popular in the circuit than the Superintendent 
IVIinister himself; but he thought proper to exclude thesE} 
brethren froIn the more ilnportant pulpits. No allegations 
"rerepreferred against these brethren touching either 
ab,ility, character, or doctrine. Their appointments to 
Ininor Churches in the circuit 'vere continued; but bv 
oJ 
the Ininisterial fiat the pulpits of the larger Churches 
,vere barred. against theIne As they \vere successful 
labourers in \vord and doctrine, 11len \vhose fame \vas 
in all . the Churches, considerable . agitation and 
.. 'unpleasantness ensued. This unhappy state of things 
\vas intensified by the arbitrariness of the Superintendent 
in matters of finance. The result \vas that the brethren 
\\'ho \vould not submit to this dictation \vere severed' 
from the Old Body and founded a Church, \vhicb soon 
aftenvards secured a location at Friar's Green, \vhere 
it has continued to exist for more than one hundred 
• 
years, the centenary being celebrated in r897. 
Such, briefly, \vas the origin of the oldest Church in 
the Denomination; and in general characteristics, it 
portrays the history of every Church in the Union 
. \vhich' has had a separate and independent formation. 
' . The friends cOlnposing the Church \vere . in the first 
instance styled "Quaker l\1ethodists," because they, 
. \vere joined by several melnbers of the Society of Friends, 
because . 1110st of theln adopted the Quaker' fashion of 
. . dress, and further they \vere i1n bued \vith Quaker vie\vs 
of the l\/Iinistry; but after sonle years they adopted the 
title "Independent . lVIethodists" "Independent" 
• 
• 
. ' 
• , 
, 
• 
, 
. . 
• 
, 
, , 
, 
, . . - . , , ' , 
. . .' 
• 
• , 14 , , , 
.. 
" 
signifying that the '" Church \vas self-governed, all ' the . 
, . ' 
members having a voice in the management of Church ,,' , 
, ' 
matters; and "1\1ethodist," ' indicating the doctrines " 
. . . . . ' . 
, preached and fonn of \vorship and Ineans of grace. ' In 
, 
other to\vns and districts Churches holding , the salne '\ 
vie\vs have been formed, styling themselves "Free " " 
, Gospel Churches," "Christian Brethren," "Lay ', 
. ' ' 
Churches," &c. In the year 1854 (af~er the Union had " ,,' 
existed for nearly fifty years under the title of "Inde~ , 
penden t 1\1ethodists ") the Churches associated together 
agreed, for the purpose of comn1on identification, and to ', 
, 
express more clearly their position regarding the unpaid 
character of the l\1inistry, to style thenlselvesin their '.. 
aggregate or collective capacity" The United Free 
Gospel Churches," at the san1e tin1e retaining their, 
o\vn local designations. In 18g8 this decision "vas 
. . . . 
, 
revie\ved and by a unanimous vote the Annual Assembly 
reverted to the older title, and the Denon1ination is no\v 
, , 
• 
styled the" Independent IVIethodist Connexion." 
, , DOCTRINES. 
1. , . 
..' 
The doctrines preached in our Churches are those , 
, ' 
conllnonly expressed by the term EvangelicaL These~ ' 
shortly stated, em brace belief in the existence of one 
• 
. . , 
only living and true God, the eternal, omnipresent, " 
olnniscient Being, perfectly holy and just, infinitely \vise ' ' ; 
and good, the Creator and Governor oftheU niverse; , , 
, ' also in the Holy Trini~y ; in the Deity and Humanity of " , 
. , 
, , ' 
. . . . ' . 
the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God; and in the '. ,, ' 
• 
• I ' 
• • 
, , 
'. . . 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
. . 
Divinity and Personality of 
Persons but one God. 
II . 
the Holv 
..t 
Spirit, . three 
. \\1 e believe that, through the fall of our first parents 
fron1 the state of innocence in \vhich they \vere created, 
all men inherit a morally diseased nature, and although 
. all are not equally depraved, all have, by actual trans-
gression, rendered ' themselves liable to eternal per-
, . . 
" 
clition. , 
, \\r e believe that the Lord] esus Christ, by his death 
on the Cross; offered an atonement, ' a propitiatory 
sacrifice, for the sins of all man kind . . 
. 
. And, further, that every truly penitent sinner, on 
forsaking his sins, and trusting\vholly in Christ for 
salvation, receives pardon, and through the Holy Spirit 
. . 
an assurance f)f acceptance \vith God; and that through 
the same grace he is justified, and by the blood of Jesus, 
• \vhich cleanseth from all sin, he is sanctified and fitted 
for the inheritance of the saints in light. 
I 11. . 
. Vif e believe in the ' Resurrection of the dead. the 
, 
raised body being spiritual and immortal; and in 
a General Judgn1ent, \vhen those '\vho have neglected 
. the salvation offered through the n1ercy of God shall 
, 
. "depart into everlasting punishment; " and those \vho 
.' have accepted redelnption through Christ . shall be 
. received into" life .eternal." 
,~ . . 
IV. 
. . 
" . \Ve accept the Bible as the revelation of God ~ s \vi1l 
, 
, . 
, 
, 
, 
• , 
, 
, 
" 
; . . 
, . , . 
" 
, , 
, 
, ' . 
, , 
, 
, 
, , 
, .. 
, ' 
, , 
to man, revering ,its truths as of Divine authority ~ ,,' " 
. . . . ' . 
receiving it as ,vritten by hO,ly men of God inspired by ,. " 
, _ . . ' 
the Holy Spirit, and as containing the ,vords of eternal ' ,, ' 
. . " . 
,!ife, and 111an'sonly safe guide along the journey6f life " 
, 
to the land of endless joy and blessedness. ,,' ,' , " ':. 
Subscription to the articles of belief held by the ' 
,Churches is not absolutely .. a condition of men"lbership ; , 
but it is obviously very desirable, ",here every melnber 
. , 
,is actively engaged in Christian ,,,ork, that general ' " 
unity of teaching should prevail. Indeed, it is probable 
that in all cases the usefulness ora Church is inlpaired 
by persons of mature judgnlent remaining in it after 
they have discarded its fundall1ental beliefs. 
CHURCH CONSTITUTION AND POLITY. , 
, , 
Every follovver of. Christ, professing to have ex-
" ' , 
, , 
perienced a change of heart, and giving evidence by his 
, ' 
life and attendance at the ll1eans of grace ' (usually the 
class ' or Fello\vship ll1eeting or the , Lord's Supper . 
Service), that by con~version he has passed froll1 death 
unto life, and £roI11 the po"rer of Satan unto God, 
, 
and agreeing ,vith our polity, is eligible lor Church 
Inenl bership. 
Th,e entire ll1anagelnellt of the affairs , of the Church 
is vested in the ll1embers thereof, only those of full age, 
, , 
ho\vever (as a rule), exercising the right to vote~ , 1'he , 
affai rs th llS vested in the Ch llrch include the appoint-
ll1ent of preachers, the election of officers; the reception 
. . ' . 
" and disll1issal of melnbers, the control of finances, the 
ovvnership' (through ' trustees npl)ointed by' the Church) ,",' 
, ' 
, 
, 
.. 
, 
, 
, , 
, , 
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· of chapel and sch Jol property, and all other matters 
. . 
concerning the\vork and organization of the Church. 
~ . 
. This right of self-government is exercised in various 
. , 
· \vays, as each Church may determine. In some cases, 
the extreme democratic principle is follo\ved, and all 
. . . 
. . 
matters, trivial as \vell as important, are brought before 
a general n1eeting of the Church melnbers; but more 
· commonly, the delegative or ' representative principle 
.. ~ obtains, and details are \vorked out by a committee or 
. . 
by '. officers, usually called Leaders, Elders, Deacons: 
and Ste\vards; but these are appointed by and respon-
· sible to the Church, giving account of their proceed-
ings quarterly or annually as may be appointed; and 
thus the central principle of the Chur~h being the seat 
, 
and source of authority is maintained. 
-
THE I\HNISTRY. 
The most " capable and ' gifted brethren are called by 
the Church to exercise their talents in the ministry . . 
. . . \~ihere Churches are small, there \vill probably at most 
be only one brother suitable for pulpit service; but, as a 
rule, if the Church has been long enough in existence, 
· and has been faithful in training her sons, there\vill at 
. . . . . . 
least be several to \vhom the \"ork of preaching the 
Gospel and edifying the Church \\'ill be committed as a 
. . 
. ' sa'creci trust. . 
- ,- - . . 
As a consequence of the plurality of preachers in tl]e 
. Church, in harmony \vith the teaching of OUf ' Saviour 
.. . 
· that it is " more blessed to give than to receive," and in 
accordance\vith Apostolic practice and injunction, their 
c 
• 
. . 
. . 
• 
.1 
• , 
, 
• 
• , 
• 
, 
• 
, 
• . " 
. , ' 
• , , , 
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• 
" 
, " 
'services are rendered ,\vithout fee or re\vard, the noble 
. . , . 
exan1pleof the _t\postle Paul, who maintained himself " 
, " 
by the labour of his hands, and , assisted ' his brethren, 
, . -
and enjoined the like course, upon ' the Bishops and 
, Elders of the early Churches, ' being the true , assurance 
. " . . 
of a perfectly di,sinterested and faithful ministry. , . ,' 
. .'. ' . . 
'But as \veak Churches require help from time to tin1e~ , 
and as it is the duty of th~ Church to go into all , the 
\\Torld and preach the Gospel to ~very creature, obliga-
tions\vhich cannot ahvays be discharged by those \\'ho ' 
' . . . 
, are settled in . business or follo\:ving " fixed avocations, 
brethren are chosen as Evangelists, to go from place to 
place, building up feeble Churches, and proclaiming the , 
• 
Gospel in ne\v fields of labour; and, vvhilst so engaged, 
'whether pennanently or periodically, they Inay, if so • . 
requiringit, be maintained by the voluntary contributions ." 
of the Churches, ' for the same Apostle \vho enjoined 
upon resident Ininisters the duty of lnaintaining then1- ' 
selves, claitned ,for Evangelists the" right to live of the 
Gospel. " , 
, 
Believing that · clerical dIstinctions, such as the title 
" l~ev." and other ecclesiastical prefixes, as vvell as 
'clerical dress, exert a ' baneful influence, and , are a 
, , 
hindrance to the \vorkofthe Church, \ve \\Tholly discard 
all such distinctions. \,,!\T e not only refrain from · using 
clerical and ministerial titles , alTIOng ourselves, vve 
, , , 
decline on principle to recogni~e thenl as rightfully 
belonging to others. ,' , , 
, ' 
CIRCUITS OR · DISTRICTS. 
, ' 
Churches vvithinconvenient .· distance from each 
. . 
, ' 
, 
, , 
.. 
• 
, 
• 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
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• 
, . 
other arrange thernselves by their o\vn action in 
circuits or districts, for promoting the interchange of 
preachers, for mutual ,counsel and advice, and' for 
friendly intercourse, as \vell as for cornbined effort in the 
\vork of extending the Redeemer's I{ingdom. 
ANNUAL ASSEi\fBLY. 
A meeting of representatives appointed by the 
Churches is held annually, at \vhich reports and 
, , 
- . 
statistics of the condition and progress of the Churches 
, . 
, are received, and recoll1mendations , made \vhich it is 
hoped may conduce to greater efficiency and secure 
enlarged prosperity. The assembly has no legislative 
functions, being purely consultative, its resolutions 
depending for vitality and usefulness upon their loyal 
acceptance by the Churches . 
• 
CONNEXIONAL LITERATURE. 
\Ve issue monthly a lvlagazine, which is the organ of 
, . 
theU nion and medium for communicating intelligence 
of the \vork of the Churches. \Ve also publish a 
. HynlI1 Book, \vhich has been warmly appreciated by 
, -
some high authorities on hymnology . 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
--
, . 
• 
• 
, , 
, 
• 
, 
, 
• 
I 
• 
• 
" 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
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. . 
• 
" 
. 
. II. OUR DENO:\1INATIONAL AI11S. 
• 
. . [As/zton-1Iuder-:LJ'1ze, ... I879.J 
Our n1ission as . a Denomination is to do our share ' in 
- , . . . . - .. . . 
,vinning the \vodd for Christ. '. Of course, all Christian .' 
bodies claim that as their object. From those ' gentle-
-
. 
men \\Those altar-lights and vestments and post'ures are 
• • • 
. . 
giving Parliament and the Ecclesiastical Courts so much 
trouble, do,vn to Mrs. Girling, :;: ,,,ho is a source of great 
. perplexity to the n1agistrates in Hampshire . all are 
professedly aiming to bring the \vorld to Christ. . "r e 
lllust, therefore, hav~some clearer definition. Still, I 
do not ,vant to part hastily ,vith that definition. I am 
for this Denomination, but I am for Christ first. \Ve 
. . 
stand firmly as a religious comlnunity to our Denomina-
tional principles; but our object is not mere Denomina-
tionalis111. \Ve silnply -regard our Denomination as a · 
. . 
. . 
means to an end that end being the spread . of the 
• 
-(;.ospel of our "Lord . Jesus Christ. . Looking, . then, at 
our Denomination froin this point of vie\\', I shoul9- say . 
our l11ission is threefold. 
. 
. . 
1. It is to sustain and develop the Spiritual Life . 
peculiar to Methodisnl. 
2. . I t is to sustain and develop the Free Church Life · 
. characteristic of Independency. 
• • 
. 3. I t is to . restore among Christians . the Personal 
Activity in the cause of Christ ,,,hich distinguished the .. ' 
Apostolic age. . . . ' '.. . . 
, -------------------------------------------------
* Head of the II Shaker" community in the New Forest. . 
. . 
, . 
• 
. , 
. . 
• 
. . 
, 
• 
• 
. ' . 
• 
, . 
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PERSONAL EFFORT IN APOSTOLIC TI~!ES. ' • 
. 
No\v, confining myself to the last point only, it \vill 
be admitted that Christianity ' in ' its _early days \vas 
, - -
sustained and propagated by Indjvidual Agency. The 
three thousand converted on the day of Pentecost did 
- . . . 
11'ot return to their o\vn countries and settle do\vn 
• 
• 
under · the ministration of the \V ord by somebody 
, ' 
else: they became evangelists, bearing \vith them 
- . . 
the gl~rious truth , they themselves had received, and 
, ' 
carrying it to others. Every fresh convert '\vas a dis-
, tinct addition to the propagating forces- of the ne\v 
,-faith; and by these means the Gospel triumphed ovei-
, persecution and surmounted every obstacle, until 
" ' 
Imperial Rome bo\ved at His sceptre and ·o\vned· Christ 
, -
• 
• 
conquerer. 
, . 
STATE PATRONAGE. • 
But a ne\vpo\ver \vas brought into ' play , for ' the 
• 
advancement of the Christian ' religion. The State un:. 
, ' 
fortunately took up the \vork, and there follo\ved an 
,experiment for ' more than a ' thousand years of , ho\v 
, . 
-' monarchs, and rulers, and governments 'w6u~d bring the 
-, world to Christ. I need not trace the history of that 
, . 
experiment. ' -you kn()\v it is \vfitten in wfong, oppres-
" -
,-sion, blood and failure. VVe no\v see clearly that the 
, ' 
'Civil Pov:er cannot help us in this \vork; and our trouble 
, , 
,to-day is hovl \ve may shake. off such remnants of that ' 
• 
- huge\vrong and failure as remain. 
. - . . . 
• . . - . -'. . 
. ' 
. . 
-
- . 
, ' . CHRISTIAN 'VORK BY· PROXY • . 
. . . ' 
, . 
• -
. -
--
- . 
, ' -," But during the last hundred years or more another 
• 
· , 
• 
• 
· , ,
-
• 
, 
, 
, ' . 
, . 
, , 
, . 
, 
.. 
" • 
" 
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, , 
, , 
experiment has been tried, \vhich, \vithout m'eaning any ' 
, . 
offence, \ve call a. System of Proxy. Under this system . 
, ... 
Christian . men have joined themselves ' togetherarld 
agreed to set apart and pay . one man to discharge the . 
, , , . 
• 
active religious duties of the "vhole ~ody. . No\v, . I 
. '.
should be ashamed to say one \\Tord against the ,.Brethren 
elnployed under this system. As a class, I speak of 
, 
them \vith esteem and reverence. A large measure of ' 
success has ' attended their ministry; and seeing the . 
, , 
state of England to-day I durst not, if I had the po\ver, 
stop the mouth of a single true minister of Christ, 
although he be salaried. But there are several things I 
dare affirm about this system. In the first place, the 
system of su~taining and propagating religion by proxy 
\vill never "vin the ' \vorld for ' Christ. ' I "rant to be 
clearly understood. I do not believe that the \vork 
, , 
. of spreading Christianity can , be carried on \\rith6ut 
lnoney. Jif/'e :want money; and if there is anybody \vith 
us simply because it is cheaper, then I despise such a . 
n10tive. N or do I think the "Torld 'ATill be brought to 
. .' . 
Christ \vholly \vithout paid labour-. . But it is ' one thing 
j 
to ·use paid effort "vhere it is . really needed, a.s in the 
case of evangelistic vvork, and it . is ' another ' thing 
. . 
altogether to make it the basis of your Church existence 
and operations. 
, 
, ' 
INADEQUACY OF THE PAID SYSTEM. 
. . 
The Paid Systeln is breaking do\vl1 011 every hand~ . 
, . . 
The Church of England can go no further the supply 
, 
, 
• 
, 
, 
of clergy is deficient ; more funds cannot be raised, and . . . 
, 
• • 
. , 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. , 
• 
, 
--
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. 
the cry is that unpaid labour must be utilized. The 
, . 
N onconfonning bodies are moving in the same direction. 
' \Vesleyan and Primitive and othet fonns of Nlethodism 
have long been sustained largely by unpaid effort, and 
Congregationalists and Baptists feel they' must extend 
this branch of -their ministerial service. Look for a 
Inoment at the foreign mission field. \~Te raise in 
England, I suppose, about [2,000,000 for the conver-
sion of the heathen \vorld. ' \Ve provide about one man 
for ' every 100,000. \~Till the \vorld ever be \von ,for 
Christ , at that , rate? 'fhe task is impossible! At 
-
, hOIne, the ,vorld is gaining upon us. Population gro\vs 
, ' 
faster ' than Church , membership ' every\vhere. We, 
,.. . . 
therefore, need to broaden the , basis of our religious 
, ' 
activity.~;~ You have done this in Politics. Former~y 
government 'vas in the hands of a fe,v, but no\v every 
householder must play his part 'as a citizen of the 
common,vealth. ' You have done this, too, in the matter 
, -
. -
',ofEducatio1l. Formerly education ,vas in the hands of 
a fe\v; no\v education is in the hands of the people, 
and, thank God, the last child is born in England ,vho 
-
, * Compare the two systems [personal service and proxy service]. VVe 
shall suppose first ' that we raise money enough to employ, say, two 
. ,- hundred thousand missionaries, and that on an average each of them 
, . , 
, " shall be the means of converting, say, ten souls every year, and thus. 
. , , . 
, adding to the Church annually two millions of souls, how long wouJdit 
take to convert the world by such means? Upwards of a thousand years. 
,Or let us suppose that there are at present one million earnest Christians" 
and every hundred of them supports a. missionary. ,\Ve shall also suppose 
_" that eveloy missionary has ten converts annually, and that every hundred 
· " converts support another missionary; we should theOn have-ten thousand 
missionaries and one ' hundred thousand converts during the firs't year . 
• 
· , 
. How long would it take to convert the world? Upwards of a thousand 
• 
• 
, . 
- , 
" 
, 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
, 
" . 
• . . 
• 
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. . 
Vviil beallovved to grow up an ignorantchild.N ovv ,;ve . . ... 
. . 
. . . 
say, carry thi$ principle ' a step further, and let ever); 
man discharge his own responsibility in the great work 
of Religion. . . If, you . cannot, succeed in politics ,or 
education by ' proxy, still less can you succeed in 
. . 
winning the world for Christ. ~ • 
' -
, 
APPEAL FOR IVIEN OF GREAT TALENTS • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
-Hitherto the unpaid ministry' has had a ' stigma ' .of 
. . . 
. ignorance cast upon it. This ' .h~s not been 'deserved, 
and in many cases it has been ' unjust . . "Vlhen, men 
. . 
have been excluded ' from schools it is ~11 unvvorthy 
thing to sneer at them f()r their want of learning; they 
. . 
should rather be honoured for the ' consecration of such 
talents as they possess. But vve do not want an ignorant . 
ministry for 'Christ. Vle say, let the combined piety, 
, . . 
godliness, intellect,' culture, . refinement, and energy of 
the land all be consecrated to Christ. I think ~7ith 
• 
. . 
pleasure upon the fact that, vvhen the time for rest from 
~ - - , - , 
. . 
. . 
the ' arduous duties of statesmanship and legislation ' 
. . 
comes, men like Lord Selborne, ex-Lord Chancellor, 
and Mr.Gladstone find their way into the Sabbath 
-----------------------~------------------------~ . . 
years. The reason is obvious; in any ' new mission field the Incre:lse 
would be large at first, because the deaths would be ,few, but after 
. .' ..
some time the increase would be checked. and at length. when the 
number of converts had ' so multiplied that the deaths should balance 
the conversions, the incr,ease ~would be arrested . . But \ve shall next 
, . 
suppose that there are at present only one thousand earnest Christians 
in the whole world, and that we were · to get a higher style of 
. . . . 
Christianity, so that every convert would be the means of converting 
on an average, ONE SOUL EVERY TWO YEARS, the world with its eleven 
hundre1 millions of souls would be converted in thirty years.-
. . 
Eva1lgelistic Baptism. 
. . , , . . ' , 
. . 
• , ' , . . , 
. , 
• 
• 
, 
• 
. . 
. . 
• , 
• 
, 
, 
· . ' 
• 
. school, and seek to infuse into the hearts of the young 
a loving faith , in Christ, and to mould their lives by the 
blessed hope of the GospeL " But from the higher 
'ministrv of the \~T ord , of Eternal Life these great and 
w 
distinguished men are excluded. ' Jhe law does this in 
the case of the Church of England; and \vhat the la\v 
does for them CUStOl1t does for Nonconformist churches. 
\Ve say Break that barrier do\vn, and \vherever there 
, be piety and ' gifts suitable irrespective of clerical or 
Ininisterial orders let them be impounded for the 
. " 
highest service of Christ. I might caine a little nearer 
home. 'There is a mind of giantintel1e~tual strength, 
vigorous \vill,untiring energy, vvhich can move 
Chambers of Commerce~:: and inspire men to activity in 
the great \vork of temperance reform, and for the attain-
ment of political rights , and civil and religious freedom; 
, and \vhv should not that great intellect, ' \vhich is such 
.a manifest force in all other relations of life, be con-
secrated to , the service of Christ, and from the pulpits 
as \vell as the plat/onns of Lancashire proclaim the 
priceless truths . of salvation to our fello\vmen ? 
• • 
• PRACTICABILITY OF THESE PRINCIPLES • 
But are these - ideas practicable? Is it a visionary 
ideal, desirable but unattainable? . Or is it one that 
, . 
rnay be .\vorked out inlife ? Can churches be sustained ' 
, . 
" on such a principle, and Christianity be propagated by 
. , such agency ?vVell, in reply, I belong to a Church 
., that ' has tried these principles for sixty years. It has ' 
, 
" . ' 
• 
. 
* 1'\'1r. Hugh Mason, J P, was in the chair. 
. 
, 
, 
, . 
, ' 
, 
, 
, 
• 
, ' 
, , 
• 
( 
, . 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• . . 
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.. 
. . . ' . 
. . . 
all · along been sustained by an unpaid ministry .; . and · . 
. . 
to-day \ve have nearly tvvo hundred members " on our " 
.. church-roll, over five hundred scholars in . our Sunday 
. . 
School, and over five hundred in our DaySchool~\vith 
Band of Hope, Library, Sick Society, Clothing Club, 
and all the accessories of religious, -In6ral and social 
. ' . . 
usefulness. T\vo generations have gro\vn up \vithin its 
elnbrace; many have been trained up to useful positio'ns 
. . 
in society, and to discharge their duties as good citizens; 
. lnany have passed a\vay to the . better land, and · on 
. . 
their dying beds have given testin10ny to the vitality · of 
"" the spiritual life v/ithin, and left an assurance that they . 
. \veregoing to · be . 'with · Christ, \"hich · is far better. 
- . - . 
'~That stronger evidence of a true Church of Christ can 
you have than this? 1\1 y heart has been cheered . to-
day beyond po\ver · of utterance by the announcement 
that in the circle of onr little denomination God has 
ovvned the labours put forth by . adding to . our · 
. 
rnen1bership during the . past year . no fe\ver than 380 
souls, besides a large addition to the church members · 
on probation. These facts ·· den10nstrate the practica- ... " 
bility of our principles, and they also bid us to take 
. . 
courage, . to nerve ourselves for greater efforts in the 
. . 
. future, and for the exercise of stronger faith in God. 
No labour brings · such blessed satisfaction to our o\vn 
hearts · or such rich " results as that spent in the service 
of Christ. Political \vork has its re\vard in the increased 
. . 
" happiness of a nation; social reform and civil rights add 
. . . 
. to tl1e comforts and contentInent of a people; but \vork .. 
. . . 
. . . 
done for · Christ is in1mortal. for . vvhen th€ " sun of 
., 
• 
, 
. , 
, 
" , 
. 
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statesmanship has set, \vhen the days of civil life have 
'ended, and the hour of social advancement is spent, 
then they that have been \vise shall shine as the firma-
• 
ment, and they that have turned 111any to righteous-
ness as the stars for ever and ever. 
• 
• 
. . 
. . 
'. , . 
, 
• • 
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III. ' ORIGIN AN D INFLUENCE OF CLERICAL ' ' . 
. . ' '. . - - - . . - . . 
, 
DISTINCTIONS. ' 
, 
, 
. ' " . 
• [Wil1'1'i71gton, I881.J ' , ' .. ' ' , 
, ' ' 
, , , 
" I think \ve may with great confidence affirn1 that the " 
. '. . . 
principles of Independent \1ethodism strike th,eir, roots 
• 
deep in the practice of theJirst Christian Churches and 
of the Apostles themselves. ' A book "vas published only 
recently ""hich I have read v/ith immense pleasure and ' 
, " . 
satisfaction. It is the Bampton Lectures for 1880. It , 
, , 
is not written by a political Dissenter, ahvays ready to 
have a "shot" at the Establishn1ent ; it is \vritten by 
, 
, , 
a Churchman \;vho holds a high position at the Oxford 
, , ' 
University. I n this work he traces the frunevvork of 
, the Christian Church from the time of the Apostle~. 
The author tells us the principles on \vhich the first 
, ) , , 
Churches \\Tere founded, hO\\7 they came to appoint 
officers, \vhat the positions of those officefs'were, ' and 
, . 
the functions they had to discharge. 
, , 
NO ." CLERGY" NOR " LAITY" IN APOSTOLIC THvlES. ' 
, 
, ' 
N O\V the point to \vhich I "vish to call your attention " 
, is this: It is abundantly established by the author , of , ' 
the Bampton Lectures that in the early Churches (and 
for a very long time after the Apostolic age) there were 
no distinctions' between Clergy and Laity. ,The officers 
.. . . . ' 
. . 
. , 
, 
of the early Churches of \vhom we read inthe Acts of the , '," , 
, , 
Apostles and the Epistles \vere not clerical ·a.t all. ' Take ,' . , 
the nlost ecclesiastical-looking of all the offices in the · ', 
. , . ' 
NeVi Testament I mean the 'office of Bishop. Mr. 
. ' 
, ' 
. , . ' • 
• 
• 
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, 
, 
'Hatch tells us that Bishops, \vhich \vere in the plural 
in each Church: \vere not ecclesiastical officers. Bishop 
, 
\vas simply a title borro\ved from the civil Government 
of the time. Certain civil officers in provinces of the 
.', empire distant from Rome \vere styled Bishops or over-
seers; and\vhen the members of the early Churches 
,van ted overseers, they appointed brethren (more than 
, , 
one in -each Church) and styled thenl Bishops, as the 
Roman ciyil officers \verecalled. And ,,,hat Bi~hop ,vas 
among the Romans, Elder ,vas among the J e\vs. Both 
, ' 
\vere civil officers 'originally, and not ecclesiastical. 
" 
ORIGIN OF THE DISTINCTION. , .. 
But the author of the Bampton Lectures for I880 
, ' 
', goes further. He not only sho,YS that no distinctions ' 
existed among the early Churches behveen Clergy and 
, , 
Laity, but he traces the history of those distinctions, 
, , 
and sho,vs hO\\1 they originated. Long after the death 
of-the Apostles, the spiritual functions of the Church 
. ' 
,vere exercised in common by all gifted members of the 
, , 
Church, ,,,hether in office or not; Lut by-and-bye 
, Bishops began to assume authority, and did not con-
sider it quite dignified that they should be ' preached to 
, ' 'bY ,' Laymen. Hence came the first step: a , Layman 
must not preach in the presence of a Bishop. Then 
oth~r officers lifted themselves a step, and no Laynlan 
', must preach in the presence of any Church officer . 
, , 
Thencarhe ' the third step, prohibiting Laymen from 
.. , , 
preaching at alL From that time the Clergy becanle a 
separate class, absorbing an~ong themselves the spiritual 
, , 
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, , ' 
functions of the · Church. No\v, , la.ter in his book, " 
" . ' . ' 
• 
1"1r. Hatch defends this ~eparation of the Clergy from · • 
• 
the Jjaity. In his judgment the union of the Church 
. and State vvas desirable; but \ve will take the his.torical 
• 
" . - . 
facts \\rhich :rv[r~ Hatch puts before us, and deduce our · . 
' o\vn argulnents therefrom. . And the point I ' wish you 
to seize is this, that in the early Churches there \"ere 
no distinctions betvveen Ciergy and Laity . It, therefore, 
, . . . 
follo\vs that Peter Phillips and other Founders of 1n- ' , 
- . - ' . 
dependent> wlethodisln based their system of Church ' 
, organization on the model of the Ne\v Testament and ', 
" , 
of the early Churches. That being so, such a system 
. has a fair right to a place in Christendom. . ,,,7 e do not 
, , 
require, as \ve sometimes think \ve do, to defend our 
system. It has its defence and its justification in the 
practice of the Apostles and of the early" Churches, and 
it is for those \vho have departed fron1 those ' principles ' 
to defend and justify their departure. , 
• 
• 
INFLUENCE OF THE DISTINCTION. 
• 
, 
N 0\\7 I proceed to another point \vhich is of practical 
, . 
importance. I think all distinctions bet\veen Clergy and 
Laity are an element of n10ral and spiritual \\1eakness in 
the Church of Christ. ,i\7hen a man is set apart fromthe 
business of the \vorld, he is expected to live a , purer, a ' " ' 
holier life; ' and it follo\\'s that \vhatare styled Laymen 
are contented with a lower plane of spiritual altitude. 
-. . - -
Allo\\' me to illustrate this poin t . by an allusion v/hich , is 
. not con1mon in these assemblies. I refer to a horse " 
• 
, 
• 
. , 
• 
, 
, 
· 
• 
• , 
• 
• 
race..A. fe\\' years ago ()ne of. the great annual events 
. in the turf \vodd came off, and \vhen the ,vinning horse 
,vas · kno\vn a singular thing happened. Editors of 
. . 
ne\vspapers \vhich support that institution dipped their 
pens in ink and \vere ready to congratulate the ,vinner, 
'when it occurred to then1 it ,vould be just as \vell to kno,\' 
. . 
a little about him. They inquired ,vho the o,vner of the 
, 
. . 
fortunate horse \vas, and they found it \vas a l\'Ir. I{ing ~ 
. '
and they asked\vho ,vas 11r. King. And it turned out 
that he \vas a clergyman. ""Thy," they said, " this 
\vill neve'r do; n and a controversy arose among the 
editors as to \vhether a clergyman ought to enter the 
, turf ring. They vvere s~pporters of horse-racing, bear 
in mind, but they objected to a clergyman mixing him-
self up \vith the affairs of the turf. In other \vords, they 
had one code of morals for · Laymen and another for 
. Clergymen . . And this runs through all society. wlem-
bers of congregations and of Churches generally do not 
think they should be expected to live lives of purity and 
, . 
holiness such as the Clergyman and the minister set 
apart from business is expected to live a state of things 
'\vhich . is totally at variance \vith the teachings , of the 
. Gospel and with the exalted privileges of the Christian 
, .. 
, religion, \vhich call upon all to be I{ings and Priests 
.' unto God. 
• 
THE UNREACHED MASSES. 
The question is often discussed, why so small a pro-
", ', . 
.. . portion of the population of this country is interested 
. , , 
. in the cause of Christ. Arthur Ivr ursell, "vhose fame as 
. . , , 
. , 
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• 
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• 
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• 
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• 
. . . . 
. . " 
a lecturer amongst \yor.kingmen is not .excelledby any . ' 
. . 
man in England, gives us an answer to that , question. 
. . 
. , 
I:Ie tells us that one great reason \""hyso fe\y vvorking 
men feel an interest in religion is the great guTf.\vhich '-
. . . 
separates the Laity from the Clergy; ' and therefore, he ' : 
says it is one of his primary objects in life to do a\vay . 
. . ' 
\"ith all badges and distinctions bet\veen the Olergyand 
Laity. Like ~1r. R. '\v. ~ Dale, a leader among ' the . 
CongregatioI1alists~ and 1,,1r. Spurgeon, a leader of the ',' . 
Baptists, 1\1r. 1\1 ursell ' has discarded Clerical titles , 
• 
and distinctions, and has thus advanced a step nearer ' , .. '
the basis of the Apostles and the early Churches . 
.. 
, 
HIGHEST ALTITUDE OF SELF-SACRIFICE • 
• 
, 
l'here is one further point 011 \vhich I \:vould like to ' . 
say a \vord. I think there \vill be no difficulty in 
. J _ • . 
establishing the proposition that the systeln founded by . 
• . . 
Peter Phillips and his co-\vorkers \~rould raise the leaders ' 
orChristian \\lotk to a higher 'elevation of disinterested-
hess and to a grander altitude of self-sacrifice. , You 
relnelnber ho\v the Apostle Paul defended his right to 
, , 
go a \varfare at the charge of others. He clain1ed the 
, . . 
right as an Apostle to live by the Gospel; but as\ve 
read his splendid ' charge to the Bishops at Ephesus, do 
we not feel that because he ' did not exercise his right, 
but Inaintained hilnself, he stands on a higher plane and 
. con1es nearer the self-sacrificing spirit of the Lord Jesus , ' 
' . . "-
Christ? Even if it be right to live of th.e , Gospel, St. 
Paul shov,"s us that it is a grander and nobler thing not · ' 
' to exercise the'right. ' 
• , . . 
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• 
, CARLYLE'S PEASANT SAINT. 
, 
As relevant to this point, I \vould like to quote a 
, fe,," \vords from the \vritings of a great man \vho has 
passed a\vayfron1us. I allude to Thomas Carlyle. It 
is a passage \vhich I ' think ought to be cherished in the 
heart of and remembered \vith gratitude by every Inde-
pendent ' l\1ethodist. "There are," says Carlyle, 
"t\vomen I , honour. First" the , toil-\vorn craftsman 
that \vith earth-made implements laboriously , conquers 
the earth and make her man's." To such Carlyle 
says :, "Toil on, toil on ; tllOu art in thy duty, be out of 
' it \vho may; thou toilest for the altogether indispensable 
daily bread." "A second man I honour," he says 
, ' 
" and still more highly. Him \vho is seen , toiling for 
the spiritually indispensable; not daily bread, but the 
Bread of Life. Is he not, too, in his duty? ' If the 
poor and humble toil that \ve have food, must not the 
high and more glorious toil for him in return that he 
, , 
have Light, Guidance, ' Freedom, Immortality? These 
, ' 
, ' 
bvo in all their degrees I honour. ' Unspeakably touch-
, 'ing is it, ' ho\vever" and this is the point ,I \vish to 
emphasize " ' "Unspeakably touching is it, ho\vever. 'when 
"I find both dignities united and he that must toil out- ' 
, ' \vardly for the lo\vest of man's \vants is also toiling 
in\vardly for the highest. ,Sublimer ' iIi this \vorld I 
, kno\v nothing than a Peasant Saint. ' Such , a one \vill 
take thee back to Nazareth itself; thou ,viIt see the 
, ' 
. "splendour of heaven' spring forth ', from the ' humblest 
. - ". . 
depths of earth like a light shining in darkness." 
, ' 
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'. IV. OUR SCRIPTURAL BASIS. , . • • , , 
• . 
· . ".' . 
. , 
. . 
[Part of a lecture de";z'vel~ed in varzQus·: tow12.S ~J -, :, . .., 
. . 
· - . . . ' . , 
· . - . .' : 
All our Churches have been established to assert the 
right of the Church to govern itself and to realise 
. . 
an open and Free lVIinistry ~ Our fathers fo~nd good 
· .' ~ . 
men expelled from societY,;at thevvill of the 'Superin-
tendent ~1inister. They 'were -required to.- .· make 
• 
contributions of money, . of \vhich .neaccount was 
rendered . to the ·· Church. They .' had . no voice ·. in 
, . 
selecting those \vho . should occupy the pulpit;: and 
,vhen some lTIOre gifted brethren vvere . desired by' the 
• 
Church for pulpit service, they \vere allov,redor 
excluded at the caprice of the Superintendent Nlinister. . 
Our fathers therefore established . Churches \vhich 
. , 
should in the first place be 1\1 ethodist Churches, v,There 
. . 
the doctrines of Methodism. should he preached,and 
. . 
the '. forn1s of \vorship and usages of . Ivrethodisri1 . 
observed. . , . . .. ' 
2. They established Churches \vhich should be self~. 
governed, each Church having control of all its affairs 
both as to the possession of Chapel 'property; the supply 
of the pulpit, the control of finances, and the . rrianage- . 
ment of all affairs. . ." . . 
, . 
. 3. They established Churches, avoiding the,evils of 
the one-111an Inipistry by placing the privileges' and . 
responsibilities of pulpit service in the hands of the 
nlost capable and gifted brethren in everyChurch,\~Tith~ . 
oout fee or re\vard. ' . 
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-' . . . . 
" GOVERNMENT OF THE CHURCH BY THE CHURCH. 
. ~ 
. -. . ~ 
No\v are these vie\vs Scriptural? \~Te ans\ver that 
' .. they are. According to the N e\v Testament the source 
of authority is in the Church and .not in any bne man. 
~ '. The dire'ction of Bishops, lvIinisters, :Nfissionaries, etc~, 
\vas the \vorkof the Church. In theN e\vTestament (Acts 
:, 
. . xv. 22)--\ve read in reference to a point of doctrine about 
, 
, 
\vhich differences arose," Then pleased it the Apostles 
and Elders \vith the whole Chztrch to send chosen men 
~ . 
of theiro\vn company to . Antioch"; and that "they 
\vroteletters by them, after this manner: The Apostles 
. and Elders and bretltre'll, send greeting, &c." 
After Christ's Ascension \vhen it \vas desired that ' 
an "Apostle" should be elected in the place of J uaas, 
the Eleven, ' \vith the other disciples 1t1t1JZbe1'ing H about 
one hundred tUld twenty," gave themselves to prayer, and 
. . 
. . 
they elected !vI atthias by lot. 
It is clear that in these cases, vvhich are examples of 
many others \vhich might be quoted, that the vvhole 
Church \vas consulted and deliberated upon the matter, 
that the decision arrived at was the decision of the \vhole 
' ~. ' Church, and on the question of disputed doctrine the 
communication declaring the decision \vas issued in the 
. ilalne and 011 behalf of the \vhole Church, and not of 
the Apostles and Elders only. 
. . 
. Clergymen and ordained ministers generally regard 
themselves as holding offices and positions of authority .. 
over the Church. This \vas not the case in the early 
,. -
days of Christianity, for \ve find Paul and other 
. ' .. 
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, 
'Apostles subject to the direction of the Church. The 
. ' ... . 
follovving examples ,,,ill sustain this conclusion :-, - _ 
, .. 
. . 
'. , 
Acts xiv: 23. ' 
.' " 
, , 
, 
, 
, , 
. . , . -
, And when they had ordained for them elders in 'ev~ry 
. .-
Church, and had prayed vvith fasting, they comnlended " 
, ' 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
" ~ 
, . 
them to the Lord, on ",hom they had believed."" : " , , ' 
, ' 
. , 
Acts"xv. 2. 
, ' 
" The Bret/wen determined that Paul and Barnabas, " 
" , 
and certain other of th~m, should go up to Jerusalem 
unto the Apostlesand Elders about this question." 
By these passages it is clear that ' appointments , to 
, 
. . . 
offices and to service \"ere made by tlieCliurc/t. 
It \"ill be observed that the \vord " Elders" is in the 
plural, there being no such practice ' in ,the tinle bf the 
Apostles as one 1Ilan ,taking , the government ' and 
mipistry of a Church. ' 
The Apostles, no , doubt, , exercised a po\verful 
influence in the 'deliberations of the Churches. ' Even 
they, ho\vever, did not over-rule the Church, ', but 
• 
obtained the judgment of their brethren by means of 
argulnents addressed to their understanding, and 
directed by that Spirit \vho~'as to guide ' them into all 
. . . '. 
truth. If Apostles accepted direction fronl the Church 
much 1110re may \ve regard authority ofmenlbers of the 
, 
Church as suprenle. 
. , 
, ' . 
• , THE SCRIPTURES AND THE MINISTRY. ' ' 
, 
, ' 
. . . ... 
, ~ , -
So much then for the Scriptural vie"r orself-govern- ' 
, . 
, , 
, , 
J'l1ent in the Church, and no\" I ask your attention to ', 
, 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
, 
. 
the Scriptural vie\v of the nlinistry. On this question 
. . our fathers accepted and \ve have follovved the lead of 
the Society of Friends. It is true, that in · the N e\v 
Testament as in the Old, the principal is laid do\vn that 
those \vho preach the Gospel should live of the Gospel; 
but ,vemaintain that this refers to evangelists, to those 
. ' . 
. \vho go about from place to place, \vho cannot therefore 
• 
be engaged in , business or have settled occupations. 
N O\v \vhat say the Scriptures on these points; to the la\v 
and the testimony. 
~1 att. x. 8, 9, ro . 
. 
"Freely ye have received, freely give. Provide 
neither gold, nor silver, nor brass in your purses; no 
scrip for your journey: neither t\VO coats, nor shoes, nor 
.. . 
yet staves ~ for the \vorkman is \vorthy of his meat." 
Luke x. 7. 
, " And in , the same house remain, eating and drinking 
such things as they give; for the labourer is \vorth y of 
.. , his hire.~' 
"I t is obvious, ' therefore, that the "labourer" 
mentioned as " ,vortby of his hire" has no fixed abode, 
.. ' but is an apostle ~r evangelist, journeying from place to 
place. '. ' lVe have called out brethren, and without 
.' inducements being held out to them, they have entered 
•• 
. . 
". upon evangelistic ,york, trusting to God thrbughthe 
. . . 
. . 
Churches of the Union for their maintenance. In this 
matter \ve attach very great importance to the practice 
. . 
. and precepts of the Apostle Paul · himself. What does 
he say himself, and\vhat is sa~d of him? 
• 
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" ~' ' :- Acts ·x\Tiii. · 3: ~, . . ', ' ... . . - . , . . - -
" , 
, , 
", 
• 
, 
• 
, , 
• 
. .. . .-~ .' "'And. b~causePaul ,"vas oflhesarrie craft, " he abode 
.' . -
. '. . . 
\vith them, and\vrought; for by their occupation- the)~_ ',' 
" . . ... . ' . 
\\'ere tent-makers." " ' , 
• 
, ' 
, ~ 
" . 
, 
, 
.. 
. , 
J ," -.-' 
, . . " Acts x,x. 17,28, 34, 35· , , ' . . . .. ,' _' 
=,' " And from ~1iletU:s he sent to E'phesus" and calledto 
• . • . _ _ . _ A . . . . . 
. the elders of the Church." • And said: , 
~ - . . 
, , 
, , 
. . . . 
, "Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all , the. 
frock, over 'the , vlhich th~ Holy G host hath mad,e yqu 
overseers, to feed the Church of God. 
"Ye yourselves kno\v that these ' hands have 
ministered unto Iny necessities, and to them that \vere 
.. .. . " 
, . 
\vith lue. ' , 
" I have sho\ved you all things, hO\\7 that so labour: , 
ingye ought 'to support the weak, and to reluemberthe' , 
words of the Lord] esus, how he said, It is 1uoreblessed , ' 
, 
to give than to receive .. " 
, " 
These passages sho\v that Paul maintained 4in1self 
, , 
by \vorking at' his ' 0\\,11 trade, and he enjoined the, ' 
, ' 
elders to follo\\' his exan1ple in this respect. Indeed, 
. ' - . 
it is obvious that luuch of this address by Paul, as \vell 
' . . . 
as' other utterance,s by the ' Apostle, is ' designed to ' pre- " 
vent those , Ini'nisteril)g the . '''.' ord allo\ving then1selves 
. _. . 
to be chargeable to the Church, .the speaker urging 'in ' 
, .• ~ ' • . ' • I 
the strongest manner that they should n1aintain then1-
s~lv~;, a'nclalsoiifeed the Chur'ch , ~f God." " ,, "'" 
. , 
, , ,- , .. , ' 
, , ' 
, " 
.. - ' .. . 
" , .. , ' ' 
, 
. - . . . 
. ' ' 
, ' 
" " , , Acts vi. 2-6.< , , -~ . . . , ,. 
, . . ... " . 
, , 
. ~ - -. 
. . . ' . . 
, , 
, ' 
, ' 
' -:,1"'he appointtnent ' of seven Deacons irl "· charge , of ' , 
teluporal affairs (relief of \vido\vs, and the poor) is SOlne.; ,' , ' " 
, 
, ' 
, 
• 
, 
. ' , 
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• 
'. tilnes qlloted in justification of a line of demarcation 
.. bet\veen the \vork of ' the l\.finistry and other Christian 
. . 
\vork, setting apart certain brethren for the more secular 
affairs . of the Church; but on referring to verse 8 it 
. w·ill be found that Stephen, although appointed to 
"serve tables," \vas "full of faith and power," and did 
,,' great \vonders and miracles among the people." And 
he \vas honoured to be the first on the illustrious roll of 
Christian Inartvrs. 
J 
. RIGHT TO LIVE OF THE GOSPEL. 
. ' 
• 
But does not Paul say, ministers have a right to live 
of the Gospel? OUf ans\ver is "yes." This refers to 
the evangelist: a brother going about from place to 
place as a herald of the Gospel. But Paul shovls that 
. \vhilst he had the right as an apostle or evangelist to 
live of the Gospel, yet he did not exercise his right . 
. 
I Cor. iX.5, 14, IS, 18. 
" Have \ve not po\ver to lead about a sister, a \vife, 
. as ,yell as the apostles,and the brethren ' of the Lord 
and Cephas? 
" Even so hath the Lord ordained that they \vhich 
preach the Gospel should live of the Gospel. " . 
" But I have used none of these things. . . . 
" \Vhat . is my re\vard then? Verily that \vhen I 
. . 
preach the Gospel, I may make the Gospel of Christ 
\vithout charge,· that I abuse not · my po,ver in the 
. Gospel." . 
I . Thess. ii. 9. .' 
" Forye remen1ber, brethren, our labour and travail, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
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• 
• 
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, . 
. , 
. . . . 
, ' . 
for labouring night and day, hecause , we would not ' be ' . 
chargeable unto any of you, ,ve preached ,'. unto ,you the . ,: ,' 
, , 
Gospel of God." . ' " , .' 
. zThess. iii. 8, .9' ' . , , . ' . , ' , 
, . . 
" Neither did vve eat any Inan'.S bread for nought; but · 
, 
, . 
wrought vvithlabour and travail night ahdday, that \ve 
might not be chargeable to any of you. . -,; 
,. "Not because \ve have not po,ver, but to make 
ourselves an ensample unto you to folIovv us. " 
Thus in addressing the elders at Ephesus, Paul 
, . , 
admits no claim ,vhateverfor tlzeJlt to "live of the 
, 
• 
. , 
. 
Gospel, " because they,vere residents at Miletus, and ' 
ought to maintain thelnselves. " But in these passages 
, ' . 
addressed to the Corinthians and Thessalonians, . Paul 
, , 
defends . his right, as an apostle or evangelist" pro- . 
claiming" the Gospel, to be chargeabl~ to them; . but he . .. 
. - . . 
. ' 
did 1tOt exetcise hzs 1~igllt whe1t he lIziglzt Ilave dOlle, so ', • . 
. , . jealous \~Tas he lest the preaching of the Gospel becalne . ," 
a matter of pecuniary consideration and gain, \vhich ' 
Paul regarded as inilnical to the spirit and success ·' of . 
the Gospel. 
. . ", . 
, , . 
THE REVISED VERSION AND OUR PRINCIPLES. . 
• 
, , [Paper (abrtdgedJread at H7(irrington, I88I.J . '" 
. . . 
. . 
It \vould be most unfair to judge vvithfavour or other- . 
. .' . 
wise the \vork of the Re\~ision of the N e\v Testament '. ,.' 
. ' 
. . . 
. . 
because it strengthens or weakens 'the position of a ·" 
- '. ' 
particular denomination . . The truth Inust beheld sacred, 
. , , 
. and vve Inust fo 11 0\1\7 vvherever it leads. " It is; therefore, '. 
a' Inatter of considerable intere$tand ' importai1ce " to .' , : 
. . . ' 
. ' . ' 
. 
• 
. - ' ". 
• 
, . • 
. . . : 
. 
• . . 
• 
. ' . 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
kno\v ho\v the ne\v Revision affects our distinctive 
principles. ' Does it indicate that any position \ve have 
taken up as a denomination ' is unsound? Or, is its 
. tendency to confirm our vie\vs on the Ininistry and 
Church polity? I have to ask you to read , \vith me a 
number of passages bearing on the subject; observe the 
alterations (indicated by CAPITAL LETTERS), and 
then consider \vhether the conclusions I shall dra\v from 
. them are fair and legitimate . 
" 
, 
THE LABOURER \VORTHY OF HIS HIRE. 
A.V. ' ' M aUh. x. S, 9, 10 . R.V. 
Freelv ve have received, 
, ~ '" 
freely give. Provide neither 
gold, nor silver, nor ' brass in 
your purses. , N or scrip for 
, your journey, neither two coats, 
neither shoes, nor yet staves, 
for the workman is worthy of 
bismeat. 
Freely ye received, freely 
give. GET you no gold, nor 
silver, nor brass in your purses i 
no \VALLETforyourjourneYi ' 
neither two coats, nor shoes, 
nor staff; for the labourer is 
worthy of his FOOD. 
Luke x. 7. ' 
And in the 
remain, eating 
such things as 
, the labourer ' is 
hire. 
saIne house 
and drinking 
thev CTh-e' for 
.J tl , 
worthy of his 
And in THAT same house 
remain, eating and ' drinking 
such things as they give; for 
the labourer is worthy of his 
hire. 
• 
Acts xiv. 23 . 
, And when they had ordained 
, '" 
, them elders in every church and 
, had prayed with fasting, they 
,'. commended them to the Lord, 
, on whom they believed. 
, '" 
, 
, , 
, And when they ' had 
APPOINTED FOR them 
elders in every church, and had 
prayed with fasting, they 
commended them to the Lord, 
on whom they HAD believed. 
, . Acts xv. 2. ' 
, , 
" ' Thev , determined that Paul 
. ' ' - , 
The ' BRETHREN AP· 
, , 
and Barnabas, and certain other 
, ,', ,of them,should go 'up ,to 
J erusalenl unto the apostles and 
elders about thisqtlestion. 
POINTED that Paul and Bar-
nabas,and certain other of them, 
should go up to Jerusalem unto 
the apostles and elders about 
, 
• 
, ' 
" 
. ' 
, 
, , 
this question. ' 
-. i -
, , i 
, 
• , 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
, . 
, ' , 
, rrhe term "ordained," often' quoted as a justification 
for the "ordination" of ministers,disappears, ,,,jth 'the 
NevI Version, ,vhich ShO'~lsthatthe , original \vord , " 
siInply means (( appointed." , ' . ', :, " 
. , 
, 
BISHOPS TO MAINTAIN THEMSELVES. 
The nex~ passages are ,o( considerable ' ilnpottance. , 
, A.V. ',Acts "xviii. 3.R.V. , 
And because he was of the 
same craft, he abode with them, 
and wrought, for by their occu-
pation they ,,,ere tentmakers. 
-, 
., 
, And because he was of the 
same TRADE" he , abode with 
then1, and they wrought; for by 
their TRADE they were tent-
111akers. . ' 
, 
, ' Acts xx. ~7, 28, 34· 35· 
And from IVIiletus he sent to 
Ephesus, and called the elders 
of the Church. 
, Take heed therefore unto 
yourselves, and to all the flock, 
over the which the Holy Ghost 
hath made yon . overseers, ' to 
- . 
feed the Church of God. 
Yea, ye yourselves know, that 
these hands ha:ve Ininistered 
unto my neccssities,and to thCln 
.that were with Ine. 
I ' have showed yon all things, 
, how that so labouring yon ought 
to snpport the weak, and to re-
member the words of the Lord 
Jesus, how He said, It is more 
blessed to give than to receive. 
, , 
And fr0111 Miletus he sent to 
Ephesns, and called to hill1 the 
elders of the Church. ' ' 
Take heed , unto yourselves 
and to all the flock, I N the ,'" 
whiCh · the ,', Holy Ghost hath 
made yon BISHOPS, to feed 
, the Church of God. ' 
, ' 
Ye yourselves know ' that 
." - . , 
these hands ministered ' unto 
my necessities, ,and to thein 
that were with 1l1e. . 
In all things I gave you an 
EXAlvI PLE how that solabonr-
ing ye onghttb HELPthe weak, 
and to relneluber the "rords of 
the Lord J esns, how He HIl\1-
SELF said, It is Il10re blessed , 
to give than to receive. 
The altetation of " Overseers" in the Old ,Tersion to 
" Bishops" in the N ev,' "ersion·' is , ,vorthy . of ,' note. 
, . - . . . . 
, , 
Frequently, the point of this passage has · been · averted:', 
, . 
by the assertion that " Overseer" Ineant ' sonle ' inferior " 
n . . . 
, 
' officer in the Church; but ,ve no,v have it upon the " 
, , 
• 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 43 , 
, 
authority of the Revisers of the N e\v Testament that 
this is not so, but that it \vas the · " Bishops" \vhom 
Paul called upon to folIo,,, his example ' and labour . for 
their o\vn maintenance as he ' had done. \\ihether it 
- ' 
\vas better to translate the \vord " Bishops,'~ or, as the 
Revisers give it ahvays in the margin, "Overseers," I 
am not prepared to say; but having decided to use the 
\vord " Bishop," I am glad they have been consistent, 
.. 
and · inserted it in the above passage, . for it · is the 
heaviest blo\v that could be given to the Salaried System 
that even the Bishops should be required to maintain 
themselves. 
, 
. RIGHT OF EVANGELISTS TO MAINTENANCE . 
. 
In the subjoined passages: Paul sho,,'s that \vhilst he 
. had the right . as an Apostle or Evangelist to live of the 
• 
Gospel, yet he did not exercise his right. 
A.V. I Cor. ix. 5, 14, IS, 18. R.V . 
. Hav~ we · not power to lead Have we no right to lead 
. about a sister, a wife~ as well as about a ,,,ife THAT IS A 
other Apostles, and as the BELIEVER, even as the rest of 
brethren of the Lord and - the Apostles, and the brethreli 
Cephas? . , of the Lord and Cepbas? 
. Even so hath the . Lord or- Even so did the Lord ordain 
dained that they which preach - that they which PROCLAIlH 
the Gospel should live of the the Gospel should HYe of the 
Gospel. . Gospel. - -
• 
PAUL'S PERSONAL EXAl\IPLE. 
, " 
, But I 'have used lione of these 
things. .. . 'Vhat is my ' 
reward then ?Verilythat, when 
I preach - the . Gospel, I may 
'. make . the Gospel . of Christ 
But I have used none of these -
things. . . . . . " ' hat then is 
. . -
my reward? That when I 
-, without charge, that I abuse not 
my power in the Gospel. 
preach the Gospel, I may rhake 
the Gospel without charge, so 
as NOT TO USE TO THE 
FULL MY RIGHT in the 
Gospel. -• 
. . . 
, 
. 
, 
, 
• , 
• 
. , 
, 
• 
'. , , 
1 
, 
• 
, 
, 
, 
, 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• ., . . ' ~ 
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. 
• , ' , A.V. • ' ,' I Thess. ii. 9. ' , R.V. ' ' . • 
, , . .. . 
For ye renH~nlber, brethren, ' 
01..1r labour and travail : for 
labouring night ' and day, 
, For y'e rernelnber, bretl~ren,' 
. our labour and travail: working " . ' 
night and , day, that we might , . 
'because ' we would not be 
chargeable unto any of you, we 
preached lInto you the Gospel 
of God. ' 
, not BURDEN any of "you, we 
,preached unto you the , Gospel 
' of God. 
, ' 
" , 
. 
2. Thess. iii. , 8, ' 9. . " , 
• 
N either did we eat any nlan's N either did we eat bread' for 
bread for nought; but wrought ' noughtatanYI1lan'S HAND, but 
with labour and travail night in ,labour and travail, working , 
and day that we might not be night and day, that we 111ight 
chargeable to any of you. not BURDEN any of you. 
Not because we have not Not because we have not 
power, but to make ourselves the right, but to Inake ourselves 
, an ensample unto you to follow an ensample unto you that ye 
us. ' should IMITATE. " ' 
, , 
• 
\VHO MAY AND MAY NOT BE l\JAINTAINED. 
. , 
Itis in1portant to note that the vvord "preach" is 
, , 
rendered "proclaim," showing that the , idea is that 
, , 
of a herald goii1g forth from place to place proclailning 
the glad tidings of salvation. In other \vords,it is not 
the stated Bishops or 1\1inisters ' of a Church ,,,ho 
. . " 
, have a right to "live of the Gospel," it is the herald ' 
or Evangelist \\rho journeys from place ' to place 
, , 
"proclain1ing" the Gospel" and viho under such cir- ' 
CUlTIstances cannot alvvays maintain hilnsel,f. ,'The 
follo\ving passages add additional force to ' ,vhat has " 
been said:-
, 
A.V. I Tim. ii. 7. " , R V . - . . . , 
, , 
.. 
. Whel~'euntb I am ordained a 
, preacher and an apostle. 
~Thereunto IwasAPPOINT· . " 
ED a preacher and an apostle. 
" , 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
, ' , 
• 
• 
• 
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A.V . . I Tim. v. 17, IS. R.V. 
.. Let the elders that rule . well 
be counted worthy of double 
honour, especially they who 
labour in the word and doctrine. · 
For the Scriphu'e saith, Thou · 
shalt not muzzle the ox that 
. treadeth out · the corn. And 
. The labourer · is worthy of his 
· -
reward . . 
Let the elders that rule well 
be counted worthy of double 
honour~ especially those who 
labour in the word and in · 
TEACHING. 
For the Scripture saith~Thou 
shalt not muzzle the ox V/HEN 
he treadeth out the corn. And~ 
The labourer is worthy of his 
HIRE. 
I Tim. iii. 2, 3, S. 
A bishop then must be blame- The bishop therefore must be 
less, given to hospitality . . \VITHOlJT REPROACH, . 
· . . not given to wine . . . . temperate . . . given 
· . not greedy of filthy lucre. to hospitality . . . . apt to 
teach . . . . no . lover of 
Likewise mllst the deacons be 
grave . , . . not greedy of 
filthy lucre . . 
.. 
money. 
Deacons in like manner must 
be CTra ve . . . . not areed y o 0 , 
of filth\" lucre . 
.. 
Titus i. 5 . 
. 
. 
Ordain elders in every city. APPOINT elders in every 
I. Pet. 
The elders which are among 
you I exhort, who . am also an 
elder . 
. Feed the flock of God which 
is among you, taking the over-
. sight thereof~ not by constraint 
but willingly; . not for filthy 
lucre, but of a ready mind. 
.. N either as being lords over 
. God's ·· heritage~ but being 
ensamples to the flock. 
citv . 
.. 
V. I, 2, 3. 
The elders therefore among 
you I exhort, who aIil a fellow 
elder. 
TEND the flock of God which 
is among you, EXERCISING 
the oversight,notOF constraint, 
but willingly, according unto 
. God; NOR YET for filthy lucre, 
but of a ready mind ; neither as 
lording it over THE CHARG E 
allotted to Vall. but MAKING 
.. . 
YOURSELVES ensamples to 
the flock. 
The injunctions against being greedy of filthy lucre 
' ,vere given alike, it \\Till. be observed, to Deacons and to 
Bishops, sho\ving that both \vere engaged in SOlne kind 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
· 
. , 
• 
I . 
• 
-
• 
• 
. , ' 
• 
• 
, 
, 
• 
• 
of trade . or business, and both vvere ,varned against 
greediness of gain in follovving their usual, avocations 
, 
and pursuits. 
, 
. , 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS. 
. ' 
\iVith the above passages betore us, I think vve are' 
, . 
no\v in a' position to ans'wer the inquiry, \ Ho\" the 
, , 
Revision affects our Denominational Principles? And 
I think ~here can be no question but that our Con-
nexional vie\\Ts are supported and strengthened by it. 
The N e\" Version conflrms and makes even clearer than ., 
the Authorised Version the follo\ving points :-
1. That Bishops; Elders, and others, \vho ' vvere ' 
Pastors and 11inisters resident \vith Ch urches,' \vere ' 
required to n1aintain themselves, and that the present 
practice of Inaking a trade or profession as a stated and 
settled minister is \vholly contrary to~Jhe teaching and' 
spirIt of ~he N evv Testalnent. This vie\v is confirmed ' 
by the fact that Bishops and Elders \\Tere in the plural 
number 'in each, Church, for as there \vere several in 
every Church it is obvious that they could not be 
salaried rdinisters or P,astors. The Bishops and Elders 
not only maintained themselves, but gave of their Ineans 
to support the Churches. 
2. That the ;, labourer" \\Tho has a right to "live of 
the Gospel" is he \vho journeys, froln place to place 
" proclailning" the Gospel. In, other\\Tords, it is the 
Evangelist, and not 'the, stated and settled Minister, 
\\Tho has a right to Inaintenance. . 
"3.' That the centre of , ~uthority 'rested in, the 
. , 
• , . 
, . 
• 
• • 
-+7 
Churches, and .not in the Bishops or Elders. DOll bt-
less the opinions . of the Apostles and other officers 
\vould have great "reight; but the Apostles thelnselves 
• • 
and the Bishops and others ,,'ere subject to the direction 
of the Church . 
• • 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
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v. "LAY "AGENCY HISTORICALLY . . 
, . 
. . 
CONSIDERED~ 
, 
[Nelson, Salem, 1882.J .. . 
. " 
. . 
• 
. . 
, 
" 
. 
, 
, 
. . . . 
There are SOIne ,vords · comnlon amongst us in a · " 
. religious connection · that ,ve seem . obliged to use, al- , 
though having considerable distaste for them. ', For 
. . . 
k . . 
example, I aln not ashamed of being a Dissenter; but I . . 
dislike the \\rordDissenter, and I should hail \\Tith great 
satisfaction the day vvhen\vithout changing our opin- ...... . 
. . 
ions, of coursevve migh t cease to be Dissenters. Ina 
. . 
silnilar spirit I dislike the \ivord" Laynlan,";:: and I think 
I can give a good reason for this. \i\Then Inan had not 
. . . . 
direct and immediate access to God, \vhenthe \vayof . . 
Inercy and peace \vas through the dail)~ sacrifice and the · 
, 
annual atonement, there ' 'vas · then ground . and . reason 
. . . 
. . 
for the distinction bet\veen Priest and People ; but \Vhell . '.' 
the Great High Priest canle, and offered Hinlself once ' 
. ' . 
for all, the nliddle \vall of partition ,vas broken do,vn, 
the human priesthood \vas disestablished, the veil of the 
. . 
----------------------------------~--------~----~--
Dr. Parker, commenting in the Ohristinn COlllmonwealth (June, ISS3) 
upon th~ title of the London Congregational ee Lay 11 ·Preachers' Asso- · 
'ciation says: We are really touched by the way in which they. do 
honour to the minist'erial office by carefully denoininating themselves '. 
" Lay" preachers. Never will we say it of them. Preachers they are .' 
to us, one and all. In the evangel is neither Clerical hoI' Lay. In . 
Independency the words have never once been used, the invidious 
distinction is abhorred. Prelacy and . Presbyterianism have found . it .. 
necessary to distinguish betweendifferent orders of evangelists,but the " 
. Gospel does not. Let the illomened word" Lay." remain in the custody '. . 
of the clergy who invented it. . vVe cannot possibly call our brethren . 
, Lay Preachers, for, if we did, somebody would begirt to call us Clerical · ' . 
Preachers. 
, 
, 
. . 
, 
, 
.. 
. , 
• 
, 
• 
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temple \vas rent in t\vain, and universal man \vas invited . 
. -
. to . enterw'ith boldness into the holiest by the blood of 
. . . 
Jesus, and every believer in Christ became a Priest unto 
· God . .. 
. LAY AGENCY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE. 
'The N e\v Testament carries us for\vard until nearly 
the close of the first century, and during all that period, 
and for a ' long time . after, . there \vere no distinctions 
bet\veen Priest and People, Clergy or Laity, Reverend 
or Layman. In that age every member of the Church 
.' possessinggifts\vas called to personal service . for 
. Christ; and it is an undeniable fact that, \vhen the 
Church trusted \\rholly to \vhat is no\v called Lay Agency; . 
she \vasthen most aggressive and progressive; and in 
. . 
its glorious march from] erusalem to Rome the Gospel 
\\~on its grandest triumphs. 
LAY AGENCY ADAPTED TO OUR TIMES. 
-
• 
. N O\V, \ve are asked \vhether Lay Agency is adapted 
to the times? A sufficient ans\ver to that question is 
· to be found in the fact that our Lord and His Apostles 
. sent the Gospel chariot out into the \vorId on the lines 
. . of Lay Agericy. But \vhat does the age \vant? If the . 
age\vants a state of things in \vhichChristian men may 
· .recline at ease in cOlnfortably cushioned pe\vs, enjoying 
. artistica llv-constructed sermons ' \vhich have exhausted 
. '. ' _ . . ' . 
. . thetalents and energy of the preacher for a\vhole \veek 
.' . to prepare, and \vhich are . so rich \vith the \vealth of 
. · · human intellect,and so adorned \vith the grace of 
·.· ·· cl1ltured speech, that the YVord of Gcd sounds poor and 
. . 
. . 
. 
. " . 
.. 
• 
• 
' . . 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. , 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
, 
- . 
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• 
• 
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, 
, 
common-place compared ' with the sermon ' if that is 
. . ' . 
whatthe 'age\vants, ' then Lay Agency is not adaptedto ' " 
the times. But I doubt \;vhether that is the ",'ant of the ' 
age. \¥hat are the indications as to the \;vant ·of the 
. .' . ' . 
age? I read the other day that one hundred gentlemen " ,,' " 
. . . . 
from all parts of the country had been conferring to- .: 
gether how they may best promote the "vork of God; 
, , ' 
and they have sought assistance. But they have not 
solicited the help of the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
'fhey have not even asked for the services of , distin- , 
, . 
guished and , cultured , ministers , in any of the ,great 
' denominations. They have sought the assistance of a " 
hun1ble layman, 1\1r. ldoody, \,Tho, under God, has been 
. '. . 
instrlunental in the conversion of thousands" and in ' ' 
building up the Churchesevery\vhere. 'And I have 
observed, also, that Rectors and other ClergYlnen \vho ' 
, vvant their Churches roused from spiritual torpor have 
, , 
more faith in a visit from the Salvation Anny, \vith their 
, , " , 
banners of" Blood and Fire," than they have in a sight 
. " 
of those la\vn sleeves \vhich create such an imposing 
display in the House of Lords. \/\1e11, if these beindica-
tions of the spirit of the age, if the age desires Pentecost 
, ' 
again, if the age yearns after victories of the Cross as in 
, ' 
Apostolic days, then \ve must go back to the lines of "," 
A postolic agency, \vhen in the \\lords of John Nlilton, ' ' 
. '. . 
" the Ininistry of the \i'\/ord \vas open to all believers. " , 
SUCCESS PROPORTIONATE TO LAY AGENCY. 
, 
, , ' 
Now, I venture to state a proposition,\\rhich I believe 
, \vill befoundto rest upon an in~ontrovertible basis of his-
, 
.' . . 
, , 
, 
. . 
• 
. . 
' " 
, 
. . 
. . 
. : . 
. " . 
. . . 
• 
5 I 
torical truth, and it is this: that \vhenever and \vherever, 
in any age or any country, Lay Agency has been re-
stricted, . held do\vn ' or suppressed, religion has declined 
and fun do\vn to a " lo\v ebb; and the converse of 
· that is true \vhenever and \vherever, in any age or any 
country, Lay .Agency has been extensively employed, 
there has been a revival of religion, the \\1 ord of God 
has been quick and po'werful, and " the Church has had 
large accessions to her numbers. 
ROMAN CATHOLICS AND LAY AGENCY . 
• 
N O\V, there \vas a time in this country \vhen 
Lay ' "Agency \vas suppressed altogether, and \vhen 
no . man durst, at the peril of his " life, tell his 
" . 
· neighbours the glad tidings of the Gospel. Salva-
• 
tion through th~ Priest alone \vas the la\v. Lay 
. . 
Agency \vas completely extinguished, and the Priestly 
". 
System \vas in the plenitude of its po\ver, \vhen one of 
the darkest days in the religious life of England came, 
and on April 4th, 1519, six men and a \voman in 
\Vanvickshire were put to death for teaching their 
children· to repeat the Lord's Prayer. 
.' LAY AGENCY UNDER THE REFORMATION. 
The Reformation brought partial deliverance from 
the . prjestly fetters; Bibles 'were placed in churches 
,"vhere people might resort; and little children, Juvenile 
. . . 
Lay Agents, read to listening groups of men and "vornen 
the words of eternal life. " And "the " word of the Lord 
\vas precious in those days." Bloody l\'Iary came, and 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
• , 
• 
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. ' , 
\vith her the priestly curse. Once · more Lay Agency 
. \:vas suppressed; the priest alone dispensed the truth, 
. ' , ' 
and religion \\'as thro\vn 'back. Queen , Elizabeth . 
restored Protestantism, and in the preface to ·the ' Bible 
. . ' 
she is styled that" bright occidental star ;" but although 
a Protestant, Elizabeth\vas a Pope. She\vas a deadly 
, 
. enemy to Lay Agency, and ,,,ould pernlit none to preach 
. , 
save those ,vho ,\7ere ordained . . 
, 
, 
LAY AGENCY DURING THE COMMON\VEALTH. · ' 
, 
The Ivrinistry of the '~Tord continued to . be ·the 
. , 
exclusive Inonopoly of the clergy until the great 
struggle ,,,hich overthre\v the ' I\10narchy . . Crom\vell's 
, 
Revolution ' '\7as religious as ' \vell as political. . Lay · 
• 
• 
. . 
. 
• 
, 
, ' , 
• 
Agency then acquired a degree of freedom it had never , . . ..•. 
before enjoyed in England; there had never been so . 
luuch preaching, so , much ' rea4ing \ the '~Tord ' of 
-r . . . 
God and so much public ,vorship . as in the days of 
the COlnnlon,vealth. The ParlialllentaryAnny took 
possession . of the pulpits . of the land and distributed , .' 
. . . ' 
the ,iVord of Life freely to the people~ N O\V, ,vhether 
you compare the Parliamentary Army\,viththe Royalist ' ' 
, ' 
Army, ' or contrast the general religious . condition . 
. ' , 
of the country during the COlnmon\vealth " ,,,ith ' that 
" 
'\Thich Vlent before or ,,,ith that " ,,,hich follo,ved inl~ , 
, 
, . 
, . 
mediately after, it redounds alike . to the glory of God 
' . , 
and the credit of Lay Agency. , It is admitted on all . 
hands that the people "Tei4 e l1lore virtuous, that . their ' 
. . . 
language ,vas purer, their l1lanners and anluserilents , , 
o \vereinore elevated; thosecenh~es of vice, the theatres, , . 
. . 
, 
. . 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
, 
• 
, , 
, 
, 
, , 
\vere closed, and honest trade and commerce ' ruled, 
forfhere \vere no bankrupts. 
LAY AGENCY IN EARLY METHODISM. 
' The Restoration again put Lay Agency under a 
, 
cloud, and there it remained, ,,,ith all the sad effects 
of spiritual declension, ' until brought into , sunshine 
again by ,"" esley; and \vhat \vonders the Founder of 
Ivrethodism achieved by Lay Agency let the res:ords ' 
, , 
of thel\Iethodist CEclllnenicaI Conference tell.;:: It 
, , 
seemed at that ' great lvlethodist Council that repre-
sentatives had come from all ends of the earth, and 
, 
from every nation and tribe, in order to pay their, 
. '. . 
' tribute to the mighty po\ver of the Gospel under Lay 
Agency. , And, indeed, it is one of the glorious features 
'of Lay Agency that it is ' adapted to every age and 
every clime. " " 
, 
, 
LAY AGENCY IN SCOTLAND AND \VALES. 
, 
I have spoken of great revivals of religion in conjunction 
\vith great revivals of Lay Agency in this country; 
but the ', facts are not confined, to England. ' We 
, ., . 
are accustomed to look at Scotland as holding front 
" , 
. rank in " educational and religious progress; and no 
, " 
student of the subject will deny that these results , 
are largely , due to the marvellous ' exertions of the 
host of Lay Agents \vho v{ereroused to ' apostolic 
_ . 
" fervour by the mighty eloquence of John I{fIox. 'Vales 
. , . . 
' " is not a ,\vhitbehind the rest of the kingdom in religious 
. . . -
, , 
-~--~,--~----------------------------------------
. . :. 
, 
" ,' *SeeMethodist Ecumenical Conference and Lay Agency. 
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zeal, and this is in no small degree o\ving to the burning 
zeal of the noble band of laymen \vhose hearts vvere fired. " 
\vith holy sacrifice by Ho\vell, Harris. ' 
, 
LAY AGENCY TN AMERICA AND ELSE,\VHERE. ' 
, . 
And passing £ron1 Great Britain to the effect of Lay. - , 
Agency in distant parts of the \vorId, the American 
representatives at the Metlrodist Council could find no 
. language in \vhich to sufficiently express their gratitude 
and admiration for the results of Lay Agency under 
Philip Embury; and missionaries froin all parts of' the 
\vorld India, China, and else\vhere re-echo the testi-
o 
mony of J ohn \~Tillian1s, the Errolnango martyr,. \vhq 
said: "It is the native agents that do the \vork. " The 
sum and substance of all this testin10ny is this . that 
\vherever and \vhenever, in any age or. country, Lay . 
Agency has been suppressed, religion has declined; and 
\1\rherever and ,vhenever enlployed on a large scale, it 
. has in a 'ren1arkable degree been accolnpanied by the 
po\ver of God unto salvation. 
-
PAID AGENCY. UNEQUAL TO THE ,\VORLD'S CONVERSION. 
But I feel I must for a n101nent go further, and say it . 
is impossible for the design of Christianity to be carried 
out on any other systen1 than Lay Agency. ' '~That does 
. Christianity ain1 at? The conversion of the \vorld. 
No\\' that n~eal1S to-day the conversion of 1,300,000,000 
of people; and ,vhile the Churches are making SOUle 
progress, they are not doing so . proportionately to' the· 
increase of the\vorld's popul~tion. Even, the 1110st ' 
, 
• 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
aggressive of ' the great denominations, the ~lethodist 
,body, finds it difficult to hold its o\vn, and to keep up 
existing Church machinery. But if all the financial 
resources of the Churches are exhausted in maintaining 
the ground 'von, ho,vis the \vorId to be brought to 
, ' 
Christ? If the prevailing system of a Paid Agency 
,vere to be extended on a scale requisite to make an im-
pression upon the ,vorId's population, millions of money 
,vould be required \vhere only thousands are spent; but 
, 
if the thousands scarcely come into the treasury, ho,v 
, ' 
are the millions to ' be had? I t is plain that for the 
, \\~orld's conversion some agency must come in \vhereby,. 
,vithout vastly increasing expense, you may enormously 
, increase the number of Christian ,Yorkers. Such a re-
source is to be had in Lay Agency. It is not limited 
by ,vant of funds. Practically it is unlimited. 
, 
APOSTOLIC MEANS REQUIRED FOR APOSTOLIC SUCCESS. . 
,\\That is ,vanted is that the Church universal should 
,change her attitude to\vards 'Lay Agency. Instead of 
making the Paid Agency the basis of her operations, and 
. calling in Lay Agency only \vhere it cannot be avoided, 
, 
" " ' 
, , ," , 
the Church should make Lay Agency the basis of her 
operations, utilize it to the utmost limit, and call in 
, ' 
Paid Agency only \vhere ' it cannot be avoided. As in 
, Apostolic times, every Christian should regard himself 
, ' 
• as responsible for the propagation of the truth. ' Let 
the,veight ,vvhich presses do,vn Lay Agency be re-' 
moved; let the prejudice against Lay Agency, inherited 
, from ' Roman " Catholicism, ' transmitted by Ivlother 
• 
• 
, , 
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- . . 
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• 
• 
. .. . 
.. Church, and foolishly fostered . by too many Nonconfor- . 
• 
. . 
mists, be cleared away; let Lay Agency be charged 'with " ; 
. . . ' . 
the responsibility . of advancing the Gospel; let it 'be seen ' . 
. that no man . can serve God by paying another to do his 
. - . 
work,but that every Christian must rerider . Personal 
Service, then ,viII rise thousands of Christian ,vorkers 
. . 
\vhere there are novv only hundreds, the gifts of the 
\vhole Church \vill be impounded for Christ, and man, 
having employed Apostolic means, God ' \vill . grant 
Apostolic success. . -
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VI. A.FREE CHURCH AND .A. FREE 
• 
l\,fINISTRY. 
[Sunderlalld, 1883.J ' 
I esteem it a very great privilege to be permitted to 
address an assembly such as this, more particularly 
because it probably comprises members of different 
, , 
religious denolninations; but it isa privilege 'which 
brings \vith it no small responsibility. In addressing 
our o\vnfriends exclusively, \ve are apt at times to be-
, ' 
come a little dogmatic; \vhilst in a mixed audience, 
, composed of persons of diverse vie\vs, ,ve are bound to 
be deferential to convictions at variance \vith our o\vn. 
But\vhatever varieties of opinion may exist among us 
as regards Church polity or systems and methods of 
, 
action. in Christian \vork, it is no slnall satisfaction to 
, , 
• 
kno\v that in the essential truths of the common salva- ' 
tion · \ve are agreed, and that in the great doctrines 
, \vhich spring Qut of the incarnation, life, death, re-
• 
, , 
surrection and ascension of our Lord \ve are at one . 
, , 
, RELATION TO 1vlETHODISM • 
, , But I think I may carry this definition of the harmony 
, . 
a~d "agreement bet\veen ' ourselves and other religious 
bodies much further. , I think there is more agreement 
, in essentjalprinciples and modes of action bet\veen our:-
, , 
, , 
" selves and leadingN onconformist Churches than is 
. . .-
. ' understood, or than might on the first glance seem to 
, ,. be the case. ' Let us look for a nloment at the distinctive 
. . . . 
, ', features of one or t\VO leading religious denominations . 
• 
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• 
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, , 
If \ve turn to l\fethodism, and enumerate those vital 
. -. - . . . 
characteristics \v hich have been ' her "chief ', disti n ction ': 
, , 
. . '- . 
. , , . . 
and her glory, \ve share theln. \l\le have her simple, 
spiritual form of \,rorship, her lively singing, her ..faithful , 
" preaching, her private means of grace love-feasts, band I 
, , . 
meetings, class nleetings, and prayer Ineetings,- and her . 
public methods of seeking to reclain1 the lost by ' the , 
proclamation of Gospel truth. In fact, in . everything 
essentially 1\1ethodistic \ve are 1\1ethodists. , ' . 
, ' 
RELATION TO CONGREGATIONALISM. 
• 
, , 
Or, if \ve turn to another in1portant and influential 
section of the , Christian Church, theCongregatio11alists, 
vvith \\ThOn1 for the purpose of this argument\ve nlay 
ally the Baptists, \ve resen1ble them also. It is the ' 
, ' 
pride and glory , of Congregationalists ' or Independents 
to have established, after centuries of heroic struggles, 
the right of every Christian c0111munity toself-govern-
nlent, indepetident of Hierarchy, Synod, or Conference. 
''''ell, the polity, \"hich Congregationalists ' have ' 11lade 
, , 
such noble sacrifices to secure\"e enjoy ,to its fullest 
extent; and if you \"ill unite those byo representative 
ideas, Methodisnl and Congregationalism, you \"ill have 
a , clearer idea of the root out of \vhich has sprung , the ' 
, denoD1ination \"hose 78th anniversary \ve are celebrating. , ' 
And aIlo\v 111e to relnark, by ' the\vay, that this is a 
- ' . . 
,con1bination \vhich you find no\vhere else, ', ou'tside this 
- . ." 
, denomination. ' You ' can have l\1ethodisnl by itself 
. . - . 
else\vhere, and you can have Congregationalism or self- , ' 
,governed Churches; butthe t\"-O COln bined the spiri tual 
• 
• 
. . . -
• 
• 
• 
. 
, 
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, 
fire ·' and ' en thusias111 ' of tdethodisnl, and the libertv-
oJ 
loving polity of Congregationalism you can only have 
. in this denon1ination. . I present the union of these bvo 
- . 
important elements as an ample justification for our 
independent existence as a branch of the Church of 
Christ. 
. 
NO CLERICAL ORDERS NOR TITLES. 
But I am quite a\vare that \ve have another distinc-
tive feature by \vhich \veare kno\vn froln other Churches. 
Like that emineritly respectable body of Christians, the 
Quakers, or Society of Friends, \ve have no clerical or 
. J 
, 
. , 
ministerial order; \ve have no '~rev.~' gentlelnen amongst 
. us, and none exclusively set apart and maintained as 
ministers, except those \vho go about from place to place 
. as evangelists, and \',1ho, therefore, cannot earn a liveli-
hood, and have a right to " live of the Gospel." 
1\ 
OUR" RAISON D' ETRE." 
N O\Y, alIo\\' Ine to state as clearly as lean the 
., 
philosophy , of onr position. \"Ve maintain that instead 
. of some one man being chosen and set apart to live a 
holier life and to preach a purer truth than the rest of 
. the Church, \vhile a dozen or a score . of men in the 
congregation alIo\v their talents to rust' unused, the 
,vork of the ministry should be distributed over all the 
.giftedhrethren in the Church. 'TV e hold that the Church 
. . . 
. . , 
'. and society generally \vould ,be the gainer if, instead of 
, only one man being expected to live on the high moral 
. , . and · spiritual elevation . required by the pulpit, there 
• 
. ' ,~ . 
.• ,vere a dozen or bventy in each Church so living; that 
. . 
, , • 
• 
. . , 
• 
, 
• 
; 
• 
, 
• 
I • _ • 
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the average moral and religious tone of the Church and 
. . . 
• 
. . 
. .. 
of society vvould 'be raised vvere all the gifted ' menin :: 
. . . . 
. . . 
the Church feeling thelnselves required to conform to .··· 
the pulpit standard of holiness and spirituality. < ; .' c ' 
• 
. . 
MINISTRY UNPAID. 
And from this basis there necessarily follo\vs another 
proposition. . If, in place of One-lnan IVIinistry'- you 
. . . 
establish a ministry embracing all the most giftc=d and 
capable men in the Church, you necessarily abolish the '. 
. .' 
financial basis of the clerical and . ministerial system; 
for it is as much as the Churches can do to payone lllan, 
. . . 
and, therefore, to pay a dozen or t\venty \vouldbe out 
. '. - . 
of the question. '-"'" ell, no\", I hope by this time you . 
. . . 
see more clearly where v,'e are. \Ve are IVIethodists in 
all that concerns doctrine, public worship, and modes of 
action in spiritual \vork; \ve are Congregationalists ' or 
Independents as to our Church · polity and form of 
. . ...
governlnent, the Chapel property and manageinent of .' 
all its affairs being vested in theCh urch itself; \vhile, . 
. .. 
as regards the nliriistry of the Church, it is thro\"n open 
. . 
to every capable brother called out by the Church, and .. 
. . 
because thus thro\"n open, it is an unpaid ministry. 
I . 
RESUME OF ARGUMENT. .' 
• 
. . Novi; vvhen vve "vere at\Varrington a couple of years 
. ago, I endeavoured , to sho\", ..... by reference " Inor€; 
. . 
. ' ... . 
. especially to the\"ork of 'Professor Hatch, of . Oxford, 
. . 
. . . 
Bampton Lecturer, 1880, on the "Early Organization .' 
of the Christian Churches;",that the 'ininistry ()f the 
• . . 
• 
. . . . 
, 
• 
. . . 
• 
• 
. . . . 
• • 
. . 
• 
• 
• 6r 
. 
Apostolic and EarlyChqrches \vas of the character I 
have been describing. · Last year, \vhen \ve \vere at 
Nelson, I endeavoured to trace through several centuries 
the influence of exclusive and open systelns of ministry, 
sho\ving that \vherever the ministry has been most 
rigidly confined · to a class or order of men, there religion 
has decayed; but that \vhen the Ininistry of the Gospel 
has been ITIOst · \videly . extended over the Church, a 
revival of . religion has been the result. I \vill not 
no\v . go over that ground again, but there are one or 
hvo observations \vhich I should like to make. 
EFFECTS OF THE PAID SYSTE1L 
. 
In the first place, I think a really effective, sound, 
.. thorough, and faithful l11inistry cannot be reared on a 
• 
financial basis. I do not mean that there are no 
. . 
. . . 
successful and faithful ministers \vho are paid. There 
. 
are plenty, and there are doubtless very many men in the 
. Paid 11inistry \vho really love the \vork, and \vho \vould 
.. continue in the ministry if their pay ceased to-morro\v . 
.. But\ve are not referring to individuals; \ve are dealing 
. . . 
\vith a system; and \ve contend that a systenl \vhich 
exhibits the preaching of the Gospel as a profession or 
trade, \vhich men may enter and by it earn a livelihood, 
. does not honour the Gospel, and isout of harmony \vith . 
. its spirit of self-sacrifice. It is a \vell-kno\vn and generally 
.... recognised fact that there are thousands of clergymen 
andministers\vho \vould never preach another sermon 
. . 
.. --if their livings did not depend upon it. · N 0\\1 men \vho 
. . 
.. preach to · live, · \vho \vouid not be clergyinen and 
. . 
.. 
· 
• 
.. 
· • 
• 
• • 
. . 
• 
· . 
• 
.. . . I 
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ministers \vere if not for the living, can :.seldomor never 
. . . . 
lift themselves . or the Gospel ,. above , mere pr6fes-. 
sionalism. vVhat is \vanted for the advancement of the , .' 
Gospel is true sympathyvvith · and conformity to the . 
disinterested and self-sacrificing spirit of the Lord Jesus .· . 
. . 
Christ; and there is no proof of genuine disinterested- ,:. 
ness in the ministry except that supplied by''-the Apostle , . 
~ " , . 
Paul, vvho refused to be chargeable to anyone, lest , his 
. doing so should have the appearance of preaching the 
Gospel for personal gain. You cannot ensure a pure and 
perfectly disinterested luinistry on a financial basis. 
HINDRANCES OF ONE-MAN MINISTRY. 
, 
But I have another observation to make. ,,7\1 e · say 
that the One-man NIinistry deprives the Church of ' 
. . 
her natural leaders . in Christian \vork. . J refer to 
. . 
. 
men of \vealth, position, and education . . The systen1 
. . 
of a One-man Ministry teaches luen . of \vealth arid 
' . . 
influence that \\7hen they have subscribed to set apart . 
a man . for the \vork of the Church they have done 
. . . 
their duty and discharged their obligation to the exten- . 
SiOI1 of Christ's I{ingdoln. Hence,\vh~n a gentleman 
. .' 
. . . -
ljke the :rvlayor occupies the pulpit, there is a singularity . 
, . 
surrounding the fact. His brother , n1agistrates, alder-
men, members of the tovvncouncil, . bankers, solici- , 
tors, and leading business men, do not feel under an 
obligation to enter their respective pulpits. ' N O\V, \ve 
. ' . '.
say that if these gentlemen, instead of discharging their 
. . 
• 
obligation .. by proxy,\vould . cast their · OVll1 personal .· 
. energies into activeChristiaqvlork, a vast in1proven1ent 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
· .' . - - - . 
• 
, . 
• 
, . 
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\vould necessarily follow' in the lTIoral and religious tone 
of society and in the po\ver of the eh urch , to extend 
the . Redeemer's I{ingdoln. 
STATE OF THINGS IN 1\fETHODISl\J. 
I n a partial degree, the diffusion of the ministerial 
, , 
, 
function is . secured in l\lethodism; but only ' partially 
and under conditions \vhich do not give the principle a 
fair trial. In l\1ethodism vou have on the one hand an 
, 
educated and salaried ministry, and on the other hand 
, , 
the "local" preachers; but the rich and \vell-to-do 
class ' largely contribute to the salaries of the , ministers, 
and console themselves \vith having done their duty by 
proxy; and for the most part the ranks of the local 
preachers ,are filled up by \vorking men \\Tho are not 
deem'ed equal to the task of edifying educated congrega-
tions. N O\V, if the principle for \vhich \\Te are contend-
, , 
ing \vere adopted, \vealthy, \vell-to-do, and educated 
, , 
rdethodists \vould not have the excuse of paying another 
man; and the responsibility of sustaining the pulpit in 
'1\1ethodism \vould be cast, not only upon the presentrace 
of .local preachers, ,but also upon her educated sons, 
, ' 
\\'ho no\v sit idly in the pe\vs, their talents buried in 
napkins. . Press home that obligation, and thousands of 
gifted men, ~rho no\v do not so much as move their little 
finger in Christian service, \vould be found heartily 
. exerting themselves for the spread of the Gospel. 
INSUFFICIENCY OF THE PAID SYSTEM. 
,.' ' One thing is ' quite clear, that unless the system for 
. \\Thich \ve are contending is adopted, the great object on 
. , 
, 
.. , . 
• , 
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. ' , • , 
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, 
,,,hich Christians have' professedly set their hearts, and , 
. '. .-
for\vhich they daily pray, ' call nevel'~ be accon1plished " 
I mean the conversion of the vvorld. 'Ho\v is ," it " to " 
, , 
. .' . 
be attempted? Ho\v much of the great task belongs to 
, rVIethodisln? ' 100,000,000? I\1ethodists are thanking " 
. . : 
God for an addition to their .. numbers this year of . 
13,000 ; but if \vith all the machinery they have at \vork " 
in ,Methodism they gain only 13,000,hovv , are they to" 
• 
compass , 100,000,000? Ho\v , is the ,salvation ' of ' the 
, w'orld ' to , be achieved at the rate its population is 
, , 
, , , 
increasing? \iVith our existing systen1s this is impos-
, ' 
sible; and I am glad to see signs that the impossibility 
, 
is recognized, and that on many sides earnest Inen see 
the necessity for expanding and enlarging the basis of 
the Christian n1inistry. 
, 
, , 
PROPOSAL ,TO ORDAIN 7,000 UNPAJD CLEH.GYMEN. 
, ' , 
There \vas a ren1arkable discussion recently in the 
Convocation ' of York. Bishops, ' archdeacons, ,canons, 
and 'other Church dignitaries , franklyackno\vledged 
that the financial basis has failed to keep up a Ininistry " 
, , , 
proportioned to the gro\vth of the population, and , in 
, ' 
Convocation it \vas bo.1dly suggested that 7,000 unpaid ' 
. ' - ..' . 
clergY111en should be ordained. , , 
, , 
OXFORD MANIFESTO ON THE PRIESTH.oODOF 
, BELIEVERS. , 
• 
, " 
I\vish to allude for a 1110111ent to another conspicuous 
, , 
sign of the tilnes. 'Veryrecently , a book has been , • 
published, ' dedicated to the ,U l1iversity of ,Oxford, by , " 
, 
• 
, 
, ' 
, . 
.. 
• 
" 
• 
. ' Canon Freen1antle, a canon of Canterbury. , It is 
, ' 
entitled" The Gospel of Secular Life. "But the book 
may be justly called an Oxford manifesto in favour of 
• 
our principles. There is a chapter in that book \vith 
this . significant title, "The Universal Priesthood of 
, . 
Belie"Vers." Canon · Freemantle tells Oxford that 
, 
sacerdotal systen1s have had their day and are passing 
a\vay; he says that the lilnited priesthood of the leaders 
. of public prayer is being ' exchanged for the universal 
priesthood of believers; and declares that, instead of 
. . 
tryin.g to live men's lives for them, \ve must foster any 
original po\ver developed in them. - , 
. ,. DR. ALLON ON THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE. 
. . 
And this harmonizes \vith a sentiment uttered a short 
. 
time ago by . an elninent minister of the Congregational 
. body at the Jubilee held at 1\1 an chester. . Sketching , 
. the Church of the Future, Dr. Allon said: "The future 
.' \vill be \vith that Church \vhich most fully recognizes, 
the prerogatives and responsibilities of the individual 
religious man. . . . The final cause of all govern-
111ent is the perfection of the people the priesthood of 
God. · , . . If the ideal and consummation of religious 
life be the development of a perfect manhood,the Church 
of the future , n1ust be that \vhich, employing most fully 
,thediscipline of spiritual freedom, realizes most perfectly 
. . , 
. the individual result. The end of all training is to make 
the pupil independent of the teacher, 'a la,,, to himself." " 
, -- . 
OUR DUTY TO BE FAITHFUL. 
\¥ith testimonies \vhich prove that other religious 
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, " , . 
, . . 
• 
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. , 
, 
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. . " 
" ' . 
.... bodi~s ' see t~e . necessity . . of relnoving the restrict~ons 
. by .\vhich .th.e Chur~h , has . ~nwiselybound the minis~ •. · 
. '. - . - ., 
try . in , th.e 'past, it is ' for. us . to· ta~e courage and .go , : 
forvv.ard·. \¥hen \ve ' see the existing financial basis ,of ' . 
-. . -' . . ' - .. . . . 
. . 
· . 
. the ministry .·strained,tobreakingpoint, it is for us to ', 
- , - ' , 
maintain and to ' publish the~ example of an Open and . 
. .' ." . . . . .. - ', . . . 
Free lVIinistry. If it is not just no\v, the t~me \\vill.c,ome 
, ,when our testimony will De \vanted. " EarnestChristian 
. . . . , . 
men will .long increasingly ' for means \vherebythe ~rorld ' 
. . 
outside . may be reached; and . \ve . shall be able to 
. . ., , ' . 
. , 
suggest .a- solution ·' of the problE~m by presenting , a 
. . . . . 
demonstration of how .it isposs~ble · to carry ~n all , the ' 
functions of a c4urch on the open and free principle. 
, \¥ e are gradually coming nearer the time \vhen zealous . 
. , 
Christians, longing for the salvation of the souls of 
. , 
, "theirfello\vmen,will appreciate the greater field ofuseful-
, . 
, . 
ness and the enlarged freedom of action obtainable \vith 
. , 
a Free Church and a Free ~1inistry; and 'vvhen it \vill he 
. . 
seen that the .conversion of the world is only possible by 
the -full recognition ' of theU niversal -Priesthood of 
Believers. 
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·VII. THE TITLE" RE\TEREND." 
'The \vord "Reverend" occurs once only in the 
Scriptures " "Holy and reverend is His nalne" , 
'Ps. xi. 9; and on this an argument has been built up 
to the effect that as the \vord " Reverend" is one of the 
• , 
, , 
names of the Almighty , it . is irreverent to apply the 
nalne to man. " Before any inference is dra\vn from this 
'Scripture \ve must kno\v something of the origin of the 
• 
, \vord in question, and be quite clear as to its 
,' translation. ' 
It should be pointed out that the original \vord has 
not ahvays been so translated. I have a copy of 
, " Barker's Bible," printed in 1598, and there'the passage 
is rendered" Holy and fearful is His name," and this 
translation is confirmed by other , authorities. In his 
commentary, Barnes thus paraphrases the passage-
" " Holy and to be venerated; literally to be feared." 
Anglicised from the French \vord "reverend," vvhich 
, ,is derived from the ~atin "reverendus," the meaning 
conveyed by the \vord is that of being \vorthy of 
' . . ' 
reverence, or entitled to respect and esteem, in \vhich 
there is a mingling of fear and ,affection, honour and 
veneration. 
, . ' 
,EARLY USE OF THE WORD "REVEREND." 
, ' 
, ' 
, In this broad sense, and\vithout reference \vhatever , 
, to any particular class , in the community, ' the 'word ' 
"vas used , for some centuries. The term "reverend" 
\vas considered applicable to all persons \vorthy of 
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. reverence, \vhether n1en or ,;vomen. It\vas so used by . 
Shakespeare, I\1ilt9n, 'Dryden,and many others.- . 
• 
· . 
• 
• 
• 
. For example, the \vor~l is frequently so employed in 
. the Past·on·· Lett~rs,' ~\rritten in the fifteen'th century; .' 
" .","-." •.•• ,>' -, 
• _ • A ~ 
Margaret Paston ~ddre?sed John Paston as "right 
reverend and "rorshipful. hu?band." In another letter 
- . _. - . , 
• • • 
.. appears the follo,:ving.: . " Ladies and Gentlen1enaddress 
. . , .- - . . ' . 
each other by the title' of reT\:·erend and right reverend. 
- ' -. . ' '. . 
.' 
Servants address their M.asters and Mistresses· by the .. 
. . 
epithet reverend." 
. . 
. - . . . 
In Shakespeare, Dr. Caius, a physician, is referred to 
as." a most reverend gen tlelnan " ; Portia, a la ,;vyer, is 
. .. . 
addressed " most reverend doctor; " in 'another passage .' 
. . 
"bventy reverend bishops" are mentioned, and the 
. -' .. , ' , . 
"right reverend Cardipal of York" ; but the term is 
- - . , 
used as an ordinary adjective, and not specifically as a 
title..A "reverend youth". one character is denom-
. .' - - --
. " 
ina ted; vvhile another is' described . as "old and 
-
reverend." ". Reverend in, conversation, gentle in 
. . . 
condition" is a tribute to one; yet another is stigmatised 
by Shakespean~ thus: "You stubborn, ancient,knave, 
• 
you reverend braggart." 
. , 
• 
, . ' 
THE TITLE FIRST APPLIED TO. JUDGES AND LA'VYERS . 
. Curiously enough, vvhen the vvord came to be" applied 
to a particular class of society, it ,vas not the Clergy in 
. the first instance. Fron1 about the year . 1580 to 1700, 
over one hundred years, . the adjective.' ,;vas frequently 
" appli~d to the Judges presiding over the Courts. of the 
land~ and to other Inen of emil)ence \vho "rere learned 
• 
, , 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. ' 
• 
, " 
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• 
" in the law·. In the year 1585, Sir V,Tilliam Stamford ,vas . 
-
• 
. . spoken of as "Le tres reverend ' Judge." In 1675 
. , 
pennission,vas given by the Court of Judges to print ' 
,the cases collected by Sir Francis n100re and the title 
, ' 
" of the book \vas "A collection of the la\,," cases by the 
Reverend and Learned Sir Francis 1-Ioore, late Sergeant 
at La,v~~' It had then a legal and not a clerical 
~pplication. 
, , But after the Clergy and lvlinisters generally assumed 
the title, Judges and La\vyers ceased to be addressed by 
it. ' ' 
- , 
HO'V MINISTERS "'ERE ADDRESSED. 
During the period -,vhen the term "reverend" \vas 
applie.d to Judges and La\vyers of distinction, Clergy-
men ,vere addressed ' by other ' tenns. Before and ' for 
some time after the Reformation the ordinary title , of 
\vhatis kno\vn as the Parochial Clergyman \vas" Sir," 
or "11ister," or" 11aster," the latter appellation 
, ' 
belonging ,to those \vho had. attained to the degree 
of :Nlaster of Arts. ' 
• 
, ' Instan.cesof this kind , abound in Shakespeare . 
. '. . . 
A-mong ' his ' dramatis. personnre may be found a \Velsh 
, , 
, , Parson, styled "Sir" Ii ugh Evans; a Curate, "Sir" 
, 'Nathaniel; a Vicar, " Sir" Oliver Martext. 
, , 
" , ' , A cpnspicuous example of a distinguished Church 
" . '. 
", <iignitary being styled ' ".11r." \-vas cited in the La\v 
, , , 
Courts a fe\\! yeats ago. In the. inventory of vestments 
· . . . 
, " and other ornaments for the Cathedral Church of 
. Lincoln, ' a '. cope, which had been given by Cardinal 
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l\10rton" then Archbishop of Canterbury, "ias -des'cribed 
as -having been 'given by "1\1r.', John, l\1orton, Cardinal'" 
, , 
and Archbishop of Canterbury," proving \\Tithout doubt 
that the ',vord "Reverend" ,' was not applied'to, the 
Clergy in the fifteenth century. ' ' -
After, the reign of Queen ', Elizabeth, the , use of the , , ' , 
word " Sir" to the Clergy gradually died, out, ,and ' 
, 
" n1aster" or " nllr." became the general appellation by 
'i.vhieh they vvere addressed for a considerable' time. 
\Ve speak of Bishop' Hooper; but in his lifetime he ',' ' 
' \vas spoken and\vritten of as "l\1aster" Hooper .. 
, ' 
FIRST 'USE OF THE , TITLE TO MINISTERS. 
, 
, ' 
~ As far as I have' been able to trace the history of the 
. . ' . 
,matter, thefirsf instance in vvhich the tern1 " reverend'" 
'\vas distinctively applied to the Clergy is in the Act of 
Unifonnity, 'passed in 1662 a legislative measure 
fraught '\vith mischief to the Church and ' to religioii 
I in so Inany directions., ' 
, 
c ' 
" Singularly enough, Nonconformist IVlinisters, as' a 
, , ' 
class, adopted the title" Reverend "quite as early as 
the Parochial Clergy of' the Church , of' England. 
Evidence of this fact is . found, on the title pages ' of ' ' 
their ,;yorks, and in" documents presented to the Cro\vn" 
on various occasions. I tmav be that in the tllne of , 
, ., 
, 
Dryden ,and wlilton the \vay \vas being prepared for 
associating' the \~lord \vith" Clergymen and n1inisters. ,' 
For Dryden uses the description," an, a\vful reverend , 
, , 
and religiou~ man," "'hile wlilton speaks of "a reverend" 
, sire,", \\Tho, "preached conversion and repentance."" ' 
, ' , 
• 
, 
• , 
, 
.. 
• 
• 
" 
But the general . use of the title caIne about very 
slo\vly, and not . \vithout much . opposition. . lv1any 
zealous Protestants, both · Churchmen and N oncon-
formists, strongly disapproved of iLThere \vas a 
Papal ring about it \yhich" aroused their hostility. The 
\vay in \vhich . the practice of applying the title gre\v 
may be described as insidious. At first it ,vas used of 
. the dead. . Exceptionally pious men \vere described in . 
. . 
• 
funeral eulogies as " reverend," the ~Nord being usually 
coupled \vith other terms descriptive of the qualities of 
the departed. The \vritings of a minister collected and 
• 
. ' published after his death ,vere announced on the title 
page as the \vorks of the "Rev. ' ~JIr. John ." 
. The prefix "Rev." \vas follo\ved by " nIr. nand \vas 
regarded rather ' as an adjective than as a title . 
. . By-and-bye ." 1V1r." \vas . dropped, and "Rev." then 
appeared as a title . 
. But so far the use of the ,vord \vas intended to 
express reverence for the dead. The application of the 
. . 
term to living persons,\vhether Church of England 
. Clergymen or . Nonconformist . ministers, \vas a more 
. . 
. contentiqus matter, and \vas · frequently objected t9~ 
. . . 
. There are cases on record of parish registers, "vhere a 
. . 
·· clergyman has used the title in making entries. After-
\vards . the prefix "Rev." has been struck out as 
. . .. -
. objectionable by some later pen. 
• A note\vorthy case arose at Exeter, \vhere on the . 
. : . . gravestone of a Unitarian minister \vere placed these 
'. .... . \vords . "Here lies the reverend, learned and pious 
• 
· . 
'.. .• 1{c James Pierce." The \vard is not used here as a 
· . 
• 
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'title but asa tribute. But the Rector disallo\;ved and '. 
. - .' , 
. . ", . 
caused ' the removal of the . inscriptiO~, . declaring that ,: 
. '. . . . ' " -
fi1r. ·' Pierce\,ras " "notre'ierend ' be'cause he was not . 
. . ' . . 
la\vfull)T. ordained; . that he\vas not learned beCause he .... 
. . .' . - '.'. . ' : 
- . .. . . 
, . had not been educated at · a University;; and he ' \vas . . 
,. 
o 
. not pious, because he taught doctrinal errors." , 
A correspondent · of . th~ . T£1JleS . some ' )7ears 'ag'o, 
. . . 
- _. . . . 
approaching the ' subject"' from .. its antiquarian ' side, '. 
. . ' . . . 
\vrote ': "The \vord ' Reverend' Vlas often · applied to 
. . .. ..
learned and pious clergymen during the 17th century 
. . 
. ' . . 
on the pages of collected works, but of the employnlent 
. . 
. . 
of the\vord during life there is no earlier example than 
. . . . 
the fl1iddle or ' early part of the 18th century." '. 
, 
• 
THE TITLE PROHIBITED BY 'VESLEYAN - CONFERENCE. 
. . 
. . . 
. Coming to a later period, \vhen John ,iVesleydied 
in 1791, a some\vhat InixetI state of things prevailed ' 
. '.' . . 
\vith regard to the fi1inistry among ' " the people called 
. . . 
Methodists." . . There\vere ' three . classes ' of .. 1Vlinisters •. '
. . 
in the . denomination: ' First, · those\~rho . · had ' been 
.. . 
. ~ '. 
ordained ' in . the Church of . England; : second, those 
. . 
\vho had been ordained by '""T esley; ' and third, :NI inisters 
who had not been ordained at all. After\vards,a fourth ' 
. . 
class \vasadded. those\vho received ordination at the 
. . . ' 
. hands of fi1inisters \vho ·had themselves" been ordained 
by'""T esley. ' " 
. . 
. But the third class, those\,rho 'had n'otbeen ordained . 
, ' . ' 
at all, greatly preponderated; and ever since the change 
.' . 
in his vie\vs on this subject "rrought by the eplsode ' of ... " 
. Thomas 11ax\vell, . \Ves]ey had " regarded .' favourably 
, 
. . 
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• 
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.. 
, , 
, 
. 
• 
. . 
. . 
. , 
, . 
, 
, 
, 
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/:J 
, 
. 
· devoted helpers of this class. He \vas truly described 
.' on the first tablet in "City Road Chapel-yard as "the 
' .• patron and friend ' of lay preachers" \vordssinc'e 
. obliterated and others substituted. " V,T esley frequently 
· ' "rarned his "preachers n . against assuming the title of 
~iinisters. 
. ' . 
\Vesley's vie\vs on this matter \vere largely shared by 
· the Nlethodist leaders and people generally. So pro-
. . - . 
. . ' nounced \vas this sentitnent at the · period referred to, 
that t\VO years after . his . death, 'i.e., ' in 1'793, the 
Conference resolved that no go\vns, cassocks, bands or 
surplices should be ",·orn by any preacher, that the title 
'" Reverend " should not be used by them to\vards each 
other in future, . and that the distinctionbehveen 
, 
"ordained" . and " unordained" ministers should 
, 
thencefor\\rard be dropped .. 
This' resolution \vas confirmed at the follo\ving 
Conference, and remained in force until lSI I, \vhen 
the ' rule as to non-user of the title "Revel~end" \vas 
. - . . 
rescinded, since \vhich time it has been commonly 
. , 
accorded ' to . those set apart from the ordinary pro-
.' fessions and occupations of life for the se"rvice of the 
. . lvIinistry. ' " . 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TITLE. ' 
, 
-
, 
, " The use of the term has . no \varrant in Scripture, . 
'. '. nor can any example be cited of its use by or to\vards 
· . . , . . 
.' . , .. 1\1inisters of the Gospel for nearly seventeen centuries 
of the Christian era. But it is no\v very generally 
, .... used among ' the Churches,Established and N oncon- . 
" ·. formist . alike, \vith the exception of the Society of 
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'Friends, ,ourselves, the ' Irvingites, and ' 'some ', other , '" 
denominations. Before dealing with objections to the' 
' practice, it may be desirable that vve should endeavortr' 
, , to , understand ' and clearly recognize the '" 'meaning 
', attached to the word by very many who use the prefix' 
" 
, , , 
" Reverend." , ' , , . . . . 
, It should be borne in mind that numbers ofNIinisters 
, , 
, ' 
\\7ho claim the title ,vabld as strongly as ourselves 
- , . ' 
disclaim .any ecclesiastical or priestly superiority ' for 
their Ininistry over our O'Vll. I t is , claimed by many ' 
, , 
, ' 
vlho are vehement in their denunciation of Sacerdotalism , ' 
,in every fonn and shape. Their defence,or the reason ' 
they advance for the use , of the title, is that "it ,is a 
. ' . . . 
convenient ' form of expression distinguishing those , 
. ' 
\vholly devoted to the ministry froln thosevvho preach 
the ,' Gospel, but are also ' engaged ',in ' professions or 
, ' 
business avocations. , There are doubtless many others 
, , 
, vlho regard both clerical , title and dress as , out,vard " 
illdications that they belong to an ecclesiastical, if not 
priestly, order, and are in some ,yay more authoritatively 
. ' 
aITI bassadors of God , than the tradesInanand , artizan, ' 
the tent-maker and fisherman, ',vho ",preaches , the 
Gospel. . -
. . . , 
BANEFUL INFLUENCE OF THE TITLE. ' 
• 
" That clerical titles are largel), instrumental in foster-
ing and , accentuating the 'distinction bebveen" 
. '. . , 
" Ministers" and" LaYlnen" is undeniable. 'Even if 
, , 
,1\1 inisters are disposed to disclainl any" sU'periority of 
, 
, , 
, , ' 
order or' caste, in nlany case,s their congregations are" 
, 
, ' 
, ' 
, ' 
, 
, , 
, ' 
. . -, , 
, ' 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
• 
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. 
othenvise minded. In ll1any ~IIethodist pulpits a' 
" local" is not tolerated; nor is a "layman" in C011-
. . 
gregationalist pulpits; and ,,,here he is tolerated, his . 
, 
lninistry is regarded as of a subordinate, if not inferior, 
character. If he ,vere an archangel and if he ,vorked at 
. . . 
• 
a carpenter.'s bench or at any trade, as did the Lord 
.] es'us . Christ and Paul . and other Apostles, ~11any 
. modern congregations ,vould decline to accept his 
• • 
mInIstry . 
. ' N o'v the lnischief of this prej lidice and its hindrance 
to the success of the vvork of the Gospel have been so 
forcibly stated by Dr. R. ,\V. Dale, of Birmingham, 
the ' distinguished and revered . Congregationalist · 
. Minister and Author, that I . cannot m.ore effectively 
present the case against the use of clerical titles than in 
his o,vn ,vords. 
'VHY DR. DALE DISCARDED THE TITLE. 
, 
In an article specially devoted to the subject, 
published in the Congr'egationalist wlagazine, November, 
1874, and headed, ",\~Thy I ceased to use the title 
, Reverend, ,." Dr. Dale describes the gro,vth and pro-
. gress of his conviction on 'the subject, and states the 
grounds ,upon ,vhich he desired its abandonment in the 
. interest of the Church and the success of the GospeL ·. 
, .... He had promised to take part in some public services 
•... , at a prosperous Church in Binningham ,,,hose Past..,r 
. . .. ' ,vas an Architect, ,vho ,vas not educated for the 
. . . ' . . . 
.... . ' ministry, ,vho did not ,vear a,vhite tie, cind ,vhose' \vife 
. . . . might not .recognizehis 
' . . 
. 
• . . . . 
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· . 
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name \-vere the 
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"Reverend'" to it. '''He vvas.announced as'.'.J\1f. · 
. -
• 
GeqJ;ge .... ' ;my name appeared as the' R~v·. 'R.W .. ; 
- . , -- . . . .-
. Dale.' " . The difference," says Dr. Dale, (l stru'ck me:. I .... 
. . did .. not like it. Didthe' Rev/before,my nainemean 
that Society acknoV\7ledged me as a Christian J\1inister? ! 
The.architectvvas just as ' good a · J\1inister as Lvvas; , 
\Vpy \vas not he .' Rev.' too? I _ had no mysterious 
o 
. pO\\Ter that he did not ·possess no higher . authority ' 
than belonged to him; 'vhy ,vas I the 'Rev.' and ' he 
, NIL'? For him to be 'Rev.;. ,vas impossible .. If he . 
\vere to put 'Rev.' on his card, a gentleman ,building 
a ,varehouse\vould' never think of asking' hinl . for 
plans; and, indeed, if he ' called hi1nself' Rev.' Society · 
\vould refuse him the title. There ,vas no solution to 
be found in that direction. • • 
"Then I caIne to the conclusion· that the distinction 
dra,vn by 'Society' . between him and me . V\7as likely . 
to affect, if not the judgment yet the iinagination and 
sentiment of.' the Church;. that the fact that' I· 'vas' 
called 'Rev.' and he' J\1r.' might. be associated in 
- ,. ' . ' 
the ,lninds of even some members of his own con grega- '.' 
• 
. tion with the feeling that, in some sense, I ,vas more 
truly a J\1inister of Christ and of the . Church of Christ . . 
than he. It seemed tome that· this title, conceded to 
myself and refused to the architect, might be one of the' 
• 
innumerable influences \vhich strengthen the reluctance 
. of congregations to elect as their 'pastor a man engaged . 
in a. trade or profession. The grocer, the draper, the" 
farmer, the soIic~tor, . cannot be a.' Rev.' . vvhile . he' .' 
, . 
. . 
. . continues to follow his business; and congregations' 
• , . 
, 
• • 
. . 
'. . 
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, 
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" 
, " 
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, , 
have,:' continues Dr. Dale, "the feeling that someho\v " 
. . . . . 
not to have ' 'Rev~' for their minister is irregular, and 
derogatory to their dignity. ' . . . " 
, - -
,, " I , cherish the hope of a time \vhen, in proportion to 
, , ' 
the number of Church members, the number of men 
. - .' 
sepa~ated from secular occupations and devoted alto"~ 
, "" 
, . 
" gether to spiritual duties \vill be much less than at 
, -
" . present. I . doubt \vhether any perfect solution is 
, , " 
" possible of financial difficulties, s6 long as Churches 
, - " 
· " are un\villing to elect tradesmen and professional men 
. . . .. 
to the" pastorate. There \vill ahvays probably be need 
.' " of a considerablenumberof ministers specially trained 
, in theolo'gical studies, and liberated from the cares of 
, ' 
. . ' . , . . 
business; but, ina thoroughly healthy condition of the 
Church, such ministers ought not to be necessary for 
" " every separate congregation of Christians. In bvo 
" cases immediately under my o\vn eye in Birmingham, 
, . , 
" lay-pastorates have proved a real and enduring success. 
," : , ,' I \vant to see them greatly multiplied." 
. . 
The circumstances under "which Dr. Dale \vas led to 
, ' , 
...  ,. , " c()nsider the subject brings into prominence one of the 
, . root objections to clerical titles. I refer to the prevailing 
custom \vhich records social rank to the preacher styled 
. " Reverend," which is denied the preacher of the same 
, , Gospel not so styled. Dr. Dale inquired from the 
. , 
• , Pastor of an Irvingite Congregation ' who ,vas foreman ' 
. - .' 
>" in a Pen ~1anufactory \vhether he ,vas in ',' orders or 
· . . . . 
.~ . '. how he' "vas to be addressed. 
. . '" 
, , 
.- . . 
'. . -. . 
, 
. . ' 
: '" " ANIRVINGITE PASTOR'S REASONS AGAINST 
., ' 
'".' ', ' .'" "Yes, I am in orders and have been for 
- . . . , . ' 
" , 
. , . , 
, " ' . . . ' 
, 
, . ' 
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· , " 
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some time," 
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, , 
was' the reply of the Pen Foreman and Irvingite Pastor. ' ' 
« I a~ the angel of the Church here. But don't :' " 
~ . -. . 
, ' 
address me as , ' Reverend~' ' You ' Congregat!onalists ,',' 
. ' . . . 
and Baptists luaintain that the ministers 'of the ,Church 
, ' 
of Christ should receive ho endo\vments from the State, ,: 
. ' I 
and that they should not be invested as ministers \vith .. 
, , ' 
any , political distinctiolls. You do not , ' appro\~e , of , 
, ' 
, , ' 
making " Bishops peers of the realnlbecause ' theY , are '" .. , 
: . . . 
, 
Bishops; you \vantto exclude them fron} the House of 
, .. 
Lords. ' f;T7e go further. , \~T esay that the ministers of 
, " 
the Church ' of Christ should neither claim ' nor receive 
" , 
. . , . 
as Ministers any social , distinctions. ' \~That , J10U say " 
.. , 
should not , be done ' by the la \\' and usage of the State, : ' , 
,.' .' -'. -
we say should not be done by the la \~T and usage()f 
Society. Ecclesiastical office confers' 110 , title ' to 
, ' 
political dignity and po\·ver; nor does it. confer any title 
, ' 
to 'social position.' , Aluongus the Ivlinisters ' of the " 
. '. . 
Church belong to every social rank. " "Sorpeof them are .' 
. ' 
peers, son1e of thelu are cobblers. ' \Ve do not think 
. . - ' . 
that their social ' rank should be affected by their_ 
ecclesiastical offIce. \~T e cannot ask Society to ,confer ", ,: 
, , ' 
a title of courtesy on a man because the Churc~l has' 
. . . .. . . 
invested him \"ith spiritual functions, ,any ,1110re than' 
, , ' 
, \ve can ask the State to' confer , a title of , nobility UpOil 
" ' 
, 
hinl ' for the sanle teaSOl1. , \~Te , take position ' in the " 
, _ .- : ' 
Church, not" ~ccording to Qur social rank, but according ,' , 
, . . . - " . 
. ' . ' . 
to our ' ecclesiastical offIce. Outside the Church , Qui- ,,' , 
, ' , 
ecclesiastical office confers no claim to social position. , , 
1'hecobbler is a cobbler to the \yorld, and the peer is a 
, " 
peer to the \\Torld, \"hatever he Inay be to us." , 
, , 
, ' 
, , 
, , 
.. , 
, 
• 
, 
. . 
• 
DISTINCTION BET~NEEN CLERICAL TITLES AND 
EDUCATIONAL DEGREES . . 
• 
. . It must be ' admitted that Dr. Dale \vas correct . ih --
. characterizing the reply of the "rorkman Pastor ' as full 
. . 
of good sense. The objection ' to ' the use of clerical 
titles had led some people to the extreme vie\\' that no 
. . 
titles of any description should be used, although such 
titles, ' as in the case of Educational Degrees, may 
. . 
represent actual attainments of real \yorth. Dr. Dale 
has . clearly . set forth the difference betvleen the t\yO 
things inthe following passage :-
. "\~lheIi. I put IvLA. after. my name, I am not asking 
Society to concede me any' position' on the ground of 
· -
. ecclesiastical. office; but to recognize the fact . that 
. . 
a chartered corporation, empo\vered by the State to 
g'rant diplolnas on an examination of literary attain-
. . . . 
Inents, has granted me the diploma represented by the 
letters. It isa mere piece of red ribbon in my button-
. . . . 
hole, \yorn for the same reason for vvhich a man \years 
any other title \\'hich the' State or a chartered repre-
sentative of the State confers . 
. " But you are asserting your supe'riority to your lay 
friendsby using your title of :l\1.A. just as much as by 
.. . . 
.. using the title of . Reverend; this is objected to. The 
.' objection sho\vs that the grounds on \vhich the title of 
. . 
. , Rev.' is . given up are not understood. In this small 
· matter of having .. passed a . U niversity examination~ I 
•. . .... aJlz superior to my t\VO ministerial friends \vho are in . 
. . 
' . . " business; but I am not superior to them in my right to 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
'. . 
, 
• 
. . . 
be recognized asa= minister -of the Church of Christ. 
. ". . 
• 
. . 
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• 
• 
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Ifl call_myself the Rev . . R. SV.Dale, M.A., half the . .. ' ..... 
. " . 
. . difference between my description and theirs the. M.A. ·, . 
, 
. represents a fact, though the fact is not · one of any 
. . 
great importance; but the other half of the differ~nce-: 
the" Rev/ suggests a most pernicious fiction." . . 
" 
.. 
• 
" ~ 
• 
' - ' . 
OPINION OF CHARLES H.SPURGEON • . 
. 
. . , ' 
• , . 
, . 
. . . 
. . 
, 
But the late Dr. Dale- was not · the only leading 
. . 
1vlinister "vho discarded ' the clerical title. The most 
. . 
. . . 
popul~r Minister of our time, who being dead yet 
speaketh ' Charles · Haddon Spurgeon was vehement . 
- . . - . 
almost to · the verge of impatience \vith the prefix 
"Reverend." Arriving at the same conclusion as Dr. 
. ' : 
Dale, his method of treatment is different. " Dr. Dale 
digs deep into the heart of . the . matter and lays the · 
. . 
foundation of a sound conviction. Mr. Spurgeon 
. . 
brings into play all ' the forces . of satire, and . all the ' · 
. arms>ury of humorous ridicule . . 
. . ' . . 
. "It seems rather odd to us," says Mr. Spurgeon, "that 
• 
a man should print upon his visiting card the fact that 
he is a /reverend person. ' . Why doe~ he not occasionally '. ' 
vary the term . and call ' himself estimable, amiable~ " 
-
talented or beloved? \Vould this seem , odd? . Is there 
. '.
. . 
. 
. . 
any solid objection to such a use of adjectives after the 
fashion is once set · by elTI ploying the word reverend? . 
If aman \vere to assume the title of ' reverend for . the 
. . 
first time in history, . it would look ridiculous, if not 
presumptuous or profane. . Why does not the . Sunday " 
, . , , 
• 
School teacher . call himself respectable J oh11 .'. Jones; or . . ' . 
. . . 
. . . 
. the city missionary dub himself 'hard 'working \iVilliam 
. , . 
. , 
• 
· 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
, 
, . 
, Evans?' "'\iVhy do \ve 
secret orders, go in for 
Grands and the like? ' 
, 
not, ' like the members of the 
VVorthy l\'Iasterships and Past 
• • 
• 
THE TITLE vVITHOUT :i\JERIT. 
" It may be said that the title of Reverend is only one 
of courtesy; but then, ' so \vas the title of Rabbi among 
the Je\vs ; yet the disciples 'were hot to be called Rabbi . 
I t is, at , any rate, a suspicious circumstance that among 
mankind no class of persons should . so commonly 
describe themselves by a pretentious title as the 
professed ministers of the lo\vly Jesus. Peter and Paul 
, \vere right reverend men, but they \vould have been the 
· , last to have <;:alled themselves so. No sensible person 
does reverence us one jot the more because\ve assume 
the title. , I t certainly is in ~ome cases a flagrant mis-
nomer, and its main use seems to be the pestilent one 
• 
, , 
of keeping up the unscriptural distinction of Clergy 
, ' ,and Laity. A lad, fresh from the College, \vho 
, has just been placed in the pulpit, is the Reverend , 
Smith; \vhile his eminently godly grandfather, \vho has 
for fifty years , walked \vith ,God and is now ripe for 
Heaven, has no such claim to reverence. 
, , ' 
. . - ' . . 
"REVS. PAUL, APPOLLOS, AND CEPHAS." 
, 
"A gentleman of ability, education, and eminent ' 
piety preaches in various places \vith much zeal and 
abundant success, but he is no Reverend ; \vhile a man 
:. , of meagre gifts, vvhose principal ' success seems to be in 
scattering the flock, wears the priestly prefix, having a 
, 
• 
, . 
, , 
, 
• • 
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, , 
. name to ' be reverenced; v/hen he commands no esteem . 
, " -, 
\vhatever. . This ln~y be a trifle; l11any, no doubt, so ,: 
. ,- , 
regard it ; vlhy, then, are they not · prepared ' to abstain ·.·. ·.·· 
from it? The less value of the epithet, theless ' ~'eason 
. " - " . . 
, for continuing the use of it . . 'It vlould be ' hard to say .. ' ,' 
, 
\\Tho has the right to it, for many use it \vho have riot " 
been pastors for years, and have not preached a sermon ... 
. . . . . 
for many ' a . day. "\iVhaf on earth are they ' to be 
. ' 
reverenced for ? Other men . are alvvays preaching,; and . 
yet no ' one calls theln Reverend, \vhy not? The 
. . 
distribution of this,;vonderful honour , is . not fairly 
. . , 
arranged. " ' .. , , 
• , . 
. . 
. ""\iVe suggest," continues l\1L Spurgeon, "thafas 
. . . . . 
the \\Tife is to see that she reverences her husband, every 
. . 
married ' man ,has . a degree ' of claim ' to the ' title 
Reverend, and ' the SOOi1er all Benedictsexercise , the 
privilege, .the sooner will the . present :clerical . Llse of it . 
pass 'out of fashion. \Ve ,vonder vvhen nleo firs~ s<?ught .' 
. out this invention, and from \\Those originallnind did 
, 
the original sin elnanate? "\iV e suspect that he lived .. " 
, . 
in the ROl1lan Rc)\v of Vanity Fair, although the Rev. 
. . 
· , 
, 
" 
. . 
] ohn I3uilyan does not mention him.-pne thil1g is , ' . 
pretty ' certain, . he . did n'ot flourish in ' the days of the 
. . 
. , 
, Rev. Paul, or the Rev. A ppollos, or the Rev. C~phas." · 
. . 
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\7111. THE TvIER1TS OF LAY AGENCY. 
[Col1le, I887.J 
I have been asked to speak to you this evening on 
. . 
" Then1erjtsof Lay Agency," a subject \vhich I have 
felt my spirit in a state of rebellion against ever since I 
received notice of it. And for this reason, that I do not 
· believe in ' "Lay" agency. I neither believe ' in 
Clericalism on the one hand, nor in Laymanism on the 
• 
other. I believe in the Universal Priesthood and in the 
· Spiritual I{ingship; and, as it appears to my mind, any 
man having a true conception of the dignity and 
. grandeur of the Sonship of God, and of the ' exalted 
privilege of being a brother and co-vvorker \vith the 
Lord Jesus · Christ any man \\Tho realizes the glorious 
privileges into \vhich\ve vvere introduced \vhen · the 
divine po\ver of the dying Christ on the ' Cross rent the 
veil of the Temple, 'vvill freely and readily say, Let all 
. 'class and caste . distinctions disappear as \ve enter into 
. . the Holy of Holies through the ,blood of Jesus. ' .But 
\vhile I dissent from it, the phrase "Lay Agency" is 
· one in common use, and is to some extent vvell under-
. stood, and carries vvith it a definite idea. It is not the 
.' 
· only instance of the comlllon use of a phrase not strictly 
correct. · . It is a long time since Galileo proved that the 
sun stands still and the vvorId · moves; but \ve . still 
ascribe the daily alternation of light and darkness to the 
· rising ' and setting of the sun; . and so although the use 
• 
, 
. . 
oLthe phras,e among us maybe somevvhat illogica.l,it 
. . 
• 
. . 
. . 
• 
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• 
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appears likely that for some time to come \ve shall con-
. . . 
tinue to use the' phrase " I"ay Agency." '. . . 
. . . 
DEFINITION OF LAY AGENCY • . • • , ' , . , , . , .. , 
. ' 
. . 
. But nO\\T, ,vhat isnieant by Lay Agency ? V\That do 
. . 
, ' . . , , 
, 
, 
. others mean by 'it ? . . "That do v{e mean by it? I . ', 
. . 
observe that some members of the Established Church 
• • 
, . 
are finding it a very hard task to draw the line \vhere 
. . 
Clericalism eilds and Laymanism begins. . A. Lay friend .' .. 
of mine, \vho is a member of the Church of England, 
. ' 
. . 
\vas recently ordained, and his admirers find themselves 
much · perplexed as to the style in \vhich they should 
riO\\T address him. He preaches in their pulpits on the ' 
, 
Sunday, but on the Monday he is at thel\1ill, and on 
. . '. . 
the Tuesday On the Exchange. Hitherto a Layman 
, . 
has · only · read the lessons in the Church. But this 
friend of mine mounts · the pulpit ~tl1d preaches the 
sermon, being ordained. Must hebe styled " Rev.," 
, . 
or still plain' "Mr. ? " Many of my friend's follo\vers . 
are puzzled, being unable to decide \vhether he is really ', 
a . minister of the Gospel or not. In many respect3 ' 
, these distinctions are lllischievous, and even . grotesq ue. 
In'such a case it is assumed that a Layman Inay per-
.. form functions vvh~ch influence the immortal spirit in 
man; but the ordinances of the Church are the exclu-
sive righfof the Clergy. The Layman, for example, may 
. . . 
lead , the soul ' to Christ, and in the dying hour help to 
. -.' , 
. guide the i"ncorruptiblespirit to the eternal \\Torld; but he 
. . . .. . 
must not 011 any account readapsaln1 oroffer a prayer 
. '. \vheri the corruptible body is being laid in the earth~ ' • 
• 
, 
, 
, 
. ." . 
• 
, 
• 
• 
· . 
, 
, 
, 
. 
• • 
• 
• 
. . 
. CLAIM OF MINISTERIAL PO,\VER. 
But I observe also that an eminent lninister of the 
\Vesleyan body, Dr. Rigg, has ' been dra\ving the 
· line .. bet\veen · the function of the Minister and of the 
Layman~ In a book \vritten by· him, and recently 
. ' . 
. , 
published, if I understand him correctly, he lays it 
· do'wn as the prerogative of the rvfinister, as distinguished 
" .. 
from the Layman, that he holds the keys of the spiritual 
' .. 
kingdom on earth; and \vhom the 11inister receives is 
received, and \~lholn he rejects is rejected. "And this 
is told us ' near the close of the nineteenth century, a 
time \vhen democratic principles reign in every depart-
ment of life! N O\Y, Lay Agency; as \ve understand it, 
. . 
. .. 
\vould abolish . all distinctions of Priestly, Clerical, and 
.~1inisterialassumption; and \vould place the duty and 
. responsibility of carrying on theV\r ork of God upon the 
\vhole eh urch of God, requiring from each member 
. . 
service according to his talents, but making' it the 
. . . 
bounden duty of every Christian to personally render 
service for Christ. That is the broad definition \vhich 
'.' \ve give of Lay Agency . . 
OUR ASPECT OF THE · CHURCH. 
. . . 
, " In examining the merits of Lay Agency, \ve must ask 
. . . 
. ourselves w'hat is the object \ve have in vie\v. . Do' we 
look upon our Churches as so many nurseries \vhere 
. . ." 
· . .. never 'grovving babes are fed on spiritual things; . or as 
.' . . 
hospitals\vhere treatinent is ' provided for never cured 
, • '" s6~1 sickness ;oras palaces 'of ease, \-vhere saints may 
. . . 
· . 
, enjoy serelie repose, and "sit and sing themselves a\vay 
, 
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to everlasting. bliss?" " If these be our ideas ' of vvhat . 
· . ." . . 
Churches should be, then Lay Agency possesses forus ': ' 
"no merits vvhatever. . But , if we look upon Churches' as '; '" 
, God's vvorkshops" where \vork is done for God,> and' 
'. ' . ' . . . 
. . . " ,' ' . 
fresh vvorkers learn to ' vvork , for God,; or as ' training ' ' , " 
" ' 
, schools , where soldiers prepare themselves ,,' to ' fight .... ', 
. . . ' 
, against and resist sin and evil, and toadvari"ce all · ~hat 
is good, then Lay Agency has great merits. '\iVhat is ', 
, " 
. . ' .' - .' . 
our viev" of the vvorld, and of Efe, and of destiny? " Do 
we look upon them as Christ did? Do\ve look upon 
-. _. . - . . 
the ,\\Torld as a lost world, and are ,\\7eeach , ~aying "I 
. . . . . . 
\vill be a Jesus,. helping to redeem a lost \vorldfrOlTI the 
. . . . . . 
, curse of sin?" , If so, then in Lay Agency we shall find 
, , 
sources of p~vler and blessing ,hitherto undreamt of for , 
, . ' 
their capabilities of good. . 
• 
• 
' ITS EFFECTIVENESS FOl{ ,' TH-EGOSPEL . 
• 
. ' 
N ow, I \vish, in the first place, to say that Lay 
Agency, by -iaying upon every Christian the respon-
, , 
, , 
sibility of engaging personally in the service of Christ, 
. establishes the most ' effective means for the propagation '. ' 
- . ". . . . ' 
of the Gospel, and consequently ' for the conversion ' of , 
the \vorld to Christ.' Clear as this proposition may ,',' 
, appear to us, there " are millions of men and \vomen, 
even in ~hristian England, who do not , recognize its ' 
force and obligation, and do not see that they have any , 
. '. , 
duty in relation to it. I vvasforcibly impressed \vith this 
. , 
, , 
' ,thought ·a short time ago. Special services ',were being 
held at a Church 'belonging to the Establishment in ' 
Bolton. ;;cores \ve.re deeply moved by the appeals of: ' " 
, . 
, . 
• 
.. 
. " ' 
, .' , , 
• 
• 
, 
· '
, , 
, 
, , 
, 
, , 
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" 
the 11issioner, and remained to the after-meeting. 1\1any 
, ' 
\vere 'veeping on account of sin and seeking Christ; 
. , 
'. but there .. ,vas ' no · one to speak to them. The 
,vork of ' God's ' Spirit ' ,vas so ,~iidespread the preacher 
. . 
could ' not deal ,vith all the cases. One of our o,vn 
friends , said to a prominent official ,of the Church-
'. "Had you not better speak to some of these people, 
and help them?" The ' reply 'vas, "Oh, no; that is 
the ,york of the clergyman." Here ,,'ere persons ' in 
great numbers seeking mercy, and 'a leading official of 
. . 
this Church thought none should speak of Christ to 
. . 
sinners except ordained clergymen. There are milli?ns 
of Christian men who admit the responsibility, but 
think they can discharge it _by proxy by paying others 
to do religious ,york for them . . Now, ,ve maintain that 
. . . 
SERVICE FOR GOD IS A PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
. ,vhich a man must discharge for himself, and ,vhich one 
man cannot discharge for another. It . is like eating, 
sleeping, and marrying. ' I am · reminded of a story 
,vhich may enforce this point of proxy duty in religion . 
. ' . 
A man . called John became very ' indifferent about 
attendance ' at public vvorship, at 'which his ,vife l\1ary 
,vas most regular. "Pray for me, too," John used to 
. say, as his ,vife left him at home on the Sunday and 
' went to Church. By-and-bye the couple died, and the 
story says the husband and the "rife appeared together 
. , . 
, at Heaven's gate . . John prepared to enter. " Nay," 
.', .' ' '. the angel said,: co, ; lVla'ry 'prayed for both, and she enters 
· ,', . '. t -. 
, 
· . 
' . " 
, 
, , . 
. . 
... . . 
Heaven for both." And so ' I fear multitudes ' of 
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,Christians , \"ho delegate their religiousvlork to ' others :, ' 
_. - . . .. 
..' . . . 
\\Till find they have transferred their ~ revyardas ' \veIL ' , 
' . . . 
' No, service by proxy \vill 'not do~ ' I cannot perform ', " 
, . , . 
. . . - , . . 
your ,vork; you cannot do Inine. By the influence6f ' , 
the Spirit of God I may reach souls which you cannot ' , .'~ 
reach, and you, by the influence of that Spirit, may,,,in " ,', , 
, , ' . , ' 
souls that I cannot ,vine And if youwiU ', contemplate 
, ' 
THE VASTNESS OF THE 'VORl{, ", 
• 
• 
you \vill see that there is a demand , for the utInost 
exertion of each and of all. '\iVhile there is po\ver ,in 
the Gospel of. Christ to save every living soul, it 'is 
adlnitted that the existing means , of bringing every 
, , 
, 
, 
" 
creature under the , influence of the ' Gospel " are , 
utterly insufficient. I \vill quote a ,vitness on 
. . . . 
this i point, one ,vho is ,disinterested, " for he ' is ' 
, 
a paid minister; ' and his \vords , should be golden; 
. ' . . . . .. 
seeing , 'that "he ' receives ' about a sovereign " for every 
minute of public discourse. An Alnericanminister 
. . . . . 
says: "~1inisters cannot ' do the \vork of the \vorld's 
evangelization. , ,'\i\That are a fe,v ' thousand ' Ininisters 
. " . 
comparedto the 90,000,000 of the population? " , !:Ie 
, , 
'points out that, not\vithstanding the efforts of all the 
, , ' 
, , 
Churches, iniquity still gains ground. "\i\' e\"ant 1110re 
" , 
troops," he ?ays. ""[he ", Church has ' n6t , sent ' a 
, thousandth part of her strength into the field ; and the 
" , 
troops are caIn ping by the still \\Taters ofZion"vlien ' 
, , 
" they ought to ' be at the ' front in the thick orthe strife 
. " .' , 
, and the, heat of the . battle." " ' , ' ' , ' , ' , 
, 
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, . A GREAT MISSIONARY ON UNPAID AGENCY. 
110reover, not only is the Gospel chariot hindered in 
, its progress by placing the responsibility of personal 
senrice upon the fe\v and not upon the many, but the 
. ' 
service of the fe\v is less successful for the reason that it 
is paid service. This point may not, perhaps, he at the 
. ' . 
first glance seen and appreciated. Churches have long 
, 
been accustomed to paying ministers, and do not 
regard the practice as in any \vay mischievous. ' But 
" ho\v does the system , in1press itself upon people \vho 
are not accustomed to it? I recently , read an address 
by that devoted servant of God, ] ames Smith, Baptist 
, missionary to ' India. Speaking on the question ' of the 
salvation of the , untold millions in that country, 
, ' 
1\1r. , Slnith says:" It is by Native Agents ' that 
. 
India must be converted!" But does he ' mean 
Paid or Unpaid Native Agents? He tells us that 
they tried Paid Agents, and , that the result \vas ' 
mischievous, both as regards ' agents and people . 
• 
"The Agents," IvIr. Smith says, "\vere perpetually ask-
, , 
'ing for more salary and for higher positions." Then, 
he says, Paid Agents \vere not respected. \~Thy ? 
, "Because ' they \yere looked upon as labouring for 
, money. So long," 1\1r. Smith goes on to say,. "as you 
. ' . . 
,' , gather together your best men and give them salaries 
, ",. , ' as native preachers, you will ' never have men coming 
", . forth feeling the po\ver of the love of Christ in their 
",',' -hearts. I , could not sleep to-night," he adds, "if I did 
. ,'. . .' 
, . 
. .. . , not ,' tell · you that , the paying of native preachers , is 
,. '., stopping the progress of the Gospel, and is injurious t9 
, " 
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.. 
the nativeChiistians ' themselves." ' And ' the ,' mis- ' 
chievous influence which , NIr. Smith deplores , in ; " 
, connection with paying native preachers in, India more , ' 
, , 
'or less attends the system ofa Paid :NI inistry ' \vherever : " , 
, " 
, ' 
it prevails. . • 
• 
.. 
. " 
CUMULATIVE GAINS OF PERSONAL SERVICE. 
, . 
. , , ". . 
. ' 
, 
. ' 
, 
\ 
, , 
, ' 
But 1 "vould like further to point out the enormous . 
, , 
positive gain thatvvould result from every Christian 
', man , rendering his , fair 'share , of personal service , for 
. , 
Christ. Let me give you a simple illustration of the 
cumulative po\ver of individual effort for the spread ' of 
the Gospel on the lines of Lay Agency. l\vi11 suppose 
, , 
that in this town of Colne, where \ve areno\v assembled, ' 
there are 20,000 persons \vhose conversion to God ' \ve, ' 
• 
desire and seek. I vvi11 suppose that the task ,is ' ' 
, entrusted to t\venty paid ministers, ' and even if they are " 
, , 
faithful men, they are not likely to obtain more than 20 , 
• 
converts ecl"ch, or a total of 400, year by year. "' But at ', ' 
that rate it \vould take fifty years to embrace, the , vvhole 
" ' 
20,000. But 1 \vi11 suppose that the task is attempted , 
by personal , and individual effort. l\vi11 suppose that ' 
, ' , 
there are twenty earnest Christian , men , to ' begin 
with; and that each Ulan is instrumental, in the hand 
, , 
, , 
, ' , 
of God, in the conversion of one soul for the labours of 
" ' a year. YVe \vouldhave forty to beginthe second year. 
. , ' , 
. '. .. . 
N o"v, suppose the forty proceed in the same \vay, eac h ' 
, ' ' 
leading one sinner to the Saviour in ayear, there \vould 
. '.' 
be 80 in the third year. ',' In this \vay ' there\vould be ' 
, ' . . 
1;60 in the fourth year; and if you \vi11 follo\" out the " 
• 
• , , 
, , 
. ' 
, 
. . .' 
. . 
, 
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calculation you \vill find that the ,vhole 20,000 \vould 
be reached in a . dozen years. Such is the enormous 
cunlulative po\ver of personal service for Christ under a 
· . system in ,vhich every Christian is called · to\vork for 
the advancement of the Gospel. 
. 
DEMONSTRATES THE ADAPTABILITY OF THE GOSPEL . 
. 
No,,,, I ,vill pass on to another valuable feature or 
. . 
merit in this systelu . . Lay Agency also best fulfils the 
requirements of our tinle as a .means of bringing the 
\"orId to Christ, because it demonstrates in the clearest 
and most practicable ' form the suitability and adapta-
. . . 
. bility of the Gospel to the needs and circulnstances of all 
classes and conditions of nlen. If you \vant a truth to 
reach the heart of a man, you must present it as nearly 
. . 
as possible on the plane in \vhich he moves, and from a 
. . 
standpoint \vhich ' arrests his attention and commands 
his sympathy. \\7hy \vas it, let lue ask, that . the Son 
of God, the Redeemer of the \vorId, \vas found \vorking 
at a carpenter's bench? \\Thy \vas it that He had to 
endure the common vicissitudes of hUlnan life? \'Thy 
. "vas it that He kne,v fron1 experience \vhat it ,vas to be 
. . 
. tired and poor and hungry? \Vas it not that the Lord 
Jesus Christ might Himself be in close touch \vith the 
· millions ,vhomHe ·. sought to redeem? And_ so the 
· nearer~ve. ourselves are to those\vhon1 \ve are trying to 
". . . ' ' . 
· . save, . the more successful are \ve likely to be in our 
· . . 
, . efforts. .' . 
. . 
• 
. ' . 
. \VORKMEN SEEKING FELLO\V-\VORKMEN . . 
. . • 
.. 
•. A v~rell-kno\vn and justly adlnired \Vesleyan minister, 
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Charles Garrett, has borne valuable testimony on thi~: , " 
. . . ' . . . 
point. , He says :" If the converted men of each clas~ : ' 
, , 
, vvere to give themsehres tip , to the conversion of their:' ,' ' 
. ' . . 
oVvnclass, they would soon have the vvotldupside ' 
do\vn." , If anybody doubts 'this, t~vo , illustrations, 
. . ' . 
given by NIr. Garrett, vvin supply convincing proof. , ", 
. . . . , . 
"Under 1vIr.lYIoody," says~1r. Garrett, " \t\VO carters " 
, ' 
in ' Liverpool got con\~erted. ' God put it into their 
. ' 
. hearts to \vork for their ovvn class. ' They sought , the 
salvation of ca:rters, ,and, as the result , of their efforts, ',. 
. . ' . 
hundreds of carters in Liverpool are Christian men." 
1vIr. Garrett's second illustration refers to policemen,a 
class not hitherto considered conspicuous for their love 
of the Gospel. '., Two policemen got converted," NIr. , 
Garrett says. "They received the idea from God ', . 
\vork for Christ amongst the police. They" held · 
meetings; and · told how God had ,blessed their souls; 
and no\v 400 Liverpool policemen meet fot · prayer , and 
pll blie worship." 
MERCHANTS SEEKING MERCHANTS. 
, , 
This is not setting class against cla~s, of ' \vhich\\le . 
, , , 
hear lTIuch, but i11spiring class to V\Tork for the benefit 
. ' 
of class;. and vve kno\v that nothing ' goes so, far in 
obliterating the distinctions of rank and class as earnest , 
• 
. ' . . 
'work ' for ' ,,' the salvation of souls. "A . great ,\'ork ,' 
\villbe done," lVir. Garrett says" "vvhen we ,' send '· 
, ' . 
Christian merchants to carry the G,ospel on 'Change" ,, ·' 
and into all the life of barter. \Ve\vant . men in all ", ' 
, . ' 
, . ' 
,o,ccupations in the name , of ,God . to battle against the,,' " 
" ". . . 
. ' 
, 
, ' . 
_. .-
, 
. , 
, , 
, 
, 
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sins of their o\vn trade; nlen in every\valk of life sho\v-
ing the po\ver of the Gospel . to achieve the victory over 
the difficulties and obstacles peculiar and special to their 
path.:" A Clerical Agency, separated from the real life 
of the great bulk of the ' people, cannot present the 
. . 
., Gospel . \vith the same adaptation to the actual condi-
, ' . 
tions in \vhich the mass of the population live that Lay 
... Agency can. 
Lord Shaftesbury, \vhose broad-minded liberality and . 
philanthropy have immortalized his memory, gave the 
· '. ,foIlo\ving testimony to the value of Lay Agency :-
" If the masses of the people are to be brought into the 
fold of organized Christianity the wlzole C01lCeptz'01Z of tile 
duty of tile Cizurcil 1JlUst be chauged. There lTIUst be 
active aggressive \vork; open-air preaching; house-to-
. , 
. house visitation; '. and, in short, every means employed 
to bring the truth home to the hearts and consciences 
of all those \vho are in the neighbourhood. This can 
, . never be done by purely Clerical Agency. Lay Agency 
, . 
is indispensable to the fulfilment of the Church's 
mission. But the efforts of the Church to make use of 
the laity ' are perpetually thvvarted and crippled by the 
• 
refusal of. the Clergy . to give their lay coadjutors free 
. . 
hands. Liberty is . the essence of effective service. 
,: I'was talking only the other day to a bishop, and said 
, . 
: , to him,' I have no doubt that in your diocese there are 
a.t this moment nine hundred Godly working men \vho' 
, . 
· .· ·would only be too glad to co-operate with you 
.' .. ' in ' the . \vork of spreading the Gospel among their 
. . , 
.. .. ,. . fellov~;men, but the , diffi~ulty is ' \vith , the Clergy . 
, 
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. . 
They . are \~illing enough that · laymen should · co-
. - ' . 
operate, but . it . must be on . ,their terms. . If a . .-
. \ ' . 
m'an \vishes . to' take . part,· say in an open-air sel~vice, ; . 
. . , . 
' instead of ' being content vvith ascertaining that he .. ' . 
is intelligent 'and pious, and then bidding him do \vhat ' .'. 
. . 
best he can to accomplish his inission, they impose a ', . 
• 
host of stipulations and regulatiol1s: He mUE?t not read ·. 
• • 
except such chapters as" they direct, he must not use 
. such and such prayers, he must not go to such and 
• 
such places; in short, the · poor . man finds himself 
. . . 
s\vathed in s\vaddling clothes to such an extent that he . 
loses heart and you lose your lay agent. · Depend upon 
it, the condition of success is the allo\ving of a large . 
liberty to those \vhose hearts are in the right. place."~ 
. ' - . . . 
• 
• 
.. . . 
..- . 
• NOBLEST CONCEPTION OF DUTY. . . • 
. . 
. N O\V, I have another point on \vhich I vvould like to 
speak just for a moment. It is this: Lay Agency 
. . 
. supplies the' grandest ideal 'and . the ' noblest ' conception 
• • 
of the duty of man to man. It ca)l~ ·every Inan ' to ·be 
. . 
. like Christ in the sphere in \vhich he moves, exhibiting 
a life of heroic . seryice and · saci~ifice for . the good :of 
. . 
. others. . \Vhat is the nlost povverful motive \'Th~ch . God 
sets~ before us in order to excite love in our hearts . 
. . 
. . 
. tovvard . Him? Is it not this? '" God ' so loved the 
. 
\~or1d that He gave I,iis only begotten Son,that\vho-
soever believeth on Him might not perish, . but have 
. . . ' . . 
everlasting life." \Vhat\vasthenlost po\verful :argu-
. . 
me'nt by \vhichthe great apc;:>stle sought to :dra\v nlen to 
God? . \iVas it not this? ." He\vho\:vasrich for out 
• . . 
. . . 
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• 
. sakes became poor, that ,ve through His poverty might 
, . . 
be 111ade rich." . The force of this consists in the vast:.. 
. . 
.. ness of the sacrifice; in the perfect abnegation of self, . 
and ' the absolute purity and disinterestedness of the . 
motive. A Christian and a statesman ",hom many of 
us revere, ' referring to' this topic a ' fe,v years ago, 
. , . 
said: "\Ve live in '. an age " ,hen most of us have 
forgotten that the .Gospel of our , Saviour Christ, ,vhich 
" H.e came to preach" and ' the sanction· of ,vhich He 
• • 
sealed "yith His blood, in . addition to all else, and besides 
scattering blessing. over 'e\Tery class of the community, 
,vas above all the ' Gospel of the poor; that the lot of 
the poor ,vas that , which He chose for HilTIself ; that 
· from the ranks of the poor ·He selected His apostles, 
. ' 
, 
. who ,vent forth , into the ,,,orld to found the most 
. 
glorious kingdom ev'er exhibited to the eyes of lnan." 
. . 
['V.E. Gladstone.] 
. , . 
. . 
A SALARIED CHRIST A FAILURE. · ' 
No,,,, r \vish to present the thought · I alTI going to 
. . 
express \vith.profound reverence and solemnity. But I 
. think ,vhen it is pointed out it ,villbe manifest to all 
· . 
· .. of us that if the ,york of human redemption had been ' 
· . , - . 
: arranged , on . a financial basis, and if Jesus Christ had . 
. received a salary of £10,000 a year as the Redeemer of 
mankind . . the scheme \vouldhave been a ' failure. If 
· . . 
· . . . . . . 
•... .. the founding of the Christian Church and the early 
.' . . 
· . proclamation of the Gospel had been entrusted ' to an 
, ' . ' , '. . 
, . 
: ., ' ecclesiastical hierarchy .. consisting of bvelve Arch-
. -. . 
· ' , 
•...• ~ ". bishops arid Bishops ofJ erusalem at salaries of £5,000 
. ". . . . . 
, - : , . - .. : 
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a year each, ' and seventy ' priestly disciples . at £500 a : 
year each, V\'e should never have heard of the Gospel of .. ' .'. 
. . 
' the ' Lord' Jesus Christ, and the \vodd V\rould .. . have . ' 
. , 
. ren1ained in Pagan darkness. And I cannot understand . 
. ho\vmenexpectthat Christianity can be effectively pro- '. 
mulgated through means and agencies up'on \vhichit •. 
could not have been founded. It \vas the spectacl~ of a " 
band of men going forth· sacrificing their \vorldlypros-
peets, counting life itself cheap ifonly they might preach 
Christ, that every\vhere ' arreste'd attention . and .· \von 
converts to the GospeL And this same heroic spirit of 
'. self-sacrifice for the good of others is the .. 
• 
• 
. GREATEST PO\VER .. 
. . 
. 
• 
over the hearts of men to-day. I t is , the Grace 
Darlings vvhosenames are vvritten on pages that are ' . . 
. imnl0rtal. It is the men \vho brave ' perils in the life~ . '. 
boat service, or go doV\rn into the ja\vs of death\vhen 
. . 
son1e colliery disaster occurs, that · command our 
deepest feelings of admiration. EverYV\7here life poured 
out, as it vvere,an oblation for the good of others 
excites . profound homage. We " may ' behold the 
-' 
principle of self-sacrifice illustrated 'in a Florence 
. . . 
Nightingale leaving the comforts and luxuries of hOlne 
. . 
. . 
that she may go to the distant battlefield and bear . the . 
. . . 
cup of \vater to quench the thitst of sonle dyingsoldier. 
Or in a Dr. JVloffat, refusing temporal promotion, that· 
. - . .' . " . ' . , ' . , 
he may go to heathen lands, and bear the torch of truth ' . 
. to them that sit in darkness and in the shado\v of death~ ..... . 
. . 
. Or . \ve 111aysee the princi.ple lnanifested in ··. a '1\1ary . . ' 
. . 
. . 
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· ~TcCarthy, a delicate seamstress, hardly earning a sub-
. , 
sistence\vith her needle from eight in the morning 
until eight at _evening, and yet . in her spare hours 
conveying the glad tidings of salvation to her neigh-
bours, until by untiring exertion, carried . on for thirty 
years, she \vas instruluental in \vinning 500 souls for 
.. Christ. Oh, do \ve not feel that, \vhether in the higher 
. . 
• or in the humbler \valks of life, such souls as these 
' . . 
incarnate again the Spirit of our Lord! They keep 
Christ for ever on the earth, going about doing good, 
, 
blessing the poor and the needy, rescuing the perish-
ing and saving the lost . 
. I commend these thoughts to your consideration, and 
I · appeal to you to manifest in your lives like fidelity to 
.. 
Christ. I especially appeal to you young men and 
. 
young ,vornen to . recognize Christ's clain1s to service 
. from you. ' Enter His service, and set before you 
some definite task. . I ask each of you to solemnly 
' . , resolve that, God helping . you, you will at least be 
' . . 
instrumental in the salvation of one soul. I · urge each 
of you ' to determine that, the Spirit of God hel ping you, 
.. 
· there shall for your efforts be at least one more soul to 
s\vell the harmonies of heaven, one more to s\veep the 
. , harp, to bear the palm and to "vear thecro\vn, and that 
.' ". you \vill at least · lay one trophy at Christ's feet, and 
· ' . crown Him Lord of All. . 
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IX. THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST HUNIANITY'S " 
> , 
. GREAT NEED. · • 
• 
. . - ' . .' 
fBa1'kerlzoltse Road, l\Telson, 18go.l ' 
, , 
, , 
• 
.' . " 
. ..' 
, 
" 
, "The Spirit of Christ humanity's great , need" is a , , ' 
. . '.
" , 
subject that vvill stand, although it may . be ', imperfectly 
, , 
, ' 
brought before you. ' In considering the then1e, it has 
, , 
occurred-to me to ask: If the Lord J esusChrist \vereto 
. visit the earth again to-day, \vhere \vould he findfollo\v- ' 
. ' 
, ers, and \vhat vvould be His place, His positiot1 and His 
function in the ecclesiastical arrangen1ents of lTIodern 
, , 
Christendom? Glance over the life and . \\Tork ' and 
, 
characteristics of the \vorld's ,Redeemer. · Recall · His 
,vords and deeds and the spirit He displayed all along 
, ' 
" the pathvvayfrom Bethlehelnto Calvary; andthen look 
around the Churches to-day, from those conspicuous 
. . . .' 
for sacerdotal splendour to the humblest Inission-roo111 ' 
" . . 
in the land, and say \vhere vvouldChrist find His hOlne, 
His sphere, His \,vork ? ' 
' SEARCHING FOR THE CHRIST. , . .. 
On the banks of the Tiber, in the city of the Seven 
. - .'.
Hills, there reigns an ecclesiastical monarch \vho clailns 
, ' 
in an especial degree to be the representa tive of Jesus 
, 
Christ upon , earth; . but as inilnagination you behold 
. ' 
, ' 
Christ's aSSlllned viceregent, supported b)7 cardinals , 
gorgeously robed, and surrounded by all that tnakes for 
. ' " .' -
\vordly.po111p and state and grandeur, it is difficult to 
, ' 
, 
realize that 've have here a true representative of I-lin1 
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. . 
,vho said: "The faxes have holes, and the birds of the 
. . 
air have nests, but the Son of 1:fan hath not \vhere to 
. . 
·lay His Head. " . . 
. 1Jany of " you, no doubt, have been visitors to the 
· House of Lords, and have seen the imposing array qf 
Bishops on the episcopal benches; but as you look upon 
· these spiritual legislators, possessing legislative po\ver 
and authority because Bishops over Christ's Church,it 
is difficult to recognize in these true representatives of 
Him \vhosaid: "1;ly kingdom is not of this \vorld." 
Still more as you recall their votes for \vars and blood-
shed you fail to see in them a reflex of the Prince of Peace. 
. . 
But no\v ". turn your thoughts in another direction. 
Go into yonder auction-room. · There are bids of 
. . 
£r,ooo and more, for \vhat ? These bids are for ' \vhat 
is called a . church . living ; ." that is, for the privilege of 
preaching " Christ's . Gospel and saving souls. But as 
. . . 
you listen to the auctioneer" he minimizes anything 
there may be of service for Christ the district is small 
and the people are fevv; and he magnifies the attractions 
of nature, and the beauty of the surrounding scenery. 
There is game in the ,vood, and fish in the stream, and 
. . 
· sport in the field the maximum of the pleasures of 
:. . '." earth \viththe minimum of service for the lVlaster. As 
, . 
· you hear the .. auctioneer's hammer fall at the highest 
". . . bid, you seem also to feel the indignant spirit of Christ, 
· '. '. as it found expression in the \vords of Peter to Sin1::)n 
.. . .. .. .. .. 
'.' ~Jagus: "" Thy money perish ,vith thee because thou 
. . ~ ...  - .. 
· ' . hast thought the gift of God could be purchased vvith 
. " 
_. ' . money." . 
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MODERN PRACTICES APPLIED IN THE APOSTOLIC 
, 
. , . " • 
CHURCHES. _ .' • ! ' . . .' '. 
• 
But let us chqnge our lno'de of reasoning, and instead .... . 
. . '. .'' . . 
. of bringing ' Christ into the midst of church leaders ··and ... ' 
. . , . 
. . 
scenes of to-day, let us project moder:n church customs .... , . .. 
. . . 
. 
.' and practices into the times of Christ and His Apostles. · 
Let Archbishops and Bishops, and Right Reyerends and 
- . . . 
Reverends, trace the footsteps of the Lord Jesus, see . 
. . 
Hiln in the temple and synagogue, ' follo,v Him from 
city to city, on the hill-side or by the sea, andho,v . 
n1any of these great ecclesiastical dignitaries ,vould hav"e 
'. . ' . 
o,vned in His day that they' ,vere disciples of the 
hUlnble Carpenter. of Nazareth? 
Go further into particulars of procedure "vith vvhich · 
· . , 
\ve are all falniliar. · There is a l11eeting at · Ephesus ,. . 
'. of the leaders of the churches all . roundabout, a 
, . ' 
circuit meeting in fact, and it is ~· addressed by the 
· . . . . " 
Reverend Paul, \vho says something . like the 
follo\ving: -'.' Dear Brethren, I have been "labour- ' 
ing . ,vith you fOF three years, and .' God has 
. . 
blessed Iny Ininistry alnoIlg you; but no\v T am called ' . 
to a larger sphere, and aln about to leave you . . There 
. . . . 
is the trifli!lg consideration that my present . stipend of . " 
£300 . ,vill be advanced to £500, and that could not be 
. . . 
. . 
expected from · you." Of course, the Reverend Paul '. 
· . 
. departs ainid many tears. Then these Church officials . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
• 
at Ephesus begin to look round, and they learn: that the ' . 
, ' . . 
.. Reverend Peter, the fat110us preacher of Pentecost, is . 
. . " -
• 
o .' . receivil~g only £200 a year at AntiQ~h, and they call hinl ' 
. . 
to . a larger sphere ·. and to £300 a year. ,' Then ' it is the . 
• 
• 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
'. 
• 
• 
• 
" 
.. 
• 
• 
, , 
• 
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turn of the Church officials at Antioch to look round, and 
, , , 
they find ' that the sainted Apostle John is at a poor 
, 
, place 'with only £roo a year, and they give him a call. 
If such things as these \v~re alleged, \vould 
-
they , not be an outrage on Christ's Apostles" a 
, - . -
libel , on the character of Paul, Peter and John? 
The , chief of the Apostles declared that by his 
" o\vn , hands he had maintained , himself, and 
' ministered to the necessities of those \vho ,,'ere 
, \ 
\vith him. If Christjanity had been based upon a 
professional ' and financial basis, as \ve see it in the 
Churches to-day, it \vould not have survived a single 
generation. \~Vhatever defects there lnay be in ' our , 
, o"'ri system and polity, and \vhatever imperfectiol).s 
may ' manifest then1selves in the practices of our 
Churches, they are not associated \vith pecuniary 
considerations. 
Of course,\ve have our ,veak places and our faults. 
Although ,ve can claim credit for purity and dis-
, interestedness in our motives, in common \vith other 
religious bodies" our , progress is hindered by little 
jealousies, and by petty ambitions, and \ve need more 
of the spirit of Christ in our Church officers' and leaders' 
meetings and in our Christian '\Jork generally. But I 
must leave the Church as , it should be, because that 
subject is in much abler hands than mine, and turn to 
: . ,other spheres. 
, 
" ' 
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' . . 
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CHRIST'S SPIRIT NEEDED IN PARLIAMENT • 
, , 
:' .1 kno\v of no place ~yhere the spirit of Christ is more 
• 
. 
, 
, " 
, . 
, 
, 
. ' 
• 
, 
• 
• 
, . 
• 
• 
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, ' 
needed to~day than in the Legislature of this Christic.tn " ' 
" , 
, , 
country. , Doyou think if there had been 650 men like ," 
, Jesus Christ ,' sitting in the' House ' of Commons, that '" , ' 
. '. \ 
there would have ever been any question of endowing a 
.' , " . 
, , , 
traffic, vvhose gain means the tears, and sorrows of the ,'; , 
" ' 
widovvsandorphans and sisters and brothers of 60,000 
, , 
drunkards gone dO'ATn to the drunkard'sg'rave every ,' . 
, . ' 
year? 
(The Speaker at this point held a telegram in his . 
hand, the purport of \vhich w'as effectively anticipated 
, ' 
, by the President, Bro. \Vorthington, \\Tho, rising to 'his " 
feet, exclaimed, "The BiIlis\vithdra\vn." An extra- " 
, ' 
ordinary scene ensued. vVith remarkable spontaneity, 
the audience rose and cheered lnost vociferously. Cheer 
follo\ved cheer,\\TOnlenas \vell as rrien\vaving their 
handkerchiefs, and giving tokens of joy and gladness ' 
that the compensation clauses had b~en \vithdra\vn. and ' , 
. , . ' 
, that the temperance sentiment of t'he country had , so , 
. ' 
signally prevailed. The excitement having subsided 
and quietness having been restored, NIr. Brimelovl read 
, , 
the telegram,\vhich \vas to " the effect that the , clauses " . . 
, , in question \vould not be proceeded , \vith, \vhereat the : 
cheering ,vas again resulned. He , remarked ' that the ' " 
, ' 
people had \von a greater victory than the defeat of the 
Bill by votes in the House ofConlnl0ns. They. had "., . 
, ' 
compelled the promoters of the compensation schenle 
. . ' . 
to run a'way). • 
. ". . .' ~ 
\VEALTH AND POVERTY IN CHRISTIAN , ENGLAND. 
• 
, , 
This memorable episode being ended,NIr.Btinlelovv " ,, ','. 
, , ' 
• 
.. 
, , . . , , 
, ' 
. ' 
• • 
• 
• 
, ' , 
, , 
, 
, 
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, 
, 
• 
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, , 
resumed his remarks. ' , Turning no\v, he said, to other 
spheres and scenes, " there is , a grand ballroom, 
,brilliantly , illuminated, magnificently decorated, ,and 
thronged\vithpeople in rich and costly dresses. The 
,flo\vers alone have cost £I~OOO. , Imagine, if you can, 
, ' 
, ' 
the Carpenter at Nazareth presenting Himself there! 
Society, as it is ' called, \vould not recog'nize H in1, 
, although , arrogating to itself the title of Christian, 
', and although the , guests bo\v every ' Sabbath at the 
mention of His name. 
, But in that same city, the centre of civilization and 
sto~ehouse of the 'world's wealth, you , pass through lovv 
streets, , into cro\vded courts" and enter miserable 
, 
rooms, \vhere may be , seen , pale~faced and \veary 
, ,, 'vomen~ to \vhom life is a terrible struggle. Their eyes 
· are tired ' and their fingers ache \vith long hours of toil 
, , 
" to make dresses for sisters dancing in the ' blaze of the , 
, 
: ,' magnificent ballroom. The social contrasts\vhich 
, , 
mar our Christian civilization are forcibly depicted in 
, ' , 
, ' the po\verful poem by J ames Russell Lo\vell :-
"', ' 
" 
, ' 
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" . . . 
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· . , '. ': 
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, 
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, , 
JAl\IES RUSSELL LOvVELL'S PARABLE. 
Said Christ, our Lord, "I will go and see, 
How the n1en, Iny brethren, believe in :Me." 
, ' , He passed not again through the gate of birth, 
But made himself known to the children of earth. 
" 
, 
Then said the Chief Priests, and Rulers, and Kings, 
" Behold, now, the Giver of all, goo,d things! ' 
Go to ; let us welcome with pOlnp and state, 
, Him who alone is mighty and great!" 
, , , 
\\lith carpets of gold-the ground they spread, , 
" ' \Vberever the Son of Man should tread. ' 
'." And in palace , chambers lofty and rare, 
" ,. ,' They lodged Him and served Him with kingly fare. 
, " 
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" 
.. Great organs surged through arches dim, 
Their jubilant floOds in praise of Him, . .... . 
. , 
, 
, 
, 
And in Church, and Palace, and J udglnent Hall~ .' 
He saw His image high over all! 
, 
• , . 
But still wherever His steps they led, 
The Lord in sorrow bent down His head; . 
And from under the heavy foundation stones, 
. The Son of Mary heard bitter groans! 
, 
! 
I '. .. , 
. , 
And in Church and Palace, ' and J udglnent Hall, 
He Inarked great fissl}res that rent the wall, 
And opened wider andyetrnore , wide, . 
. ", ' . 
As the living foundation heaved and sighed! 
" Have ye founded your thrones and altars then 
On the bodies and souls of living · men? 
And think ye, that building shall endure ·. 
That shelters the noble and crushes · the · poor. 
"\Vith gates of silver and bars of gold , 
, 
Ye have fenced IVly sheep from their Father's fold; 
I have heard the dropping of their tears ' - . 
In heaven these eighteen hundred years I" 
. ' 
"0 Lord and Master, not ours the guilt; 
\Ve build but as our fathers built; 
Behold Thine images how they stand 
Sovereign and sole through all the land 1 
"Our task is hard with sword and flame, 
. , 
To hold thy earth for ever the same, 
And with sharp crooks of steel to keep .. 
Still, as thou leftest them, Thy sheep." ' 
- Then Christ SOllght out anartizan, . 
A lo\\r-browed, stunted, and haggard man, ··' 
And a motherless girl, whose fingers thin 
Pushed from her faiiltly want and sin. · 
These set he in the midst of them, .. 
, And, · as they drew back their garment-hem, 
For fear of deHlelnent," La, here," said He, . 
"The images ye have Inade of Me!" .', 
'. , 
, . 
, 
, 
THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHRIST'S SPIRIT. 
, 
. . . 
· , . 
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• 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• , . . 
, . 
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• 
· ' 
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• 
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1'he vvorld to-day, as nearly nineteen centuries ago, 
needs the spirit of Christ. ,\iVhat are the characteristics ... 
, . 
, 
, 
, 
, 
• • 
, . 
• 
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. 
of His spirit? 'fhey lnay be set forth in three great 
. . principles \vhich He enunciated :-
. LThe brotherhood of mankind. Surely a select 
fe\v of God's creatures have 110 divine right to grind 
. . . 
. do\vn their fello\vs, and use them as slaves under a 
· . system of labour \vhose outcome is the s\veater's den, 
' .. ' \vith · all its resultant poverty, n1isery, disease, and 
death . . '. Christ taught that all men \vere brothers, not 
... . equal in gifts and talents, but · at any rate equal in their 
· , - . 
right to . reasonably fair . conditions . under \vhich they 
. . 
ma.y live and serve their Creator. 
2. Christ taught the duty of doing good to others. 
The cankenvorm of the age in \vhich \ve live, \vhich is 
eating out the heart of society, is selfishness. lVlen of 
. . 
vast means spend enormous sums upon their . o\vn 
· enjoyment, like . the rich man of \vhom Christ spoke, 
and hand on their hundreds of thousands to others \vith-
. 
out a thought for . the poor around · them, or for the 
spread of the Gospel among men. \Vhy, even within 
. . 
. the limited circle of our o\\,n denomination there have 
· been those\vhom God has prospered, who have left 
· .' . behind them [20,000, £30,000, and even · £50,000, or 
.· more; and, not distinguished· for great ' lib'~rality in 
.. 
their lives" they have . forgotton in death the impulse 
.. 
• 
. they might have given to the cause of religion and human 
'. - ' 
· hapPiness. ' Christ's daily life "vas a continual protest 
. . 
· against the selfishness of His age, and H is spirit \vas 
. . 
.•• . never more needed than it is to-day. . 
.•..... .. , 3. And then there is the spirit of self-sacrifice of 
. .' 
· ' . 
....... ' ,vhich Christ's life "vas the embodiment and His death 
: " ' , . 
· , " . 
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, theconsuminati~n. 'Nlore brotherhood among all ranks '" ,' , 
~ " ". . 
of men, less of caste -and class distinctions ; more • care , '''' 
" for "the vvelfare of other~, not merely in 'the \vayof ". ' " 
charity, bl}t j'n the creation of conditions " vvh'jch Tecog-' , , 
. ' . .' 
', nize the mutual rights " of all to \vhateverclassthey, 
. " , . 
belong; and more sacrifice of purse andtim~ and life',' , 
, " 
for the uplifting of humanity. If Christ ;Jvere to visit ' 
, , ~ , 
" , 
the earth to-day, He v/ould again seek out the poor, the , 
suffering, and , the lost; the condition of the , great 
, mass of luankind \vould be His supreme concern; and 
\"e are only \vorthy to bear the name of Christ , as ' ,\ve 
catch the 11aster's spirit and seek ' to do the 11aster's 
, , 
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x. INDEPENDENT ~/IETHODISi\1 IN THE 
PAST. 
, . 
[TVa1'1'ingfoll, 1897.] 
. As an . old '~Varringtonian, I rejoice in all the 
. . 
numerous evidences of progress in the to\vn during 
: the . past · thirty years; ' and I am especially . glad 
· . to speak under the presidency of our Chairman (~1 r. F. 
~t1onks), . because · I am thereby reminded of the duty of 
recognizing the great debt\vhich many of us \vho caIne 
under his personal infi uence, and the to\vn generally, 
o\ve to the splendid labours at the Old ~lechanics' 
· .' Institute and else\vhere, of a former minister of your 
.' . . ' Church, I mean Dr. Philip Carpenter minister of 
Cairo Street Chapel, philanthropist and public bene-
factor. , You have referred, 1\1r. Chairman, to doctrinal 
. . and other differences of opinion bet\veen the various . 
... . brancheso'f the Church of Christ. \\Thatever may have 
· been the case in the past, a greater and broader charity 
. . 
. in this respect prevails to-day . . ' While \ve each hold 
. , ' , ' 
. to our denominational beliefs, \ve allo\v ' to others the 
rights ·of conscience ,\ve claim for ourselves . 
. . ' And no\v to . the subject \vhich is to engage our 
.. 
. attenti()n. As I read the programme for this evening, 
; . . 
'. there ' is to be ' one speech, but it is to be delivered in 
· _. . . ' 
" three parts, and by three speakers. The subject is, 
. . ' . 
l : '. "Independent I\1ethodism Past, Present, and Future," 
I ' . . 
;; and my share is the past. I have no \vish tocomplaiil, 
, . . 
• • 
:.::: . but although I may kno\-\' something of the past. I 
· . 
" "' , . 
;. : ·greatly prefer to dwell upon the future of Independent 
· 
....... . Methodism . . Indeed, if I could have been allo\ved a 
, . ' . , 
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. -. . 
, choice inthelnatter, I think : I should have preferred " ' 
. . . - ' ". ' . . ' . ' 
being born far on in the next 'cen tury, ·so that I might,i, ." 
- .' . -' . ' '. ' - .' 
, have ' seen the progress~ not only of Independent : 
. . ' . , 
. , " . 
, lVlethodism, but of mankind, in all aspects ", political, : 
" . -
. . . . . 
social, moral, religious and bther\viseabout the year " , ' • 
, , ' 
2,000. " However, that cannot be, and I must accept : " 
, , 
, , 
the ' task assigned me, and speak upon ,' the "past of . , , 
Independent I\1ethodisrn. , , " , : 
And'let us ask several pertinent questions.\iVhen . 
and where did · Independent IVlethodism originate? ' 
, ' 
\Vho founded it ?\iVhatis Independent IVlethodism? 
And \vhy does it exist and claim , a place in the 
. , 
Christian Church? ' Within the limit of tilne ' at my 
,disposal, these questions can only , be very , briefly 
, . ,ans\vered. ' 
, 
, 
, 
ORIGIN OF INDEPENDENT METHODISM. 
. 
Independent ,lvlethodism originated in\iVarrington 
about the year I797 ex~ctly one hundred years ago. ' 
The earliest documentary evidence of this consists of '. 
, , 
an Independent I\1ethodist Church baptisnlal register, ' 
, " 
-
the first entry in \vhich bears dateJ798, and refers 
, " 
to an ancestor ofI\1r. V,Tillianl I\1 ercer, one of , our , 
, , 
preachers at the ,present time. , Presumably, ' the 
Church existed before that year. ' But although 
, , ' 
that maybe , the date of the birth of Independent ,',: 
, , 
}'1ethodism as a separate religious society or , organiza-: " 
.' . . ' 
tion, we Inust go much further back than 1797 in order , 
to understand the principles underlying the ' contention . 
, ' 
,. . 
ont of\vhich the denomination sprang. " It is usually :<' 
, , 
, , 
, , 
, 
• 
• 
. . 
, 
. , 
. 
, 
, 
III • 
· · said that 1'lethodism \vas born and cradled at Oxford. 
. . 
... . I rather incline to the vie\v that Isaac Tayloris nearer 
the n1ark,\vhen he says the 1:Jother of the vVesleys \vas 
the l\!lother of nlethodism . 
. Further, I think the ~lother of the \Vesleys, if not 
. . 
also the' nlother of Independent Ivlethodisn1, at least 
, gave inspiration to andset in motion the great principle' 
·of personal religious freedom and of personal responsi-
bilitv for . spiritual service of . \vhich . Independent 
J . . 
· . . 
lvlethodism is one of many manifestations. Susannah 
. . 
\V· esley "vas a very . remarkable \yoman, a \voman of good 
. common-sense and filled \vith an earnest desire for the 
salvation of souls. These qualities of n1ind and heart 
appear conspicuous in t\VO incidents in her life. \Vhile 
. Samuel \\7 esley\vas absent from home on one occasion, 
. . 
attending the sittings of Convocation, she invited her 
. . 
. neighbours to . the rectory at Ep\vorth, held simple 
• 
services and read sermons to the people \vho thronged 
, 
. the house. . The curate, \vhom Samuel had left in 
i .. .' charge, \vas much perturbed by these irregularities, and 
I . 
i . \vrote to iVIr.\Vesley begging him to interpose and put 
· . 
· . . 
, .. 
, . ' 
: : -. . 
, . 
• • 
:. . 
• • 
· . 
· . . 
, 
an end to the innovation . . Accordingly, Samuel \vrote 
to Susannah :at least he "vished her to induce some-
;'. '; one else to read the sermons. Susannah \"rote back, 
, . . . . , . . . . 
•. that in his absence nobody else· could read the ' sennons 
· 
.:·\vithout spoiling them. 
· . 
· • 
; . .' The services at the rectory \"ere continued, and the 
, . . . "" 
";' .. curate \vrote again to IV1 r. Wesley more urgently. 
· . . . 
,:. . ' . . 
.. ...•.. •••.. . Samuel then wrote, mildly requesting his \vife to desist. 
: - . . 
- ' . .. 
.. .... Ful1y satisfied that a good \"ork "vas being done by the 
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services, Susannah replied that she ,vas. reluctant to' . 
discontinue the services on request, butshe\vould obey ····. 
. ~ . 
. her husband's cOlnmands, and if hecoml11ahd~d her to ' . •. '
. . . 
do so, she vvouJd discontinue the services, leaving to her 
. husband the responsibility at · the , Day ' of J udgme·nt. .' 
Samuel sent no commands, and Susannah successfully " . 
" . 
asserted · vvoman's -rig!lt 
spiritual service. . 
to actively participate in 
• 
• • 
'. 
• 
ORIGIN OF THE LAY PREACHER IN METHODISM. 
The other incident refers to the origin of the~1ethodist 
. . 
. . 
~. local " preacher. . "\I\Then .] ohn "\I\T esley heard that ' 
. . 
Thomas Max,vell had been preaching" he ordered him 
to discontinue. "Take care," said \I\T esley's nlother, 
. . 
" ,,,hat you are doing. 'rhomas~1ax\\Tell ' is as surely 
called to preach the Gospel as you are. '. Go and . hear 
. . 
. 
him." ] ohn \I\T esley follovled his rrlother's advice, "'ith 
. . . 
the result that he exclain1ed,· " It is the Lord, let ·· HilTI . 
. . ' 
do ,,,hat seen1eth good in ' His . sight." In this . \vay 
S llsanllah . \vas instrumental · in breaking .. do\vn the 
. . ' . 
barrier . in ] ohn . \I\T esley's heart against unordained · . 
. . 
persons preaching the Gospel,and thus· she thre,,, into ' .. 
Methodisn1 the problem of the "local" preacher, ·\"ith 
. . ' 
. . , 
supervising difficulties \vhich' ,vill . never · be solved, ' I 
. . 
venture to say, until the . " local" preacher, as . he is '.' 
called, ceases to " hold any . inferior status in . the 
. . 
. Methodist Ministry. . 
• 
... 
. ' . 
The connection of this historic episode\vith ·the rise · ' .' 
. . . . . 
. . . 
. " .. ' of Independent Nlethodisn1 is this: AnlcHlg 111elnbers of .... .
• 
. the · society . \vorshipping at Bank Street \1\' esleyan : .• 
. . 
• , 
. 
• 
. . 
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: .' Chapel, one " hundred years ago, ,,'ere several "local" 
. . , 
preachers and their friends, \\'ho \vere numerous. The 
. . 
, . . itinerant minister thought fit to exclude these" locals" 
.. from the principal pulpits in\\T arrington and else\vhere. 
_ They submitted so far as services in the chapels ,vere 
, 
• 
• 
.-. , 
• • 
concerned; but friends opened their houses for services 
during w-eek-day evenings, and the "locals" preached 
there and the people flocked . to hear thein. The 
, . . 
itinerant . minister resented ' their action, and ordered. 
these services to . be discontinued; and because the 
. . 
brethren declined, the local preachers and their friends 
\vere expelled from the society. 
• 
SO}'-fE EARLY INDEPENDENT METHODISTS. 
, 
Amongst those \\Tho \vere thus expelled \vere Richard 
Harrison, Richard 1'1 ills, \;Villiam 11cGuinness, Samuel 
Rigby and Peter Reid. Amongst the society members 
(not preachers) ,vho \verealso expelled: \vere a ne'vly~ 
, married couple, named Peter and Hannah Phillips. It 
I" is recorded that the . itinerant minister . called . upon 
, ' 
L. . Peter Phillips before his expulsion and remonstrated 
.. 
. , i ·.· \vith hilTI for sympathizing \vith the local preachers, 
, . 
, 
; especially as he (I\1r. Phillips) had a brother \"ho \vas 
,. . . ' 
;: al?- itinerant vVesleyan minister. . Peter Phillips is said 
, 
, 
" . to have made this quite characteristic reply: "If you 
• 
:. :' · ,. can sho\\rme that their preaching is inferior because ' it is 
, '. . . 
,l: , unpaid, and that their labours are not blessed by Goel, 
:~ : I "will leave theme" . The itinerant did not attempt it, 
. ~.' . 
:;' . forihe expelled brethren were successful preachers of 
iF., 'theGospel. ·. Being thus expelled, these brethren pro-
~- : . .", . 
, ' 
~ , - I . 
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" ' . " 
ceeded to conduct services on theirov/n account, ., ai1d" 
, , 
, , , 
their efforts seem to have been ' attended with ma'rked. ' ': " 
: " . " " 
" ." :"" ". 
success, for after conducting public worship for several , " 
" " . - , 
" , 
years in various places, ,in crovvded rooms, they took', 
, land and built Friars Green Chapel in 1802. IIi 1808 ,~ 
that is, slightly over ten years had passed over they "', 
, , 
reported to the Annual I\1eeting several places of 
' . ' , 
\vorship in \Varrington and , the distriot, ,and , nearly 
• 
200 In em bers. Among the preachers at that tilne \vere 
Richard Harrison, Richard I\1ills, Peter Phillips, William . 
,McGuinness, George Brinlelow, and Peter \i\Tright, 
tyVO of these (Brimelo\v and I\1ills) being great uncles 
of mine and of my \vife. The Denomination, or , Union , 
of Churches, \vhich \vas probably formed in 1805, con-:-
sisted in 1808 of about 20 churches and 1,217 nlelnbers. 
THE TITLE "QUAKER METHODISTS." 
Confirmed in their vievlsby s~~Teral Quakers ' vv-ho 
, . joined them, the \i\Tarrington brethren continued to 
.. " . " 
preach the Gospel, as they had done in the \¥ esleyari , 
, 
Society, \vithout fee or revvard. In order to put an 
." " " 
end to the capricious exercise of po\ver in the Church 
, ' . 
by one ' individual, they abolished personal rule, arid 
established a Methodist Church on the. basis , of self- , 
government, after the pattern of the Independent (novy 
Congregational) , Churches, but \vitha Ininistry 'on ' the " 
lines of the Society of Friends .. , , Because of their ' dress ' ,' 
, , ' 
and manners, they \\'ere styled "Quaker I\/Iethodists," 
" 
but after some years , they , assumed , the ' title ' of ,' .: 
Independent Methodist. , What they meant by , this ,', 
, , 
title is clearly stated in the Nlinutesof the Annual ' 
, , 
.. 
, 
, 
, , 
• 
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~\feeting for ISIS. ' "By the \vord 'r.lethodist/ says 
,' the definition, "\ve mean that \ve hold the doctrines of 
, , 
" " \Vesleyan l\'Iethodism ; and by , Independent' \ve mean 
, 
• 
,', that each Church controls its o\vn interned affairs \vith-
out reference to any Conference or Synod." That 
definition of our polity as a denomination, formulated 
over 80 years ago, stands good to-day, except that it is 
incomplete, as it makes no reference ' to our special 
position \vith regard to the Ministry. 
PETER AND HANNAH PHILLIPS AND CO-\VORKERS. 
Thus \vere laid the foundations of the Church \vhose 
, centenary \ve are celebrating, and of the denomination 
\vhose Annual Assembly "ve are once more holding in 
" \Varrington. I \vas ' not personally ' acquainted \vith 
, , 
, , ' any of the C8.rly founders, except Peter and Hannah 
, , 
" ' . 
Phillips. ' These t\VO ' loving, pious, and devoted , ' : '. . , , 
, ' 
servants of God laboured \vith all their might for more 
, 
, ' 
than fifty years; they stamped their impress for good 
• 
, ' 
both upon Friars Green Church and the \vhole to\vn, 
. ',' and departed this life, leaving fragrant memories 
" lovingly cherished by thousands. I remember some of 
their early fello\v-labourers. ' Amongst others, I 
, 
, ... 
i .' 
, . 
• 
, 
, " 
, , ' 
, . , 
. ,"-
, , 
, , 
, ' . 
• 
, 
.. ' 
, 
• 
· -' . 
, 
, , 
· . --
, " 
, 
, " 
' : , 
, .. 
. . ' ' 
, 
recollect Humphrey Harper, of 11anchester, \vho often 
, preached 'at Friars Green Chapel. I also kne\v 
' William Yates, James Ashton, George Peck, Thomas 
Eyes, , Thomas Oxley (Manchester), and others, all 
sincere, earnest, and faithful preachers of the Gospel. 
Amongst 'women \vho \vere conspicuous in this early 
• 
period, besides Hannah Phillips, I relnember IVlary ' 
• 
• 
. " , . 
, 
• 
, 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
' " . ''' ' ,''' , -- '" 
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116 , 
• 
, . 
. ' Richardson, * ""hose residence on Pinners Bto\v \vas', 
. . . ' . . . 
, 
open for prayer on Sunday morning, which I attended' , 
. :" , .. 
, ' , , . - . 
"vhen very young. These have all passeda\vay, arid 
have entered into their rest and re\vard. The:r have 
doubtless Iningled with those of theV\T esleyan 'Society \, ' 
. , 
from \vhom they vV"ere expelled, and they 110\VSee eye " 
. ' 
. , 
to eye about matters respecting \vhich on earth they so 
, . , 
seriously differed. It is for us their successors to carry 
. , 
on the \vork in loving synlpathy for the parent Church, 
, . 
and fervent charity to\vards all \vho love the Lord Jesus 
Christ in sincerity and truth. 
100 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT METHODIS!\L 
. ' 
During nlany years the progress of thedenonlination , . 
, , 
\vas almost stationary. The gro\vth \vithin ' recent 
years, and · the present position of · Independent 
IVlethodism, \vill be taken up by . a" succeeding speaker. 
The past, judged by the standard of success, ' has not 
been altogether satisfactory. It has, ho\vever, established 
.. 
the fact that at least one Church has existed upon the 
basis of Independent Methodisnl for one hundred years. 
, , ' 
And otherChurches in our denolnination are approach- ' . 
, 
ing their centenaries. 1\10reover, the degree of success . ,. 
. ' 
achieved, especially in recent years) is most encouraging . ... 
\Vith finn faith in our principles, \vith strong determin- .,. 
ation to go forvlard, our denomination may . yet be, 
. , 
, 
instrumental in achieving mighty results, and through ., 
. . 
the Holy Spirit be an effective agent in helping tobring " 
thekingdonls of this\vorld to our God anelHis Christ. ' 
~-.... -- --- ~--.---.- .. ---~- . ------ - - -. ' .. .... _.- . -
* Revered as the /I Friend of the, Slave, ., she having nobly liberated ' , . 
slaves heJel as her property in the\Vest Indies. ., 
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XI. OUR l\1ESSAGEFOR THE TIl\IES. 
[Sale7Jl, i'Velso1Z, 1899.] 
The 'standard by \vhich all Christian Churches must 
~ 
, , 
, , 
be judged is their po\ver to evangelize the \vorId; and 
as \ve realize, or fail to realize, in our lives and service, 
the great love of the Lord Jesus Christ for mankind, \ve 
succeed or \ve fail in our mission. V\T e live in times of 
unrest, \vhich may \vell excite our concern for the pro-
gress of religion and the future of the Church of God. 
Instead of the professed follo\vers of ] esus Christ being 
a united army, going for'ward to do battle against the 
sins and vices of the age, many are, in the very presence 
, 'of the common foe, disputing over forms and ceremonies 
, 
" ' , and appliances of \vorship. 'Reading the Acts of the 
, 
, ' 
, 
, 
, ' 
, , 
.. 
:... '. . 
, , 
· ' , ' 
" ,,, 
, ' 
'. ". 
, 
, 
, 
· .", . f' '" ' 
" ' 
:: . . . 
. : : ' 
Apostles and the Epistles, and reading \vhat takes place 
in. some churches to-day, one asks \vhere is Apostolic 
Christianity? The attention , of Parliament \vas 
recently called to extraordinary proceedings in so-called 
Protestant Established Churches. For example, n1r. 
Samuel Smith dre\v attention to a service called the 
"BENEDICTION OF THE HOLY FIRE," 
• 
~ ." 
: ,: of \vhichthefollo\ving account ,\vas given: "\Vhen I 
, ' 
: ' , ' got into the Church it \vas totally dark. There vvas not 
' . . " 
. . " 
~' : , a glimmer of light. I kne\v there\vas somebody in the': 
· - .. : ' . 
· ' 
;:' :, ' Church, because I could hear the rustling of dresses, 
, . ,',. ' 
· - ' . 
l;" "' and so I felt my vvay to a seat. ' After a time, I looked 
, . ., ' 
.. .  
::' ' do\vn. by the side of the chapel and savv \vhat looked 
; ' , like the light of a tallo\v candle, and it came nearer and 
· . . . ' . ' 
" l .; : . 
· , , 
· . : . -
" , 
, .' 
': , ', . .. 
, 
, ' 
.", ,": .' 
. . ' .. 
. ; ' -
. '. ',.',. ' -
- ",.' . . . . 
." . 
, 
, 
" ' 
• 
, ' 
i 
" , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
, 
. , 
JIB . . 
, . 
• , 
. . . ' . . ' 
nearer close to my side. . As he came info , dim light I ,' " 
. . . 
. . 
could see a little boy carrying a bucket of 1-Ioly \i\Tater,. ..... . 
t\\TO men s\vinging incense~ and ,then this tallo\\T candle, ' 
, . , 1-. 
and priests in full vestments and birettas: They began 
, 
the ceremony by looking into the font. A priest ble\v '\ . 
. . 
do\vn into the \vater to drive the devil out, then set to '· · 
" ' 
\vork to blo\v the devil out of the fire bf a tallo\\" . 
• 
candle; then he blessed the holy candle, and the holy , 
fire of it, and froln that holy fire they lit all the lights 
of the Church." . ; 
N O\V you \vi11100k in vain for anything like that in 
the Gospels or the Acts of the Apostles or the Epistles. 
1'he early Christian Churches kne\v none of these . 
.-
things. But even \vorse, perhaps, ' is the contrast 
presented in the celebration of the Lord's Supper. In 
Apostolic times, it \vas a very sin1ple and hOInelymeal. 
, . . 
. . 
This is evident from the restraints in1posed upon .. it by 
the Apostle Paul, ' \vho found that in ' SOIne instances 
• 
there vvas eating and :drinking unduly on such occasions. 
But \vhat do \ve find is the practice in some Churches 
• 
, 
to-day? 1"he service is perverted into a sacrifice- the 
mass, as it is called. -' 
• 
.. 
• ALLEGED MIl{ACLE AT THE MASS • 
A little book, recently quoted in the House of 
COIn mons, has the follo\ving :-
. ' . . 
- . -. 
"\i\Then the Priest begins the , Prayer, that vvhich 'is ' ' 
. . 
on the Altar is · Bread and Wine.\i\Then the Priest 
. . 
. 
eIids the Prayer, that v"hich is on ' the Altar is Christ's ' 
• 
.. 
, 
, 
Body and . Blood: . it is Jesus; it is . God. Hovi is . it ' ' 
, 
, 
. . 
• 
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. . 
, , ' 
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rIg 
, 
done? I cannot tell you, apd the Priest does not kno\v 
himself ho'\v he does it. It is a \vork of God, and no one 
, 
kno\vs ho\v God \vorks. If you \vere to ask the great 
,St. 11ichael he could not tell you. If you \,'ere to ask 
the , Blessed IvIary, she could not tell YOU. , It is God's 
o\vn · secret a kno\vledge \vhich belongs to Him and 
to no one else." , 
The \vriter asks, "Ho\v is it done?" but \ve must 
ask a prior question, " Is it done?" \"hen the blind 
man received his ' sight the proofs of the miracle \vere 
, , 
Inanifest. In this matter let the reality of the thing be 
. - . . 
, tested. \\Then the bread and \vine are placed on the 
altar, let the chemical analyst test them to certify that 
they are bread and \vine. Let the prayer then be said, ' 
and the Host elevated, and every prescribed formula be 
gone through. 'Then let the chemical analyst test them 
again. If they are changed if the bread has becon1e , 
human flesh and the \vine has become human blood-
then ,I for one \yill not ' partake, for I refuse to be a 
cannibal. ' \\There is the consistency of sending 
, 
,missionaries amongst cannibals to teach them not to 
eat one another if in the most sacred rites of our religion 
\ve eat human flesh and drink human blood? On the 
, 
, other hand, if the bread and \vine are not change d, as I 
, , ' 
,," suspect they are not (the I\1ayor: Strongly suspect) 
" 
-yes, strongly suspect they are not, then \vhat a fraud 
' and imposture is practised in many Churches of the ' , 
Establishment. 
, 
" ' CONTRASTS \VITH EARLY CHRISTIAN \VORSHIP. 
, ' It is indisputable , that such practices receive no 
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countenance from the New Testament . . ' Indeed,nothing '. 
. . 
• 
· . 
• • . ... 
· . 
--. 
is more remarkable than the · contrast- between modern ' • • -
. . . . " 
congregation smet for worship and the assemblies for .. ' 
v{orship in the 'Churches of the Apostolic age; ·, and the ' • 
. . .' . . 
nature and character of the services then and no",. , .. 
. ' . .'. ' . : 
The thought of Church and HOlne was theri intimately .' . ..• 
. . 
associated. Paul sends salutations to N ymphas "and 
, - . 
the Church which is 'in his house." An epistle is 
. addressed to' Philemon" and to the · Church in his 
house." One half of some congregations to-day' are 
strangers to the other half. There is ' little of personal 
acquaintance and less of friendship sometimes bet'\Teen 
• • 
persons vvho have worshipped together for years. " But · 
this ,vas ·not the case in New Testament · tiines . . ,In . 
those days, '. HOIne, Family and Church associations 
v{ere closely related. ' 
, , And the near resemblance of the <Shurch totheHome 
largely influenced the character of the services. They, 
too, \vere of a free and homely description, as the 
epistles bear . witness. No Brother ' monopolized 
· . 
the l\1inistry of the '· ' Gospel. ' Writing ' to the . 
Corinthians, Paul says: "For yemay all prophesy 
. . , 
one by one, that all may learn , and all may be com- " . 
forted." And to' the Colossians he \vrites :" Let the · 
Word of Christ dwell ' in '. you . richly . in . all ,visdom, 
teaching and admonishing one . another in .psalms and ' 
hymns and spiritual songs, singing vvith grace in your 
.. 
hearts to the Lord." The services in those days par- '.' 
• 
took of the social freedom of our fello\vshipmeetings. . 
. . . - . 
The homeliness, simplicity and vvarmthof early '" 
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Christian Church life are borne testilTIOny to by 
, NrGiffert, ' probably the greatest living authority on the 
characteristics of the Church in the Apostolic Age • 
. " In her early days," he says, "the· sense of brother-
hood ,vas strong in the Church. ,It \vould be a mis-
take to picture the early Christians as holding , regular 
. , 
and formal services such as are held to-day. . . _ • 
It \vas in their daily intercourse \vith one another, and 
in the little family gatherings from house to house, that 
their Christian life found fullest expression, and the 
sense of Christian brotherhood, \vhich \vas all-control- , 
ling; had freest play." 
. The early Christians met for \vorship with but little 
pre-arrangement less than in the smaIIest place of 
\vorship in , our Connexion to-day. Those \vhose 
. , , 
n.1inistry ,vas acceptable ,vere doubtless encouraged by 
the hearers \vho profited by , their spiritual experience, 
and they "vere in due time called 1\1inisters ; "but ,vith 
• 
· no rite of ordination, no priestly function, nor special 
privileges. , None \vere forbidden to speak or pray. 
-
All the . men and .\vomen of the congregation shared 
• 
alike in the responsibility of a priesthood free to all 
in the brotherhood of Christ." The Church realized 
,. the beautiful ideal of a Family of God, a Household of 
', Faith" a Brotherhood of :t\1an. 
. ' . Ho\v the unpretentious . services of the early 
:.. ' Churches have been transformed,hovv step by step they 
.. 
· . 
· .. . . 
. , ' ,. , became formalized,how the free working of the Spirit 
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of Godin each member \vas checked, and the vvofship 
, ' . , 
gradually made a priestly performance, is the ' story of 
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the centuries. ' To-day the problem before the Christian , 
- " - . • . .. 
world is hOV\7 \ve can get back to the simplicity and :": . 
• 
po\ver of Apostolic times. For\ve ' have not only ··,lost · 
. . . 
. . ' 
simplicity, but . also . po\ver thepovler by .' \~thich the .. ' 
heroes forming the Church in the U pperRoom at .: 
. . 
Jerusalem \vithin a fevll years spread . the Gospel all over .', 
Asia, .and raised the standard of the Cross in the . 
a , 
Imperial City of Rome. itself. . 
{ 
SACERDOTALISM VlEAKENS SPIRITUALITY. . .. . 
• 
Sacerdotal practices have ever \veakencd the 
spirituality of the Church. The truth is 'that at the 
close of this nineteenth century, as . Dr. Fairbairn has 
calmly but most forcibly pointed out, " \ve are face to 
face \vith a movement vvhich lays extreme emphasis on 
. . 
ritual. Does the present generation of Englishmen 
recognize \vhat that emphasis involves? Can history 
• 
sho\v a ' single instance of ritualistic-development 
. . 
unaccolnpa11iedby the ultimate spiritual enfeeblelnent 
of the \vorshipper, and the creation of a priestly class? 
Can ' the teaching of Jesus be reconciled \\Tith the .. . 
sacerdotalism ' \vhich re-establishes in the supreme place ' 
that practice of ceren10nial sacrifice \,vhich \vas con~ 
. . 
demned by the prophets and set aside by Christ? Can . 
. \ve f1nd even a trace of Christ's teaching in the denial 
to anyfollo\vers or disciple of access to the Holiest,save .' 
through the n1ediation of the priest? .' These are urgent . 
questions. ' . \\T ebelieve that. this movement no\v . ' 
. . 
" 
. . 
agitating ,theAnglican Church is but a fresh illustration ' '. 
. . 
. . . 
of . those retrograde tendencies in " the '. practice .' of . : ....  . 
. . 
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, \vorship, ' . \vhich assert thelnselves in Pagan and 
, Christian churches alike." 
, The hope of all \vho long for the restoration of the 
, lost spiritual po\ver of the Church of God rests upon a 
return to the simplicity and freedom of the IVIinistry 
and \Vorship of Pentecostal days. Dr. Hatch, in his 
. 
Hibbert Lectures, declares that if Christianity is to be 
again in the po\ver it \vas in its earliest ages, the priest-
.. 
hood must be renounced and the brotherhood of the 
Church restored. In his \vork on "Catholicism, 
Roman and Anglican," Dr. Fairbairn declares that 
Christ's religion is essentially non-sacerdotal, and the 
Church he founded in no sense a clerical hierarchy or 
. priest-governed kingdom. ' Further and this is most 
important Dr. Fairbairn says that Church is the most 
effective \vhish \"ins most converts to Christ, and best 
, 
employs those converts in His service. 
, 
OUR CLEAR AND EMPHATIC IvfESSAGE. 
'Vhat, then, is ' " Our 11essage for the Times?" It 
. . 
, , . -
· 
· , . appears to me that our message as a denomination is 
,': - , '-
· . 
, . 
• 
· .. 
· . 
• 
· 
· . . 
· .. 
· . -' 
... 
· , . , . 
· 
· . 
, . 
clear and emphatic. ,7\' e stand as a Union of Churches 
at the Antipodes froIn all that fosters and ministers to 
formalism in public\vorship. \'\'e set ourselves 
against all ceremonial ordinances and observances and 
. , . 
practices likely to intervene \vith the direct access of 
the human soul to God. ,7\' e ,;yill have nothing in 
- . . . 
:, ' , our services calculated to obscure man's vision of the 
· .. 
, . ' 
. ' . ; 
· 
, 
· . . . . 
, ' -
'., Crucified and Risen Christ. ' ,7\' e recognize no human 
, 
" ,- . 
· . 
, 
'. '" 
· . 
, .. 
, .. . 
. 
• - < '. • , . . . . 
· . 
" ' .' : 
· .' . . 
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· . - , 
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priests, nor visible altars, nor cloud of incense, nor 
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. artificial lights, nor other sacerdotal paraphernalia. \Ve· 
may lack the earthly sensuous grarideur of ,vhat is seen . ' 
. and temporal; but by the grace of God it is ours to . 
realize the spiritual glory of· the unseen . and' ;eternal. 
. . 
We have a temple in V\Thich God dwells and is ,vor- .. . .. 
shipped in spirit and in truth it is the temple of the 
human· heart. \f\T e have a priesthood, but it . is the _ . 
• • 
priesthood inaugurated by the· Lord Jesus Christ a 
priesthood of sacrifice and service froln every true 
follo,ver and believer. who o'v ns Him· as· Saviour and 
I{ing. Elaborate ritual, art, the sense of the beautiful 
and all that makes for resthetic vvorship may fulfil· the 
. desires and satisfy the ,vants of the few; but the great 
mass of mankind are longing for a simple Gospel ,vhich 
~7ill go straight to the heart and ·life"vhich ,vill ,vin 
men back to God, recreate them in newness of life and 
transforn1 them into ,vorkers for the salvation of others. . 
N ow, as in Pentecostal days, the passion for souls 
ll1ust fire every n1ember of the Church, and every 
Christian must becolne a propagating . force in the 
I{ingdom of Christ. 
For the attainn1ent of this high ideal of personal 
service for Christ froln every n1ember of the Christian 
Church, there lnust be . restored to the people the 
spiritual. rights and privileges they enjoyed and the 
. . . 
sense of responsibility for service felt in Apostolic tin1es. 
I nstead of a professional priesthood, there must be a full 
recognition of the Priesthood of all Believers. . Instead 
of professional status and commercial gain, · the 
. motive for service must be the constraining love of the ' . 
. . 
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Christ. Instead of visible altars, let the holy fire 
descend upon human hearts. Instead of consecrating 
elements, let there be the consecration of body, soul 
. . 
. and spirit. Instead of earthy incense, let the Spirit of 
God purify and inspire. Instead of a visible cross, let 
there be faith in the sacrifice offered once for all. Then 
may the Gospel rene\v its ancient po\ver. "I, if I 
be lifted up, \vill dra\v all men unto IvIe." I ..... et us 
uplift the Christ. Cling to the Cross. It is that mani-
festation of infinite 10\'e \vhich \vill yet win mankind 
back to God. ' . 
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OUTLOOI{ OF INDEPENDENT · JvlETHODISwf 
. . . . 
FOR T\iVENTIETH CENTURY: ,. ' 
• 
• 
• " [St1'eiford, 1900 .J • 
• 
• • 
, 
, 
on the "Outlook 
, 
I have been asked to address you 
, , 
of Independent Methodism for the " TVlentieth 
Century." , 
\~Tithout pausing to remark upon the ~uch debated 
• 
question as to vvhether \ve are already in the TV\7en- . 
tieth Century, or \:vhether the opening ' of the Ne\iv 
Century is still ' before us, there is one ' preliminary ', 
observation I \vish to make. , I thank the COlnlnittee . 
\vhich selected the subject, because it indicates, I take 
it, faith in the future of Independent Methodism. 
Nloreover, the deputation froIn th~ Evangelical Free 
Church Council to~day \vannly encouraged us to main-
. , 
, ' 
' tain our ' denominational stand on the Free l\linistry. 
The , T\ventieth Century \vill cover a ' long period, 
another hundred years! , It is, therefore, a question 
inspiring hope hope that springs eternal ii1 the 
, . 
human breast. It is a question that should excite 
stilTIulating aspirations and lead 011 to noble efforts ' 
. , 
and sacrifices, to stronger faith and lnore ' stren uous ' 
service in behalf of the principles for \vhich \ve stand, 
, ' 
. and ,under ' \vhich vve have ' put forth , endeavours for 
nearly one hundred years. . 
, , 
, , 
The outlook upon any field ofobservationvvillbe 
determined very largely by the standpoint · of ' the . 
.. 
, . 
. . . 
. , 
. ' 
, .. 
• • 
• • 
• 
- : - . 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
· . 
· • 
• 
.' 
. 
• 
• 
observer. If \ve \vere to take our stand upon the 
exalted pedestal , of some of the \vorld-\vide denomina-
. . 
tions around us, \ve nlight consider that the outlook 
of Independent rdethodisnl,,'as naITO\V, obscure, poor" 
, depressing, insignificant. . 
But if you could recall fronl the dead to the land of 
. the living the President of the first Annual Assembly 
of Independent :l\lethodists, ninety-five years ago, and 
' . ' 
seat hiln on this platform, he \vould gaze upon · this 
gathering\vith \vonder and astonishment, and also \vith 
bright hope and sanguine expectation. 
. The first Annual Assembly did not exceed in 
. . numbers the smallest District l\leeting in the Connexion 
to-day, and by reason of our greater advantages, the 
superiority in all other respects is even more conspicuous 
. . 
than the point of nunlbers. \Vhen Queen Victoria came 
,to the Throne, there vvere less than one dozen Churches 
• 
. inthe Connexion ; there had been more, but the number 
, had fallen to eleven. N O\V there are IS0 Churches in 
the ' Connexion. Of that most hopeful of all features 
before us to-day, our ,Sunday Schools, there \vere 
comparatively fe\v; " no\\' \ve have 25,000 scholars in our 
Sunday Schools. . 
. . 
". If some of thoseearly Independent Nlethodistscould 
· . . 
• 
. ' be permitted for a moment to glance through the 
': .' windo\vs of Heaven and get a glimpse of Independent 
' . 
.: ' " 
. Ct Nlethodism as' it is to-day, they \vould afresh tune 
· 
· their harps and lift up their voices for ne\v songs of 
· . 
". .. joy and glory to Him \vho from such feeble and humble 
, ' beginning had vvrought out such \vondrous \vork. . 
· .. 
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OUR ATTITUDE TO THE SUBJECT. . . ". . '. " 
, . - . . . . ' . 
But now I mu.st inquire \vhat is our attitude to th~, ' ~ 
'. . 
question. Does the prospect appear to us bright and ' 
. hopeful? After devious \vanderings in the\ivilderness of. · ' . 
. . . . . I. . _ _ 
. . ' . 
alternating hope and fear have \ve reached our Pisgah 
from \"hich \\rebehold the Landof Promise? In this busy ', 
' . , 
and exacting age is there a place 'for a Free Ministry 
. . . . . 
as \vell as a Free Church? Do . ,ve still share the 
heroism and zeal and faith and confidence and sense of 
duty of our fathers? If a handfu.l of 111en, . probably 
. '. . 
not Inore than five, or six, ,,,ere bold and brave enough 
to found a Connexion on our principles, are \ve \vith ' 
our greater numbers, our ' larger opportunities, our 
superior position, our in11nensely . greater advantages· 
. . . 
every vvay, going forvvard into the next . century .. ,vith 
. ' . 
faith and hope that God is vvith us and ,villg-ive 
success to our labours ? , 
, 
. Our answers to thesequestions\vill depend upon our 
ftttitude to' the principle at the basis . of Independent 
l\1ethodism. \iVhat is Independentl\1ethodisn1 to . us ? . 
• 
, 
Is it a mere · convenience, something . built . on the 
shifting sands of ever-drifting expediency? If that be ' . ' 
. ' 
so, than Independent l\1ethodism has no outlook at all. 
It is doon1ed, and \vill pass a\~'ay Inore s\viftly than it 
. . 
has come together. . Or is it sOlnething ' that in our .. 
o\vn Ininds and hearts vve believe is built upon the rock 
. . . 
. . 
of principle ? Do \ve still believe in ' the . Sci-iptural ' 
• 
. . ' 
foundations of our Church polity? Do \ve still feel . 
called upon to maintain before the Christian \iV orId ou'r " 
• • -.. '. . . ' 0" 
testinl0ny in favour of a Freel\/I inistry? If \ve 90; . .. .. .
, . . 
• 
• • 
• . .: . - - , 
. . 
, 
, 
.. 
. , . " 
• 
· . 
· 
'. 
.. 
" . ' 
• 
• 
.. ' 
then the outlook is 
history. 
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brighter than at any period in our 
• OUR POLITY AND MINISTRY . 
.. 
. \Vhat is . our Denominational Faith and on 'what 
does it rest? ,\Ve are ivlethodists in doctrine, form of 
worship and usages. VYe sprang from :l\1ethodism, and 
have remained faithful to all the essentials of :l\1ethodist . 
life. In matters of Church Government . \ve are 
I ndependents, every Church holding and controlling 
. l 
. 
its o\\'n property and pulpit, and regulating its o\vn 
. interna 1 affairs. 
· 
• 
" 
• 
· . 
· 
• 
· . 
, 
• 
, . 
· . 
· . 
· .. . ' 
' ,. . 
.. ' 
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'. . . 
. 
. . 
, . ,' , 
· ' .. 
. . 
. . . 
, 
· . 
· . 
Then to l\1ethodistDoctrines and ' Independent 
Polity \ve have united the principle of a Free l\1inistry, 
\vhich is in the main the distinctive note \vhich differen-
tiates us from . all other denominations. 
No\v, the adoption of this principle vvas no mere 
accident, nor a mere expedient to meet the exigencies 
of the situation and · the circumstances of the passing 
moment. It is an article in our Denominational Faith 
adopted on principle, and it came about in this \vay: 
1'he . early . Independent :l\1ethodists ' were intimately 
associated \vith the Quakers; at first, they \vere styled 
" Quaker ' Nlethodists," and no name since has so 
accurately described . the Denomination. No\v, the ' 
Quakers .' have ' maintained a Free Ministry for nearly 
' " . 300 years, upheld it on scriptural and many other 
: . ,,' . . 
.. , grounds, and it is from the Quakers we derived this 
" . ' . , 
.. , 
:. ... . principle. 
· . 
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. .' Briefly stated, the position is this: . There are t\~{0 
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,sphere,s . ofM-inistry _ set ' pefore . us in the N e\v .: 
. . . 
Testament; · there are those ,vho . were Bishops, c 
Presbyte'rs, Elders, Pastors, Teachers" to\vhom Paul ' 
said, when addressing them at · 11iletus, .· they .' ' must .' 
· , 
maintain themselv'es by the labour ,of their hands as he, 
. had done, and rememberthe\\Tords of the Lord] eSlls,", ' 
"I t is m'ore blessed to, give than to recei ve~" ... .. ' . ' ..' 
- . . 
. 
-: ' Then there \vere those preachers, . heralds '· 'of the ' ' .... 
Gospel, Evangelists,w h6,vent about from city to city " .' " 
. . 
. ' . 
and ' place '. to place, had no . fixed 40ines and \I\'ho were · ' . 
. . . . 
not in business occupations, and of these it is .said" the '" 
. . 
labourer is worthy of his hire," and they had a right to - ' •• 
live of the' Gospel. . .. , 
. . ~ . 
; .' 
, 
PRACTICE OF THE · PRI1HTIVE CHURCH. ' 
, 
. . 
N O\V I wish to say' this is not an arbitrary, or fancifuJ, . 
'. . 
. . 
• 
, 
distinction . . It is clear distinction · running through ' . 
. . . . 
the Nevv 'restament ; and it isa distinction Jnaintained . : 
, 
. by the Church for the first , four hundred years of the · : 
, ' '.
Christian -era. Long . after the Clergy became . a ' 
• 
separate . class distinguished from the Laity, the 
, 
principle of an unpaid Ministry p~evailed in ' the .•. ' 
. . ..
. .'
Church. ' , , 
· .. 
Prof. _Hatch, inhis .valuable .work entitled "Early ' , 
. Organization of the Christian Church," says: "The : 
, . 
Bishop and . Presbyters of those early days kept · banks, ". 
practised medicine, ' vvrought as · silversmiths, tended .. .. _ 
. . - . -
, . - . 
shops, or sold their goods in the opel'l Inarket." . ' . : ' 
.. . 
The" ApostolicaIConstitutions," . \vritten . about the . " 
. . . 
. . 
. middle of the . Fourth Ce~tury, -give the . follo\ving . ' 
, 
• 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
.' . 
. 
. -. . 
· , . 
• 
. . 
: '. 
, . 
. 
, . 
, 
, 
, 
, 
· . 
• 
• 
• 
, . . 
T ' l I 
. J 
exhortations: "Let the young be diligent in business 
so as to have enough for their O\Vll support and besto\v 
,onthe needy. For \ve ourselves" say these Bishops 
-" besides giving our attention to the \V ord of the 
Gospel, do ' not neglect our inferior en1ployments . 
. Some ' of us are fishermen, some tent-makers, some 
husbandmen, for none of those dedicated to God ought 
to be idle." . 
Coming do\vn later, there \vas a great Council of 
. the Church held at Carthage in the year 380, \vhich 
directed that" Clergymen, ho\vever learned they may 
be in . the Divine \Vord, . should provide themselves \vith 
food and clothing by some handicraft or agricultural 
labour." 
And Chrysostom, describing the country clergy near 
tile end of the Fourth Century, says: ' "They \vere 
,engaged in Agriculture . at one time follo\ving . the 
:', . ' plough; at another taking their turn in the pulpit; at 
.. 
· , 
· 
· . 
, 
. . Qne time hedging or cutting ~horns \vith a bill-hook; · . • • 
···· at another so\ving the seed of the \Vord oLGod." 
· Thus the practice of Bishops and other Clergymen 
:" , . maintaining themselves continued to the end of the 
• 
· . 
. . 
·.·. Fourth Century . 
• '. . , 
'.. . .. , And even at a much later date, after the practice in 
.. 
, 
· , '. regard to .' the support of the Ministry had been 
· . ,changed, the Councils of the Church held from time 
"" '. 
...... ' . to time \vere exceedingly jealous lest the commercial 
· . . . 
• • , ~pirit ruled the Church, and deteriorated th'c lVlinistry. 
"., . 
,:. " '.' - The Councqof Elvira prohibited the practice of 
.. 
- . . . 
.•• . .. . qropping moneY"in the box at the rite of Baptism, 
' " 
· - . , 
· , ' . - . 
. '. ~ -
'~ , 
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,,' " 
' - -": .' . 
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. . . 
giving as the reason" lest it bethought thatthe Priest · . ·· 
. gives for money vvhat he has freely received." . " . . ..... . . 
. . - ' 
. . , . . 
The Council of Trullo! held at Constantinople in 692, 
near the end of the Seventh Century, prohi,bited the ' . . 
- '. '. . " 
Clergy froin receiving any gift · from '. communicants . at . 
. . ' - ! 
the Lord's Table, declaring that" the grace of . God is ~ .," · . ' . '~ " 
. not an article of merchandize,. nor is . the sanctification . : 
• 
of the' Spirit to be bought vvith money." '. . . .. 
ADVENT OF A PAID MINISTRY . 
• 
But ,vhen and ho\\I' came. the change vvhenBishops 
and Clergymen ceased '. to ' maintain themselves and 
becanle chargeable to others? 
. . 
. The answer is, when the Church came under the 
heel of the State. The Enl peror Constantine \vas an 
Imperialist in Religion. After his conversion he con-
felTed upon Christianity the rank and: splendour of the 
. .'
• 
• 
• Pagan Religions. . Instead of humble . places of . . 
vvorship, h~ provided magnificent telnples. He "vould 
• 
have services in . Christian ' Churches rivalling . in 
grandeur the rites in heathen temples, ' and '. Bishops 
. , 
and Priests in the Christian Churches ,,,ere raised to the · 
.-
dignity of Pagan Priests. He ' provided . gold-
en1broidered robes for Bishops . . Thereafter they ceased 
to be tent-makers, or husbandmen, or fisherman, or . 
. . 
carpenters, or to follow occupation or business pursuits ". 
of any kind. The whole systen1 \'vas changed. And the . .. 
altered practice vvas enforced by authority, for in the '. , 
. , 
• 
. . . 
middle of the Fifth Century a la\\' was passed prohibiting " 
. . 
. . 
c1erical persons froin engaging in any trade \vhatever. .' ..... 
• • 
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. N o\V~ . it . is most important · that \ve should note the 
. effect of , this resort to a lVlinistry of the Gospel 
organized on a financial basis. The universal testilTIOny 
\vith regard to the effect of this change is that ,vhen 
. , 
the Christian Church lost the freedom of her J\iinistry 
and reserved the lvIinistry for a class, she also lost her 
Spiritual po\ver. Voluntary enthusiasm and , personal 
responsibility for the propagation of the kno\vledge ' of 
, . 
the Gospel became paralysed and the Church halted in 
her victorious march. 
ANTICIPATING RETURN TO A FREE ;\IINISTRY • 
" 
In anticipating a return to the primitive simplicity 
and pristine glory of the first four centuries of the 
Christian Church, \ve are supported by the ablest 
expositors of. Church history, and some of the most 
earnest . Christian Reformers. 
Dean Stanley says: "In the first beginning of 
Christianity there \vas no such institution as the 
Clergy; and it is conceivable there may be a time \vhen 
, . 
• '., it ,vill cease to be." . 
, . 
, , 
: Dr. Hatch bears the following remarkable testimony 
" 
", . as the result of his researches and indicates the lessons 
· 
· . . . 
:, "V\"e should deduce from them: "Christianity came 
· , . 
" 
;: unto the . educated world in the simple dress of a 
, '" 
:' , .' prophet of righteousness. . It won that \vorld by the 
· . ' 
, . stern reality of its "life, by the subtle bonds of its 
'.;' brotherhood, by its divine message ' of consolation and 
: . -.. , . ' 
:. hope. Around it thronged the race of eloquent talkers 
( \vho persuaded it to changeits dress and to assimilate its · 
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language to their own~ " It' seemed thereb)l to . \vin a . --. -
.. speedier and completer victory. : But it purchased ; , ~ 
, . ' . , 
conqu'est at the price of reality. . \Vith that its progress ' 
• 
stopped. .' : , . -
. , 
• 
. . . 
. "There has been an element of . sophistry in it ever " ... ' 
since, and so far asin any age that element has been ' . : 
, dominant, so far has the progress ' of Christianity been ' •. ...•. 
. . ' . 
arrested. Its progress is arrested no,,7 becausenlany of 
, . . 
. its preachers live in an unreal vvorld. The ' truths they . 
set forth are truths of utterance rather than truths of 
their lives . 
. " But if Christianity is to be again the po\ver that it 
. . 
vvasin its earliest ages," . Professor Hatch says, ." it 
. ' 
must ' renounce its costly purchase. ' The hope of . 
. . , 
. . ' 
Christianity is that the class . \vhich \vas artificially ' 
created inay ultimately disappear, and that the sophis~ 
, ' . : 
, 
tical ' preaching vvill nlelt as a transient mist ·' before 
. . . 
the preaching of the prophets of the ages to COlne, ' ,vho 
, . 
like the prophets of the ages long gone by; \vill speak 
only as the Spirit gives the utterance." , .' , 
Again I \"ish to quote the opinions of one\vho . has 
recently passed froin us a distinguished man of letters 
-J ohn Rilskin. · ' 1\1r. I~uskin was an Oxford Professor, 
a Churchlnan, and w'hen he \vrites it is 6f ,,,hat he sees 
• 
in his o,vnChu'rch. Against a separate Order of ' 
Clergy, niaintained for ' that object, and clainling a .. · ·· . 
certain position by reason of their ministrations, he\vas " 
the greatest voice of the century. rrhe ' 
. .' . -
PROFESSIONALISM AND COMMERCIALISM 
, , 
• 
,-" ' -
at the basis ' of the Clerical Order ' called forth fron1hin1 . ' ... 
.. 
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, again and again scathing criticism and severe rebuke. 
,In" Fors Clavigera" Ruskin wTote: ' 
"\\Thilst it is unquestionably true that many 
, Clergymen , are sacrificing thelnselves \vithout any 
, . 
thought of telnporal re\vard, the preaching of Christ 
has ' nevertheless become an ackno\vledged profession, 
, , 
and means of livelihood for gentlemen; and the Simony 
of to-day differs only fronl that of Apostolic times in 
that, \vhile the elder Sin10n thought the gift of the Holy 
Ghost \vortha considerable offer in ready money, the 
modern Simon \vould on the \vhole refuse to accept the 
same gift of the Third Person of the Trinity, \vithout a 
, , 
nice little attached income, a pretty Church \vith a 
, ' 
steeple restored by Mr. Scott, and an eligible 
neighbourhood. " , 
, ' In another place Ruskin \vrites : " Noway \vill e,'er 
. be found of rightly ordaining men \vho ' have taken up 
, the trade of preaching as a means of livelihood, and to 
, , 
,,,hoin it is a matter ' of personal , interest \vhe'ther ' they 
. . . . 
preach in one place or another; only those \vho have 
" ' 
left their means of living that they may preach, and 
-
'\-vhose , peace fo11o\vs them as they \vander and abides 
, , 
\vhere they enter in, ' are of God's ordaining; and 
practically until the Church insists that everyone of her 
- .', 
IvIinisters shall either have an ' independent income, or ' 
, . . 
, , 
. , support himself for his I\1inistry on Sunday, by true 
, .- . 
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• 
, " 
bodily toil during the \veek" no \vord ' of the , living 
, ' 
Gospel , \vill ever be spoken from her pulpits. Ho\\' 
, , 
, , 
many of those \vho occupy them have verily' been 
, . 
, " 
" invited to such office by the Holy Ghost may be easily 
" 
, , 
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" 
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judged by observing hovl many the Holy Ghost has , " ; 
. . ' . . ' 
similarly invited of religious persons already ' in ,: ," " ~: 
. .. . : . . .. 
prosperous business or desirable positions." , " 
, ' 
I have thus given the results of historical '.research ' 
, , 
and the opinions of eminent scholars, and finding our ' " 
. . ' , 
,position so well sustained and every contention of our , 
denominational founders justified, vve , may from the 
standpoint of confirmecfprinciple regard the Outlook 
, . . . . 
for the iTwentieth . Century "vith confidence and vvith 
hope. . ' 
, 
, 
INDICATIONS OF FUTURE PROGRESS. 
But there are three other grounds for confidence and 
, , 
hope in the future of Independent Methodism. ' 
, ' 
First, vIe are learning to show greater Jove, and zeal 
for Independent n1ethodism bv larger financial sacrifices 
. , 
for its propagation. I said some time ago that Inde-
pendent Methodists have passed away \vhorn God has 
, greatly prospered and they have , been enabled to . leave 
[20,000, £30,000, and even , £50,000, and yet the first ' , ' . 
gift of three figures to the Denomination had yet to be 
made. · That statement is not , applicable no\v. '""Ie 
have had more than one three-figure gift in , recent ' 
, , 
, ' 
.. 
, years, and I hope God may influence some Brother or 
• 
, Sister \vho has the money to sho\v love for Independent , " 
Methodism . by a four-figure gift. I twill . be a day of 
, , ' 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
inspiration for our principles ' \vhen the first thousand ' " . , 
' poundsin one sum is given to our Denomination. ," 'Ve ,' 
, ' " 
are improving in this , matter, but not ra.pidly enough. '," 
. . . . 
, \Ve ought , to complete the £5,000 fund by next ' " .... 
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Christmas, and conlmence ' the century \vith the money 
in hand. 
Has it ever occurred to you \vhat sacrifices \vould 
have to be made in order to carryon this Connexion on 
the system of a paid ' l\1inistry? Ho\v many paid 
11inisters should \ve require for ISO Churches? One 
l\Tinister for three Churches \vould call for 50. But \ve 
- . 
\vill not put the claim so high as that. · Assume one 
. . 
paid nlinister to six Churches, and he\vould be \velcome 
to the task. That \vould require 25- And ho\v much 
\vould you ' pay them? Schoolmasters receive £zoo or 
more, and IVlinisters "rould expect more liberal remunera-
tion than Schoolmasters. But set do,vn £2 each per 
\veek all round. That ,vould exhaust £2,500 a year. And 
if it ,,'ere done: I venture to say in three years ' time 
the Churches \vould ,villingly pay the Inoney to get quit 
·of the men. · 'rhat is \vhat it ,vould cost to violate our 
, principles . 
" N O\V suppose \ve tried to carry out our principles 
thoroughly and fully . . \Ve say \ve love our principles 
and \ve \vill sacrifice as much for their propagation as 
· ·other people do for theirs. . But instead of devoting 
£2,500 to the payment , of t\venty-five 'Nlinisters to do 
service for others, give the same amount of money and 
, . 
. ' ,employ ' t\venty-fiveEvangelists . in the Connexion! ' 
What " 'Yvould the result of that be in three years? I 
'. ,. venture to say that both in existing and ne\v Churches 
. you \vould not have thirty or sixty, but one h undred-
. . 
,: . . ' fold increase. 
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I(ingdom of Christ. Less than a ~ score of people in 
, , 
everyone of our Churches lTIeanS that h;voor , three 
, 
thousand an~ vV'orking; \vhereas there· should at least ' be 
, 
, 10,000 \\rorking for our Churches. Loyalty to Indepell- " 
, ' 
dent , MethodislTI calls upon every menlber and every- " 
. , 
one receiving good amongst us to give service in return 
, ' 
for blessings received. I trust it is not expectj ng too ' 
. much if \ve look fonvard to a lTIOre perfect and corn-
'plete consecration of every ' nlan ', and \VOlnan a'mongst " 
, , 
us in the opening months of the cOIning centur'y. ',' The 
. . " :.' .' 
great Sinlultaneous i\1ission of February Igor , iSCln 
occasion vvhen Inighty r'esults l1la)' he : achieved it vie 
. . ' . 
give ourselves to the \vark and fully respond to the ' call 
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DEMOCI~AT)C HUT NOT ANARCHIC. 
Another important point I \vish to speak of is 
o 
this: The outlook for Independent lvlethodistTI is brighter 
because I thiril< \veare learning . slo\v1y it nla.y be-
bllt still learning, to \visely use onf liberty ~lS Churches. 
Tin1ewas \vhen it \vas thought a clclnocrC1tic Church 
01cant a Church in \vhich everyone could have his o\\'n 
\vay. Sad experience has proved that notion to be 
erroneOllS \Vi t hOll t proper recogn i tion of C1L1 thori ty 
the Church sinks into anarchy. vVithout leaders the 
efforts of the people lack direction and fail of their pur-
pose. Nor does democracy mean every nlan leader in 
turn. That is a Jalla,ciol1s idea of dctTIocracy. If you 
\vere carrying on a l11ill or factory on dctl10cratic lines, 
, , 
you \vould choose the best man as lTIanager, C1nd not 
every nlan in turn. Should \ve not be cqlw.lly careful 
in choosing onr best men for leadership in tohe spiritual 
, 
\vorkshop of God? No nation \\'oulcl entrust the 
generalship of its anny to every solclier in rotation. 
The Church is the Arnl)' of God and should be led by its 
most gifted and God-inspired men. I n forecasting onr 
\vork in the T\ventieth Century I have faith that rnallY 
pastrnistakes \vill be corrected. lrthe best rnen are 
chosen, and they lead ,,,here and \vhen the Church as a 
\vhole decides to go, \\'c rnay anticipate Sl1ccesses far 
excellin;.; anything yet realized. Given these conditions, 
taking Ollr stand more finnly than ever on the I\.ock 
Principle of I ndependcnt IVlethodisln; prepared to 
nlakc 'greater sacrifices than in the past; consecrating 
our service more fully; not ' seeking our o\\'n, but all 
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, 
seeking the I{ingdolTI of God, Ind~pendent Methodism ' . . ',' 
may yet achieve no small share of the glorious · task ' '. 0:' 
, ' 
. " . 
of \vinning the \\Todd for Christ. . , 
, ' . , ." . 
Upon . these lines the ,Outlook of Independent . ' 
, ' 
• • 
· .. 
. ' 
• 
· . 
. ': 
· , 
, 
l\1ethodism will be bright and glorious. . It is notby : ' 
. . , 
, 
harking back that vve shall succeed, it is . by going '.,' '.' .. ~ •• 
, '. 
for\\rard. It is not by holding I ndependent "lvlethodism • 
.. . 
as an expedient, but by fighting for it as a great and 
, 
" 
• 
\vorthy principle that \ve shall succeed. Our future . . , 
depends upon it, and. the great movements making for 
. .. .
the salvation of the \;yorId depend upon it. 
I speak to-night to many young '. Independent 
l\1ethodists "vho vvill live . to · the .middle · of ' the 
TVlentieth Century. . I ' beg you to . keep these 
thoughts in your hearts 'and memories, take up and 
, 
hold aloft the banner of Independent l\1ethodism until 
. . 
your hairs are grey, and then han'd on the doctrines 
, . . 
and principles and . polity to the generation \vho may 
live to the "end of that century, and on , and on until 
the time comes of ,vhich the Prince of Prophets spoke, 
when ~1 inistries shall . cease, because it shall be ' no '. 
. , 
longer necessary for any man to ' say to his neighbour, 
" I{novl the Lord, for all shall know Him from the least 
unto the greatest." 
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XIII. THE I{E-UNION OF CHRISI'ENDOl\1. 
[Oldh{l/lI, 1895.J 
The Re-union of Christendom is a great question, 
and for its solution \"ill require a very long time. 
Some of these yOtIng people \vho have not yet chosen 
. . . 
their s\veethearts \\-ill be grandfathers and grandrnothers 
before that question is settled. . But that is no reason 
\vhy\ve should not speak upon the question, rather is 
it a reason for dealing \vith it in order that \ve may 
. . . 
understand it, and if possible accelerate progress 
to\vards its solution. In conteITIplating the l~e-union 
of Christendom, several questions present thelnselves. 
Is the Re-union of Christendom possible? Is it desir-
able? Are there any signs pointing to its realization? 
And \vhat sh0uld be the attitude of Christians and of 
Christian denon1inations to\vards each other in relation 
to this great question? I cannot hope to deal 
exhaustively \vith these questions in the short tilTIe 
allotted ' to me, but I n1ay perhaps suggest a fe\v 
thoughts \vhich \vill aid our reflection and help to 
mature our judgment upon the subject. And first let 
us briefly glance at the subject historically, and ask ' 
ourselves the question, 
-
"VAS CHRISTENDOM EYER UNITED '! 
Yes, Christendom \vas at one time united. All 
Christendomvvas united in the Upper Room at 
. . 
.] erusalem and on the day of Pentecost; and the effect 
of that unity \vas to secure the blessing of a 111ighty 
. 
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. ' . . . 
outpouring of . the . Spirit . of God, . so po,verful ' and ' .' . '. :'. 
. ." - ' . . 
exerting such widespread influence that 'itbroke down ' ''''',' 
. . - . 
' . . . .-
the barriers of race, overcame the difficulties of varying . 
languages, arid effaced'distinctions of religion, forihe ....... •..• 
, , " , ' ' ' , 
record says . that people ,vere converted '. from ;every ;': 
,' nation under ' hea,;en. · That beautiful ' spirit of . llnity '· " ,.' 
. '. . . 
did not, ho\vever, long prevail in the early .'· Christian .·· · .. ...•• :. 
. . '. . . - ' . 
Church. As \ve read in the Epistles, there sprang up .' ..• ,' 
. ' . . . ' 
. . .. 
differences . of opinion . . There \vere ] evvs \vh:o,' after 
- . . . . . . 
their conversion to. Christianity, ~lesired to continue · 
· 
• 
. . 
. . . . 
and impose upon others] e\vish cerelTIoniesand observ- : .. ' 
. . 
ances; these formed a party in the Church, and said: .. · . · , 
" 
. " \Ve follo,v Peter." But the Gentile converts had no · . 
, . 
. . 
, . 
· ' 
sympathy ,,,ith J evvish ceremonials and . they formed .. . ' 
. . . 
. . 
another party, and said: "We follovvPaul." . A third 
party in the Ch urch said:" YAi e follovv ApoIlos," and a 
fourth: "Wefollo\vCephas." . But one important and 
. ' 
. . 
significant fact should be borne in mind: although 
, . 
differences of opinion existed, and divergencies of faith, 
, - ' . , 
. ,- . 
in the early Church, 
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THEY RE~'IAINED ONE ' CHURCH. . . . . · " 
... 
. 
. .. 
, 
They did not expel one another, nor split asundec . ... . 
.. 
. The Church was broad enough and tolerant enough to ' . : 
.. 
enable men vvho differed from each other to love and . ~ 
. . 
· 
serve the Lord Jesus Christ, ' in . \vhom . they found a · . ,i 
. . . . . - ', 
common centre and bond. It \vas not until the Church ,, : 
· . 
. . . . 
.. . " 
c.an1e under the wing of the secular ,po\ver, and great ' .' .' . '; 
. . . . 
religious hierarchies Vvere established~ that intolerance ' .'; 
and pers~cution of Christian,s by Christians began; .. and " .'. :j 
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broke up the unity of the Church. Divisions proceeded 
attended \vith · strife, contention, and often bitter 
hostility, until Christians \vho differed hated each other 
~ . . 
nlqre than they hated sin and the po\vers of darkness. 
.And to-day the condition of Christendom is deplorable 
. Not Inerely in the face of the foe: but in the n1idst of 
,. the battle, \vhile the deadly conflict against sin is pro-
ceeding, the Christian Churches are divided, separated, 
isolated, paralysed, and Satan and all the forces of evil 
laugh at our \veakness. N O\V I cannot believe this 
. condition of things \\'ill continue for ever. . I think the 
danger of it isgro\ving more and nlore apparent to all 
. earnest Christian nlinds. \\Tith vast cOlTIbinations on 
. the side of evil, the Christian Ch urches \vill be com-
, . 
pelled to come closer together, and unite all the forces 
of ,God. The prayer of Jesus Christ \\'ill be ans\vered: 
His follo\vers\vill be one, as He is one \\'ith the Father, 
and the \vodd \vill then kno\v HiITI as the Son of God. 
, 
Are there any signs of all this? Yes, I think there are 
numerous signs of a 
)IOVE)IENT TO\VARDS THE RE- UNION 
of Christendom .. I "rill briefly mention ;3everal. '[here 
is . a . decline . of the · polemic spirit in the Church. 
" Discourses and addresses are less contentious than\vas 
, . 
the case a quarter of a century or more ago. A l'vfethodist 
, , 
friend of mine said of a sermon he heard, "That sermon 
. mus,t have qeen .\vritten 25 or 39 'years . a.go, for no 
. . ' . 
preacher vvoulq assail the .creed :of another Christian 
, . . , . . . ,' . 
.. ... . Church in that manner to-day.'· ' ~ Then there is also a 
; . . . : . 
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decline in the denominational spirit, I mean in , the 
• 
. , 
sense of the sectarian spirit. , Philanthropies and bene- ., . ' ;' 
factions are expected in these days to go beyond the 
narrov,r bounds of sectarianism, and extend theirbenefiis ' 
to the \i\7hole community. ' There is a feeling , that ", 
, , 
denominational areas are too narrow, and Christians , 
want larger and \vider spheres " for their energies and 
, , 
activities than the bounaaries of their o\vn denomina-
. tions. ,Again, the general trend of the age is to\vards 
great combinations, and the Christian , Churches are 
, . ' 
sure to feel th~ influence of this spirit. Indeed the idea 
of the Re-union of Christendom has so far taken hold ' 
of the imagination of leading men in the Christian \i\Torld 
, , 
that \:vesee on luany hands distinct efforts made to 
realize the consun1mation. Even that august personage 
the Pope of I{ome is putting forth strong efforts t,o ' re-
. unite Christendo111. I do not dream that \vecan ever 
accept his conditions; but the recent letter of the Pope 
of Rome luad{s an enorn10US advance \vhen \ve compare ' 
it "vith docu1l1ents issued by Popes one hundred years . 
. " . 
ago, directed at Christians of other cOlllmunions than the 
ROl11an Catholic Church. l'he bishops of the , Ch urch 
of England are exceedingly anxious for the Re-unionof 
Christendom, and a few years ago they fornlulated 
, , ,vhat are knO\i\711 as 
THE LAMI3ETH PROPOSALS. 
.. . 
, 
• 
They suggested as bases of union :I, the'};/ord of 
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God; 2, the Apostles' and, Nicene Creeds ;3, the ' I 
", l 
, Sacrarnentsof Baptism an1 the Lord's Supper; and ' ' J 
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+, \vhat they styled the historic episcopate. As regards 
the three proposals first nan1ed, i\Iethodists and other 
. Evangelical Churches ,vould raise no objection; the 
fourth, so far as understood, is an insuperable barrier 
to union. But the point to notice is the attitude of the 
bishops and · their evident desire on this question. 
Then ,ve have had Grindeh,'ald ~leetings, Free Church 
Congresses, rdethodist Ecumenical Conferences, and a 
. host of evidences of Christian Churches co-operating 
together in Christian . \vork and for the extension of 
. . 
Christ's' I{ingdom in a ,yay that \vould have been 
impossible a generation ago. Not the least important 
sign of the gro\ving spirit of Christian unity is to be 
found in the 
• 
HYMNALS OF THE YARIOUS CHURCHES. 
, 
Take our 0\\'11 ' hymn ' book for exalnple and the san1e 
is true . of almost every denoluinational hymn book-
\vhere do \ve get our favourite hylnns froIn? No 
denomination is content \vith hymns C0111posed by 
poets of · its O\V11 communion. Each is delighted to 
• 
seize the best hyn1ns, \vhatever sect the author may 
belong to. Thus in our o\vn hymn book ,ve have the 
. . 
hymn" 0 for a thousand tongues to sing,~' from the 
... 
\Veslevans; "Blest be the tie that binds,n from the 
'" 
Baptists; "A..las, and did n1'y Saviour bleed," from the 
. Presbyterians ;" Nearer, my God, to Thee," froin the· ' 
Unitarians; "I-lail to the Lord's Anointed," from the 
. . 
.. ' . rvIoravians ; . ,; Abide ,,,ith me, '.' froin the Ch nrch of 
. . 
. . . 
England ;. and" L,ead, kindly Light," from the Roman 
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Catholics. . \Ve stand in our ' respective eh urches and . . ' . 
. , . . . 
. , 
chapels and worship ' together in ,songs of praise ' pro- . ... . ; 
videdJor us by thethoughts and words ofmehbelonging . ' ... : 
. . , - . -
to all sects and denominations; and if the Nineteenth , .' . ' 
. ' . . " . . ... . 
, . 
Century . has done so much , as . this, the T\ventieth ' . 
. , 
Century "vill fail in the ex:pectationsformed of it if this \ . ;' 
. - . . 
great vV'ork of Christian unity is not carriedfor\vard, and 
in addition to songs of .. praise the different denomina- . 
tions find themselves united in " other devotional 
'. . 
exercises, . and more especially united in Christian work, : 
on a scale the ,vorld ' has never seen,' and in a spirit of , 
unity which 'v ill bespeak a world's Pentecost. , . 
. , ' 
DENOMIN ATION AL CO~OPERATION, NOT COMPETITION. · 
• 
. I do not suggest that denolninations will 'cease ' to . 
exist. There is a distinct advaritageandconvenience ' 
in compact bodies of Christians ' ~vhose ideas closely 
assimilate 'vorking and vvorshipping together in a Church .· 
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capacity. ' .\Vhatwe vvant is that instead of denomina- " ~ .. ' 
, 
t10ns characterized by a · spirit of competition · and ' ."; 
· , 
. - . , . 
rivalry, ,ve shall have denominations characterized bya . . •. ~.'. 
, , 
spirit of co-operation and unity. . A · beautiful illustra- " ' i 
. . . . -- . . 
tion of such unity is found in this n1eeting ;it is the ; 
. , 
, 
Annual Public Meeting of the Independent Methodist ; 
body, held in a Baptist · Chapel, and presided. . over by . . '. I 
, 
. . . , 
a Congregationalist. . Nor do I think that Christians ,. ' 1 
!. 
\vill ever come ' together and " unite on the basis of a . T 
. . 
. . 
creed or of a polity. . I believe the only possible basis ( 
. ' - ~ 
for the I{e-union of Christendom isthat of personal '.'! 
• , . 
love and loyalty to Jesus Christ. '. You may have stood ,,· t: 
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on the summit of some mountain and seen separate and 
diverse strealns flo\ving do\vn that and neighbouring 
. 
. mountains..A.nd as your .. eye follo\ved the track of 
those · streams, you have seen ho\v they \vatered the 
. earth and produced verdure and beauty \vherever they 
.. flo\vl.;d. But looking beyond the valley you have seen 
those streams coming together, and forming a river 
flo\ving on and on to the mighty sea. So let our 
denominational rills flo\v on in their course of blessing, 
but \vhen denominational purposes have been served, 
let them come together and as one great Church move 
. - . 
. 
for\vard, carrying the Gospel to every land and every 
people, until the kno\vledge and glory of God shall 
cover the earth as the \vaters cover the sea. 
LOVE AND MUTUAL ESTEE:\1. 
l\.Iean\vhile, \vhat should be the attitude of Christians 
to\vards · each other, and of denominations to\vards 
. other denominations? The best ans\ver I can give 
you just no\v is contained in a fe\v lines taken from a 
poem by Susan Coolidge on the Lantern in the Light-
house. . She had referred to the lantern, and she passed 
• from that to the thought of the great light around us, 
and then to the still greater Light above. 
' . 
• 
No voice shall say, "I have the light, 
All other eyes are dim ;" . 
No band the glory hold or hide 
\\Ihich streams to ocean's rim; 
N one seize or claim one ray of his 
l\Iore than belongs to him . 
. 0 Light of Truth! which lighteth all, 
. And shineth all abroad! 
\Vhat favoured souls, or souls shall say, 
" lvIine is the only road ?" 
Each hath his own, to him made known, 
And all lead up to God. 
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XI\7.-THE · ECUIvIENICAL I\1ETHODIST·· 
. . 
" 
. CONFERENCE AND LAY AGENCY . .. ' 
. . 
• 
. 
. .. 
• 
, 
. . 
, 
The first great Conference of representatives from the .' 
• 
. . 
various branches of Methodisln in all parts of the \vorld · . 
. assenlbled in London, \i\Tednesday, Septelnber 7th, ' 
I88 I, concluding Septeni.ber20th. The representatives 
. . 
of our :o\vn denomination \"ere I\1r. \Villiam Sanderson 
. ' . 
and Inyself. At the Annual Conven~ion, held in Liver:. · 
pool, September 30th, the subjoined inlportant tributes 
to the value of lay agency given at the Conference \,rere 
snnlnlarized in illY address~ . . 
• 
DR. SIMPSON, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, U.S.' . 
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Lay preaching \vas one of the first and Ino~t success- .. ; 
· 
ful of the peculiarities of 1\1ethodism': At its origination ·· ' . ' ~ 
, 
it,\vas thought ahnost profane for one not episcopally, ' i 
\ . . - - ! 
or at least clerically, ordained to exhort his fello\v-lnen. . . ~ 
. The lninister alone led the prayer-n1eeting or ,officiated 
.. . 
in the pulpit. By the . enlployment of lay preachers a 
class of men ,vas called into active labour \vhohad .' not 
enjoyed university or theological training. ' SOine of 
. , . 
thenl . becaine diligent · and successful students. . I\1r. 
. '. 
\\1 esley tennedThonlas \i\Talsh the best Hebraist he .' 
. . 
ever kne\\', and says:" I never askedhinl the nleaning 
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· j , . of a Hebre\v \vordbut he could ' tell ' me ho,,, often . it 
• 
. . . 
· . I 
. occurred in the Bible, and \vhat it lneantin each place." · . I , · , 
. . . I 
· , 
. . 
• - - I 
T'he faI11e ' of Dr~ Adatn Clarke beccune ·\yorld-\vide. 
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These, ho\vever, y\rere rare exceptions, e\ren anl0ng those ' · ........ : 
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\vho devoted their \vhole tilne to the nlinistry. 'fhe great 
majority of lay preachers \varked for their daily bread, 
and \vere rnoved by a po\verful impulse to preach \vith-
out salary or revvard. Some of them had fe\v books 
besides the Bible, and they (lhv()ys appealed directly to 
it. All ofthenl \vere Bible students. Their faith \vas 
frequently sublin1e. vVithout friends, \vithout support, 
they \vent to the collieries and to the cornlnons and to 
the outcasts of cities; and, in spite of interruptions and 
· mobs, preached the unsearchable riches of Christ to 
· nnlltitllc1es \vho seldom, if ever, had en tered a sanctuary. 
Probably no class of onlinisters since the Apostolic tinles 
. . 
. had n10re ilnplicit faith in the po\ver of the Gospel 
applied to the hUlnan conscience. 'fhey expected 
a\vakenings or conversions under every sennon and they 
\vere seldum disappointed. . 
• 
DR. i-.!'TYEIl\.E, ~JETHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 
. 
. . 
SOUTH. 
TheConferencei n 177 I sent us hvo I110re Christians, 
one of \vhotn rnac1e a decper irnprcssion and a greater 
record of Christian lahour than any other nlan has ever 
... 
done on the Anlcrican continent Francis Ashbury. 
If \ve \vere indebted to old England for nothing else 
but Francis Ashbllry our debt could ncver be paid. 
By thf~ \vay, like Paul, he \\!fought at ,l trade not at 
tent-nlaking but he \vronght in iron, and there \vas a 
. good deal of iron in hin1. I am told that the very <tl1vil 
· that received his honest strokes is somc\\'here in this 
kingdom) and if I anl in time I speak first I should 
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like to get it. lam no relic \vorshipper, but ,' I should . ' ' ' : 
, . . 
like to get hold of that relic, and I \vould like to take it , ." , 
' . . , . . - ; 
hOIne ,to 'one of - our ' theological , schools. ' I , do, hot ', ' 
knov,7 that I ' could \;vork at it, but , I should' like to see if 
, 
it could not hammer out a fe\v more such Inen as he '" 
,vas. 
• 
, 
HON. J. F.\V. 'VHITE, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH. 
"Vithout the assistance ' of lay helpers and lay 
, , 
preaching, Methodisln \vould have di~d in its infancy, 
, , , 
and John and Charles '",,' esley \"ould never have been 
adn1itted into the company of England's illustrious , 
, , 
sons in 'iVestminster Abbey. In Inany districts of , 
England, laYlnen- local , preachers prepared the\"ay 
, , 
for '\' esley and his regular helpers. In some places 
they broke up the hard soil, planted the first Gospel 
, I 
seed, and reaped the first fruit before '""'esley came. A , 
, ' 
layman, aroused to a sense· of duty , by a ,pious 
j 
" ' 
• 
• 
, 
'''Olnan, preached the "first l\1ethodist sennonand ', 
organized the first , society in An1erica. In an old 
rigging loft in New York, before less than , a dozen " " 
, 
, souls, the Methodist standard , ,vas unfurled in the N e\v ' 
. , ' 
, , 
'",,' orId. ,l:;'roln that 'little n1eeting the glad tidings of a 
free and full salvation for all, proclain1edbyPhilip 
Elnbury, and the songs of Charles Wesley, sung by 
Barbara Hick, ,vent forth, feeble at first, butincreasing 
, .. 
in "ollune and po,ver, tlntilno\v, they , are heard in ' 
every valley and echo on every luountain of the ' 
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continent. " Local preachers, Inarching \vith the tide of " ' " . '. : ; . 
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erriigration, ,carried the , good. ne\vs froln the Atlantic ,' to 
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the Pacific. 'Vhen the follo\\"ers of 'Vesley shall 
forget the traditions of the past, disparage and sneer at 
local preachers, think more of building fine churches 
and gathering in the fashionable and 'wealthy than of 
preaching the . Gospel to the poor, the glory of 
1\lethodism \vi11 have departed. I think too much 
cannot be said in praise of thousands of poor men \"ho, 
either as day-labourers or as artizans, \vork hard six 
days in the \vee].;:, have but fe\v books, prepare their 
sermons ,,,ith great difficulty at night ,,,hen their little 
children are playing around thenl in their living room, 
and yet these men Sunday after Sunday ,,,alk lniles to 
preach the Gospel. All honour to such men ,vho 
n1ade nlethodism. Aye, and their record is on high in 
golden letters before the throne of God. 
!\lR. \V. SHEPHERD ALLEN, M.P . 
. 
I appear here to-day as a local preacher of the 
\Vesleyan n1ethodist Church, and I an1 here in all 
.. . 
. hunlility to maintain the position that lay preachers are 
essential to l\fethodism. . I believe they have done very 
much to build up those great and noble Churches 
\vhich are at the · plesent day doing so much for the 
. religion of England and America. I believe they have 
enabled the great IvIethodist Churches to take hold of 
and to influence for good the villages and the thinly-
populated . districts of England and America; and . I 
.. . believe they have also enabled those . Churches to 
• 
.. 
. . 
. . 
• 
' . . 
Christianize and to leaven ,,,ith Gospel truth the Inasses 
of men in onr large to,vns and great cities. A country 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, , 
, 
, , 
, , 
, 
, 
circuit \vith its 't\venty or thirty villages could not 
possibly be "vorked if it \vas not for the assistance 
afforded by lay preachers; 'and the to\vn, circuit with ' 
, its three or four large chapels and its' four or five small ' 
chapels, and its mission halls, Jike\vise' could not ' be 
worked if it were not for the assistance of lay preachers. 
, 
, 
MR. S. D. \VADDY, :M.P., vVESLEYAN :METHODIST. 
You are all lay preachers. Until the year 1822, \\7hen 
- ' , 
somebody chose to alter that tablet t,o the ' memory of 
] ohn. vVesley, ,and to substitute a ne\v one, the \vords 
that \\Tere upon it \vere these that he \-vas "a patron 
and friend of lay preachers, by\\Those " aid he 
extended the plan of itinerant preaching." Some-' 
body, bY\i\rhose authority I do not care no\v to 
inquire, though I kno\v pretty \vell, chose to take a\vay ,' 
that tablet and to have another in \vhich the lay 
preachers are done a\vay vvith, and it is altered to this 
-that he \\'as the chief prOlTIoter and patron of the 
plan of" itinerant preaching." You, Doctorsof Divinity, 
vvho wear your , titles so honourably and so '\vell ; you, 
Doctors of La\v ; you, Bishops, ' \vhom ,\ve delight to 
receive, and to honour ' ,you are all,lay ,preachers' 
according to that sense of the term not ordained, 
according to the notions of some Churches, , but , set 
apart. And that is the great poil~t \velocal preachers' 
~re not in that s~nse set apart.', So some of you try to 
, " 
establish a distinction bet\iveen us. You havetoomuch 
of the uniform and ' the livery I must be plain, of 
other Churches. 'By, ,imitating 'clergymen,\vearing 
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. stiff collars and" 1\J .B." \vaistcoats, you neither make 
yourself more respectable nor lnore respected. I 
venture to say that \vhat \ve \vant no\v is not that more 
. .; . 
difference should be made, but that less difference 
should be ll1ade bet\veen the t\\'o. You say \ve are 
poor preachers; \\'e do not enjoy a monopoly of that. I 
have met \vith a poor preacher e]se\vhere as \vell ~s 
. . 
amongst local preachers. I do not deny his existence; 
I ,vould to God he were done a\vay,,,ith. Do a,vay 
• 
\vith him ' amongst us, I mean nlake all us super-
nunleraries to pas~ through the mill again. I am ready 
to be examined to-morro\\', and I aID quite prepared 
to say that · those local preachers \vho are not fit to 
take their places in any pulpit are not fit to be local 
preachers. ' Send local preachers to Inission halls cer-
tainly; send travelling preachers too; send local 
preachers to cOIn moils by all Ineans; but send also the 
. travelling preachers; let there be fair play, equal \vork, 
equal rank, equal call in the sight of God Almighty . 
. Lay ' hold upon some man \vho is ahnost \"vithin the 
• 
reach of my arm at this Inoment, of the very best class 
of society in this country, lay hold of the merchants and 
professionalmen men ,,,ho can Inake capital speeches 
on political subjects if they like, professional men ,vho 
are admirable speakers. \Vhy do not you, young 
brethren, and some old ones, consecrate your ,vork to 
God and go and preach ? 
•.. . . . 
ALD. SNAPE, UNITED METHODIST FREE CHURCH . 
.. It has been forced of late on my mind that our local 
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preachers in the ~1 ethodist sys tern are being rapidly " 
. , .' ' . -
outrun by the local preachers ' in SOIne other church :; 
, , 
systems. , ' The Baptists ' in the ' city fr0111 ,,,hich ,' 
. ," . -
. . . . 
I come have many, and they number son1e of the men " 
, ' 
best kno,vn in the city, in the mart, and the exchange ; , 
. . . i 
, , 
and I think it is tilne, ,,,ith reference to ' our " o,vn local " 
preachers, that a call should be n1ade on th~ best Inen 
, . . , ' 
. the Churches can produce to occupy our ' pulpits., 
~ThilstMethodism appears to have , been progressing ,' 
, 
rapidly, I very much , fear that the method ' of our 'lay 
preaching has not progressed in a like ratio. ' \\1 e 
therefore need to have the cultured ' intellects of the 
, , 
Church. I think IvIr. ,iVhite vvill admit that those 
intellects, sanctified by the Spirit of God and glo,ving 
\vith the Love of Christ, can descend to congregations 
of the very poorest character, and preach to then1 , ,,,itb 
effect.· '- ~ 
. ' 
c 
, 
MR. J. TRAVIS, PRH"IITIVE METHODIST. 
. '. 
The lay lninistry ,' is older than \\That is called the 
regular Ininistry. ' The old patriarchal fathers ,,'ere lay 
, ' 
preachers, and Noah ,vas a ship carpenter, and yet he , 
,vas a preacher of righteousness. Solomon, too, offered 
the consecration prayer at the dedication of the ten1ple ; ' 
and then ,ve have as lnnch apostolic authority for ' the 
emploYlnentof lay preaching as \"e have for any other 
, , 
kind of preaching. If you read history youvvil1 find 
that the Church at least ' in its purest ' times ' ,has, 
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,recognized the in1portance of lay preaching. ,', ' ''''hat a "', ,' 
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grand ,vork they did in the Puritan revival! I think , , 
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myself, in SOIne remarks that have been 11lade, \ve have 
been putting the lay preacher a little bit too lo\\'. 
'Ve are both called as regular preachers; \\"e are both 
preachers of the Gospel; and in SOlne periods of their 
history you \vill find that local preachers actually did 
administer the Sacraments. If they had not done so 
in " the back\voods of Al11erica, the Sacralnents never 
,,"olIld have been adnlinistered on nlany occasions. I 
. ~ 
contend that, in proportion to the ' gro\vth of 
~'lethodism, \ve are not keeping pace in the number of 
our local preacl1ers. I question \"hether Ivlethodis111 as 
a ,vhole to-day has as l11an), local preachers as it had 
. ten years ago . . Have not\veduring the last fe\v years 
been complaining of . diminution or sl11a11 increase? 
Has the lack of local preachers nothing to do w'ith 
this? I think \\re \vant · local preachers in our best 
pulpits, in order that people l11ay see ,,,hat vie\v men 
engaged in secular callings take of their duties. l~he 
non-el11ploYI11ent of local preachers is not caused by 
there being nothing for theln to do; for there are some 
large to\vns in . England that have not a bit of 
~dethodist . agency. ' ·Other eh urches are doing the 
• 
\vork that God called IVlethodism to do; and, if \\'e do 
not mind, Ichabod w·i11 in some respects be "-'fitten on 
our churches. \\1hy cannot \ve do \vork that the 
Salvation Anny is doin g? \Vhy has that organization 
come into existence? It · is because the IVrethodist 
Churches of this country have not attended to open-air 
. e"\rangelizationas they ought to have done. 
.' 
• 
• 
· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
1vfR. E. LUMLEY, l'dETHODIST NE\V CONNEXION. 
. . . , 
, 
I think the fact that there are existing in theNlethodist" 
, , 
\vorld eighty-Jour thousand local preachers, eighty-four 
, . 
thousand men that are standing, not as" regularly, 
appointed ministers, but as menvvhom God has ,called ' 
out to preach the \i\Tord of Life, and they have become' ", 
. ' - - ~ , 
recognIzed preachers <2f the everlasting Gospel, and 
thousands and tens of thousands of souls that are no\v in 
heaven,' and thousands and tens of thousands of souls 
that are yet traversing this earth, and are doingin their' 
o\vn \vay and meastireof ability \\Thatthey can to for- , 
\vard the \vork of God in the \vorId, are, the fruits of the 
\vork of the local ministry that fact, I think, is a 
sufficient justification for the existence of the system, 
and should make us cling and cleave to' it,' and never 
subordinate it to any instrumentality in the vvorId. " 
MH. T. , H,. BAINBRIDGE, \VESL.EYAN METHODIST. 
• 
From the earliest tilnes laymen have' been 'Gospel 
pioneers. , \Ve read that among the disciples \vho\vere 
scattered abroad by persecution at ] erusalem there \\Tere 
, 
men of Cyprus and Cyrene (unordained men ' laymen) 
\vho \vent preaching the \iV ord of God. ' \iVhen they 
reached Antioch they'," spake unto, the Grecians, 
, ' 
preaching the Lord Jesus." A great\\Torkof G6d,vas" 
the result ; and when the ne\vscame to J erusalelTI the 
Church there sent one of its best men to seethe \vork and 
report upon it, the ultimate result being that the centre 
of the Christian vvorld ,(so 'far as aggressive \vork \vas 
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,vas changed fro01 J erusalen1 to Antioch. 
j\Iethod ist la vtnen ,,"ere a silnilarclass of 
J 
this accounts for ~lethodisn1 constantly 
.; 
" breaking out" in fresh places, and for its being~ as it 
" no\v is, the largest English-speaking Protestant Church 
in the \vorId. Our Church has laq;elv increased in 
.... , .1 , 
\vealth, and \vith ,yealth has COIne the ten1ptation to ease 
and self-indulgence. Probably no injunction is so I11uch 
needed by our people at present as "Let hilTI deny 
himself.!' Fe,," things are ' n10re to be deplored 
amongst us than the fact that the aggressive \vork of the 
Church is left so lnuch in the hands of the less efficient 
Inen1 bers of our Church. I'his 111atter is so serious, 
, that unless OUf better educated people ",ill give them-
selves more largely to earnest Christian "work, ,ve shall 
(in these times of improved education) have the bulk of 
our local preachers and Sunday School teachers 
ministering to those \\'ho are actually better inforI11ed 
than themselves. , In former tilnes, J\Tethodisnl had 
, 
?ecured the services of . lTIen of culture, of \"hOln Dr. 
Hamilton, . SaITIuel Drew, and Dr. George Sinith ,vere 
conspicuous exan1ples. ' lvlethodisn1 is suited only for 
'earnest Christians. Our tests are so spiritual and 
experimental, that if a n1an has no real religion, they 
prove both a\v1nvard and distasteful. The class meet-
, 
ing, the prayer meeting, and the inquiry meeting, are 
exactly suited for \vhat ivlr. Spurgeon calls" red-hot 
Christians," but are ' entirely unsuitable for those ,,,ho 
seeln to think that it is infra dig. to do Christian \vork. 
'There is something very impressh~e about the nUl11ber 
• 
• 
, 
, 
• 
• . , 
, 
, . 
. ' " 
, 
, 
, ' 
.. 
• , " 
· , 
· 
" 
of Methodist lay-agents. According 
(already presented) the numberofour 
to the statistics ·, . , 
, 
.. 
, , . 
, ' • 
< 
Local Preachers ......... ... . ... ... ... 84,45° '" 
. , 
Sunday School Teachers ......... ... .. '~ . 577,500 , 
Class-leaders (counting one class-leader ' to 20 , , 
111embers) ...... . ... ...... ... ... ... 240,000 
Tract-distributors, cottage prayer-leaders, and . , 
visitors of the sick ... ... ... ... ...0.. 100,000 
, .,' 
.. 
, ' 1,001,950 
, 
. ' 
cannot be less than one million, and the bulk of those. 
, < 
are engaged every \\7eek. \iVhat is \vanted is to make 
. . . . 
. the quality of the vvork commensurate "vith the'quantity. 
If this "vere ' done, and each IVlethodist lay-worker had as 
. .. . 
a motive nothing short of personal love to Christ, and 
"vas directly inspire~ by the Holy Ghost, \vhat mighty 
results we might expect. 
• , 
, 
MR. G. B . . 1VICELROY, METHODIST PROTESTANT 
CHURCH, U.S. 
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VVhen any branch of the NIethodist falnily hushes the . j 
. ' ! 
voice of her laity, she \;yill, Sampson-like, have placed . I 
her head in a Delilah's lap, only to go forth as he did .. . j 
I 
" vveak as any other." . The strength of any association . , 
of people for the accomplishment of the purposes of the . ' i 
• 
union lies in the strength of the individual . composing 
, 
it just as the strength of a rope is the aggregate of the . 
. . . 
, . 
strengt,hs of the several strands. 'The real strength of a 
, . 
• 
body " of Christians united in ' Church associations . is " 
- -'. '. 
made up of what each furnishes ' in ' the great ., 
, . 
Methodist rope, each me.mb~r is a strand, or, at least, a .... ... . 
· . I 
, , 
, . . I 
. . . . . ' . ~ 
· , 
. > 
• '. I ' , ' 
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. 
fibre, and as such he is expected to lend his strength, 
• 
" Each for all, and all for each ~, should be his \vorking 
motto. This consciousness that he has a \york to do-
a \vork that no one else can do, and on his doing of 
\vhich very . much depends- should be cherished and 
cultured bv every true ~Jethodist. 
~. .J 
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XV.-EXCERPTS FROlvI 
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\lARIOU·S . SOURCES . . 
· . 
., 
. . 
" ' . , 
.. 
',. ,. 
-' .. 
. , . . 
LUTHER. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. 
, 
.' 
.' 
"The ministry of the· ,vord . is comn10n 'to all . 
Christians. "- , . , , 
, . 
COLEMAN. 
• •• 
" The . Inen of these (early · Christian) days '· all 
accounted then1selves. the priests of God; and each, 
• 
according to his . ability, clailued the liberty, not only. 
, ' 
, 
, 
to teach and exhort, ' but even ; toadluinister the · 
d' " or Inances. 
GIBBON. 
"In the . year ' A.D. 200, ,ve lueet · amongst the 
. Christian "Titers ,,,ith the first notice of the distinction 
. 
bet\veen the Clergy and Laity, vvhich \vas referred to 
by Tertullian as ' a device of the P~·iesthood.' " 
.' 
., 
PROFESSOR :MASSON. 
. 
" \Vhen doctrine has to be sold to enable its producer 
.. that the doctrine sold, . and ' the farther doctrine in 
preparation, ,:vill, 1110re or less consciously, be of a kind 
. . . 
to be saleable. True, the labourer even in doctrine is 
. . 
,vorthy of his hire, but he ,,,ill labour perhaps better if 
he is in circU111stai1ces not to require any." 
, 
DR. ARNOLD, OF RUGBY. . 
. 
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" In large to,vns n1any ,,,orthy men might be found . ... 
. . . - , 
able and ,,\Tilling to undertake the office of deacon ' out '. 
. . 
of;pure love, if it ,,,ere understood to be not necessarily '.' .. ... 
· . , . 
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a step to the Presbyterian order and not inconlpatible 
with lay callings. YOll \vould get an inl111enSe gain by 
a great extension of the Church, by the softening do\vn 
of that PESTILENT nISTINCTION BET\YEEN CLERGY AND 
LAITY \vhich is so closely linked \\'ith the priestcraft 
s'vstem, and by the actual benefits \vhich such an 
- -
additional nUlnber of ministers \vonld ensure to the 
\vhole Christian congregation.!~ 
. . 
• 
A MANCHESTER CONGREGATIONALIST. 
" Is not the terrn ' LaV111an ' a surrender of the vital 
"' . 
. principles on \\'hich N onconfonnity js built, and for 
\vhich it has suffered and died? . I can understand the 
term . in the Established · Ch urch, \"here Priests C1 nd 
Laymen arC' . a distinct class. 111 nly young days it 
\vas 'pastor and people;' now, alas! it is ' Reverend 
and LaYlnen: Suppose in this Jubilee year \ve \\'ere 
just to retrace our steps and go back to those' three 
. principles' of Richard Fritz (I567) that you have so 
opportunely brought into print again, and have 'fyrste 
• 
and fonnoste, the glorious \vordeand evangell preached 
. . not in bondage and subjection, but freely and purelye.' 
1 fancy it \\'ouldbe better and healthier in every \vay 
for allC·ongregational Churches, and the Union on its 
fiftieth ~)irthdav \vould be honoured and blessed in its 
. J . . 
deed. I \vould like to ask our 111 nch . respected (not 
Priests or H.everends) pastors and teachers \vhat they 
Say and . think · · to . . this." A£aJlclzester Guardial/ 
. 
corresponden t . . 
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OLIVER CROM\VELL. ' , ' 
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, . . ." I "ronder not at 'differences of opinion ,at discon~ ' ,' ,; 
I. . :. : 
tents and divisions, \vhere so anti-Christian and dividing " ', ; 
, , , 
a term as' Clergy and Laity,' is given and received. ,' A , ; 
term unkno,vn to any save the anti-Christian Church, . ; " : 
. ". 
, ' 
, 
and such as divide theinseives from her; Ab i~zitio nOll : 
, 
fecit sic. The most pure and primitive times as they ; 
_ . t 
best kne\v vvhat true 1~t1zion 'vas, so, in all addresses to : 
; 
the sev~ra1. Churches they \vrote unto, not one 'vord of ' ;' 
. . ' ., . . 
this. The Members of the Churches are , styled 'i 
.. 
" Brethren and Saints of the same household of Faith; , ; 
I 
and although they had orders and distinctions amongst 
them for administrations , of ordinances, of a far 
different use and character froin yours, yet it no\vhere 
, ' 
occasioned then1 " to say con te nlplillt , and ' by \\ray of 
lessening in contradistinguishing' Laity and Clergy.' 
. ' 
, ' It \vas your pride that begot this e'xpression." iVI.D. 
A ubzl{ne. , 
, 
, 
• 
, 
ROBERT BARCLAY ON THE ' RISE OF THE CLERGY. 
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... " Persecutions being over, and the En1perors and ' : 
. . ; 
Princes cOlning under the name of Princes; the zealof i 
, 
, 
those great men \vasquickly ,abused by the covetous- ' ',, ; 
t , 
ness of the Clergy, ,vho soon learned to change their ' 1 
. . .... r 
cottages ,vith the palaces of Princes, and rested , not , t 
, '
until by degrees SOlne of theln came to be ' Pririces ' " " '~ 
, , , I 
thelnselves, nothing il1ferior to them " in ' splendour, ' f 
luxury and ' magnificence, a " method , oflivil~g " that , I 
", r 
tentmaker, never ' coveted.; and perhaps as little ' t 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
, 
, , 
• , ,
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, . 
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, 
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- .; 
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imagined that Inen, pretending to be their successors, 
. . 
should have arrived to these things; and so soon as the 
Bishops \vere thus seated and constituted, forgetting 
. the life and work ofa Christian, they \vent usually by 
the ears together about the precedency and revenues, 
each coveting the chiefest and fattest benefice." 
• 
J. J. GURNEY . 
. 
...... " 'Vhile we encourage a liberal and friendly feeling 
to\vards our fello\v-Christians of every deJlOlllillaliolZ-
,,·hile \ve readilv make allo\vances for ' the various 
. J . 
circUInstances and conditions in \vhich they are placed 
-it · is . certain that \ve cannot be too faithful in ' 
upholding our o\vn testilnony against the paying and 
hiring of preachers. For have \ve not reason to believe 
that the farther the church of Christ on earth advances 
. in her great career, the more generally \\'ill serious 
persons of other religious professions sympathize \vith ' 
our solicitude, that the contrivances of man may not be 
allo\ved to inlerfere \vith the \vork of God; that avarice, 
ambition, and selfishness, may be for ever excluded 
from the motives ' \vhich . lead Christians into the 
~ . . 
professed service of their divine i\laster; and that the 
. ... . '. standard Inay be more and more elevated among 
. . 
• 
. . 
believers, of such a ministry of the gospel as shall be 
. excltisively spiritual in its origin, and absolutely free in 
its operation? " 
.' 
. S. POPE, ESQ., Q.C., RECORDER OF BOLTON. 
. ." He could not help thinking that where there ,vas, . 
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as in their case,sufficiei1t enthusiaslll and faith in one's .. '" " ,: 
. , ' . . , 
o\vn opinion to:mak~thelnselves, soto say, the priests .' . ' : : 
of ,their o\\'n ' religion, to 'enter into c~ntact v~Tith , the' ' ", i 
. . . - . . : 
p~ople . around them, and 'by their ' o\vn exan1ple ' and " '. ! 
• . . ! 
, teaching to 'spreadabroad the opinions they professed " .. " j 
-he could not help thinking that, that vvould have upon . .' ,. J 
• • • 
their o\vnlives, as \vell as upon the condllct of those .l 
. . . ,- ( 
they might desire to influence, a much · higher, and a . 'I 
much 110bler, ,a-lld a · n1uch n10re elevating influence '. ',! 
, 
I 
than depending upon any body of ,lnen specially set ! 
, 
apart in teaching that knovvledgein\vhich they \vere ' '; 
. . . ." , 
all con11ll0nl y interested." r 
, I,. 
. ' . . . , 
, 
, , 
P. RYLANDS, ESQ. 
" An' ecclesiastical systelTI\vhich professedly ' depclids . 
, 
, 
- ~ I 
! 
, 
. , 
, 
! 
" , 
, 
. I 
, 
, , 
npon paid agency, \vhich offers stated salaries inorder f 
to induce a supply of Christian labour, is inconsistent . " . r. 
. '. I : 
\vith, Christ's ' spirit, . and is ' certain to be follo\\7ed bv ,' j 
, . . . . ~ . . ~ . 
lanlentable r'esl1lts. ' . . . \Ve are told that "rithout 1 
. . 
, . 
such a lllinistry, Christian effort \vould soon cease. Are 
\ve to be told that Inen \"ill put forth their free and earnest 
• 
efforts · to abolish slavery, . to subdue inten1perance"to 
advance education, or to , teach political , eCOnOnl)', and 
that Christians alone " vvill renlain indifferent ,' to the 
.. 
· I. 
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'.I: 
progress of tluiT truths, and unless salaried ' \vill put . ! 
, 
forth no efforts, for the religious elevation of 111ankind ? ', I 
. . ' . . ' . 'r 
The idea is preposterous. V,Te should cast a slur upon ' ' . , 
our glorious faith ' toadnlit ' it for a .• 1110ment . . That 
. . . . . . 
Christians generallyha'Te been too little engaged in the 
. . 
\vor k of .'their high : vocation has , been . because the 
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system of priestcraft, in its various fornls, has pressed 
do\vn their energies, or diverted their zeal into 
channels of little practical ilnportance. · But the vast 
extent and Inighty influence of individual . effort in 
apostolic tilnes proves its capabilities, and gives us 
confidence in the future." 
DR. THO~lAS. 
" There . is a · sublime spirit of independency in these, 
\vords : . 'Ye yourselves kno\v that these hands have 
-
Ininistered unto Illy necessities and to thenl that \"ere 
~ 
\vith Ine.' This feeling 111ust have been heightened by 
the fact that he kne\v that he had a divine claim to 
their tenlporal things (I Cor. ix. 13-14), and also by the 
fact that on account of his influence over theIn, he 
might ha\'eextracted froI11 thenl large portions of their 
property. . T \\'0 thoughts are suggested here. 1. That 
. it is a desirable thing for a minister to be secularly 
• 
independent of his people. \Vhy else does the apostle 
rejoice at it? The people \vho feel that their minister 
is dependent upon thenl are likely to take advantage of · 
his poverty, and to 11lisinterprethis act of purest 
generosity; and th e Ininister \vho feels his dependency 
- . 
nlClV COlllC under a strong tenlptation to hunlour their 
.I . 
.. prejudices, and under· a painful sense of his own 
hurniliation. 2. That a secular independence, there-
fore, every 111inister should endeavour to obtain. Any 
. . 
man \vith t\VO healthy hands can do it and ought tv do 
. . it. Agriculture, mechanics, trade, literature, · medicine, 
la\v · ·the Ininistet \\,ho \vishes to be secularly 
• 
• 
• 
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HOUSE AND GLEBE AND £1 A DAY.' 
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In Mr. C. E. Byles' life of Ha\vker of l\10r'A'ensto\v; 
'- . . 
are quoted not ' only the lines ' \vhich that ' sturdy 
, , , 
, , 
' churchman and , village autocrat cut , in his vicarage 
, 
\vall, but also the comlnent upon them \vhich " a local 
satirist offered. " These are Ha\vker's lines: 
A House, a Gl~be, a Pound a Day; 
A Pleasant Place to vVatch and Pray, 
Be true to Church be kind to Poor, 
o rVfinister! for evermore.' 
, 
, 
, 
, 
and this is the gloss of the parishioner, or lnore pro-
bably of a Dissenterslnarting fron1 some of , Ha\vker's 
scorn for N onconfonnists : ' 
, 
, 
• 
• 
, 
\Vith all these benefits supplied, ' 
A pound a day, and more beside'; 
, , 
H ow very good this man should prove~ 
How, full of zeal, how full of love! 
• 
But different the time we see, ' 
Since Jesus walked in Galilee, 
And did poor fishermen prepare 
His holyGosp~] to declare. 
, , 
Nor purse, nor scrip He bade them tcd\:c, ' 
'But preach the Gospel for His sake, 
And not a single word did say 
Of house, or glebe, or pound a day. 
, ' 
, " . 
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XVI. LIST OF INDEPENDENT l\IETHODIST 
, 
LANCASHIRE. 
Ashton - in - Maker-
field. 
Downall Green, 
Stubsha.w Cross, ' 
Ashton-under-Lyne, 
\Vellington Sti'eet, 
Aspul1, near \Vigan , 
, N e\v Springs, 
Atherton, 
Barrowford. 
Blacko, 
Bolton-
Folds Road, 
Noble Street, 
Chalfont Street. 
, High Street, ' 
, Be\'erle\' Road, 
-
Brierfield, 
Burnley, 
- ' 
Brvnn, 
"' , Chorley, 
-Cliviger, 
Colne-
Burnley Road, 
, -
\Vaterside. 
Blucher Street. 
Culcheth, 
Farnworth, ' 
Golborne, 
, Haggate, 
Haslingden. 
, Haydock, 
Hindley, 
Horwich. 
Ince-
Keble Street, ' 
" J ames Street, 
Spring View, 
Lancaster . 
, Nelson Street, 
\Vols1ey Street, 
• 
CHURCHES. 
I ei~h,-~ b 
The A venne, 
Bright Street. 
Livcrpool-
Elizabeth Street.' 
Tetlow Street, 
Cochrane Street. 
Goodison Road. 
Lowton. 
• 
Low Green, ' 
1\'1 anchester-
~\I ill St .. Bradford. 
. ' 
Varley Street. 
, . 
-l\Iorecambc. 
~elson-
Salem, Scotland 
Road, 
Barkerhouse H.d, 
Bradsha \\' Street. 
Lare h Street. ' 
• 
EvelT Strcet. 
"' . 
Oldham -
George Street~ 
King Street, 
Sn1ith Street, 
'Broadway Street. 
, "' . 
Ross Street, 
Pemberton-
, Lamberhead Gr'n 
Mount Zion, 
Newtown, 
Pendleton, 
Platt Bridge, 
Prescot. 
• 
Radcliffe, 
, Risley, 
, Roe Green . 
• 
Salford-
Unwin Street, 
Skelmersdale, 
Southport-
Sussex Road , 
High P'k, Church-
town, 
• 
• 
St. Helens-
Hamer Street, 
Sutton. 
• 
Thatto Heath. 
Stretford. 
Swinton-
Moorside . 
• 
Trawden. 
• 
Tyldeslev . 
w .. I ' 
Urmston. 
• • 
\V arrin a-ton-b 
Friars Green. 
• 
Brick Street (r) 
Brick Street (2) 
Academy Sh~eet, 
Bank Quay, 
\Vesthoughton -
\Vingates, 
Dicconson Lane. 
\Via-an ' , b 
Greenhough St., 
Kendal Street. 
CHESHIRE. 
Broadheath, 
Buerton, 
Cox Bank, 
Crewe, 
Fair Oak, 
Grappenhall, 
H aslingtoIl, 
Hazel Grove, 
High Legh, 
Little N eston, 
Lymm, 
Shavington, 
Stockport, 
Stockton Heath. 
• 
• 
• 
. . . 
• 
. . 
.. 
YORKSHIRE . . , 
• 
Baildon Green, 
Barnoldswick, 
Batley, 
Bingley, ',' ' . 
Cleckheaton. 
• 
Dewsbury, . 
Emley, . 
Flockton, . 
Thornhill Edge, 
Thornhill Lees. 
LINCOLNSHIRE. 
Gdmsby. 
LEICESTER-
SHIRE. 
Longhborough. 
SHROPSHIRE. 
Hook Gate, . 
1\1 arket Drayton. 
NORFOLK. 
Great Yarmouth. 
NOTTINGHA1VI. 
Aslockton, 
Bingham, 
Cay thorpe, 
Kneeton, 
. Lowdham, 
Nottingham-
" 
• 
. Carlton Road, . 
Sutton. 
STAFFORD· 
SHIRE. 
Kidsgrove; 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
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. 
GLOUCESTER . . ' . 
Bristol-
Ashton Gate, . 
Bedmhister. ' 
• 
Bell Hill, . 
Staple Hill, 
St. John's Lane, 
, 'Varnl1ev. 
.' 
, NORTHERN 
COUNTIES. 
.. 
DURHAl\L 
Bank Head, 
Boldon, 
Browney, . 
Catchgate, 
Consett, 
Copley Bent, 
Darlington, 
Deptford, 
Easington Lane, 
East Howle. 
Gateshead, 
Haswell, 
H etton -le-Hole. 
• 
H 0 ugh to n- 1 e . 
Spring, 
Kip Hill~ 
Murton. 
New Herrington, ' . 
New Seaham, 
New Silksworth . . 
• 
Ryhope, . 
Seaham H arbonr. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
• . · ' 
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. Sbildon, .. , 
• I 
· , I 
, , 
. ' , 
" " 
· .' 
, 
· I 
" ." . 
South Hetton, . 
South Hylton, . ' 
SpennYlnoor'- . . • .. I' . ~ . 
] ubilee, ' .. 
l\1ount Pleasant, ' . 
Sunderland . 
. Bethany, 
Robert Street,' 
J ames\Vi11iams 
Street. 
• • 
· vVarwick Street . . 
Cairo Street, 
. Trinldon Grange, 
<. 
' \-,..,' est Cornforth. 
• 
NORTHUMBER· . 
LAND. 
Ashington, 
Bebsicle. 
• Blyth, . ' 
N ewcastle:-
Pine Street. 
New Delaval. 
. '- ' 
• 
SCOTLAND. 
Glaso'ow'-~ . 
· Robson Street. 
. . 
· ,.,. 'VALES. 
Talvwain . . . 
.-
, Cymtillery. 
ISLE OF ,1\-1 AN. 
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